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OP:rN:rON 

Smmpaxy 

In this decision, we approve for Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company (PG&E) an increase in its overall revenue re~irement of 
$272,048,000 to reflect the following changes: 

1~ An increase of $G13.9 million under PG&E;s 
Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC), 

2. An increase of $26.$ million under PG&E's 
Annual Energy Rate CAER) rand 

:3. A decrease of $:368.:3 million under PG&E's 
Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism 
(ERAM). 

This amount will ~e consolidated with the revenue re~irement 
changes approved in PG&E's current general rate case .(Application 
CA .• ) 88-12-005.) for determination of overall revenue allocation and 
rate design • 

x. Background 

A. £tQcedural History 

PG&E tiled this application on April :3, 1989, re~esting 
an increase of $:37S.:3 million in its electric revenues on an 
annualized basis effective November 1, 1989. This re.quested 
increase was ~ased on the following revenue requirements changes: 

1. An increase of $815.2 million under PG&E"s 
EOC, 

2. An increase of $32.7 million under PG&E's 
AER, and. 

:3. A decrease of $469.9 million under PG&E's 
ERAM. 
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Although PG&E never formally changed its rate request, 
the company did change many of its forecast assumptions during ,the 
course of its hearings and expressed the opinion that the revenue 
requirements should be less than that indicated in the application. 
On June 28, 1989, John E~ Kerler, testifying for PG&E, offered a 
revised revenue requirement increase estimate of $146.22 million 
with the following elements (see Ex. 9; 'I'r. 123):-

1. An ECAC increase of $597.1 million, 

2. An A:ER. increase of $22.6 million, and 

3. An ERAM decrease of $473.5 million. 

This ECAC filing is PG&E's first since we issued Decision 
(D.) 89-01-040, which modified the rate case plan and the schedule 
for processing energy cost offset proceedings. Prior to that 
decision, PG&E'S rates reflecting ECAC, AER, and ERAM revenue 
requirements were adjusted on an annual basis effective August 1st. 

In order to, spread the Commission's workload more evenly 

~ 

across the year and to facilitate coordination with PG&E's general ~ 
rate case, we changed PG&E's revision date to November 1st. As a 
result, during this transitional year, PG&E's balancing accounts 
have registered over- and undercollections for 1$ months without 
rev~s~on. Xn addition, since the last AER revision only forecasted 
costs through the end of July 1989, we suspended PG&E's AER as of 
August 1st, allowing 100% of the fuel costs incurred since that 
date to be tracked in the ECAC balancing account. l 'I'he AER 
remains in suspension in anticipation of this decision. 2 

Normally, an ECAC application will include a request for approval 
of the reasonableness of gas and electric operations during a 

1 See D.89-01-040, mimeo. p. 23. 

2 Xbid. p. 26. 
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preceeding 12-month period. As d.irected in 0.8-9-01-040, however, 
the pending application covers ~ shorter period, from,February 1, 
1988 to December 31, 1988. 3 

Because there was also a pending PG&E general rate case 
this year, the Commission faced. the potential of end-of-the-year 
decisions that would have developed two different revenue 
requirements calculations and allowed. for two separate 
considerations of revenue allocation and rate desiqn issues. Soon 
after filing this application, PG&E filed a Motion to Consolidate 
Revenue Allocation and Rate Oesiqn Issues in the general rate ease 
Proceeding. Appropriately, this motion was granted in a joint 
administrative law judge (ALJ) ruling issued April 24, 1989. The 
revenue requirement derived from this proceeding has been merged 
with the revenue requirement d.etermination in the general rate 
case. All revenue allocation and rate design issues have been 
heard on a consolidated basis in A.88-12-005, the general rate 
case • 

The determination of sales forecasts provides another 
area of substantial overlap between the two proceedings. In the 
general rate case, tore casted sales were needed for all of 1990. 
In this proceeding, sales projections were needed for the forecast 
period., November 1, 1989 through October :31~ 1990. PG&E moved that 
the sales forecast developed in this proceeding ~e used. in the 
general rate case for purposes ot consolidated consideration of 
revenue allocation and rate design issues. In a ruling dated 
May 24, 1989,. ALJ Cragg granted that motion. 

:3 In tuture ECAC filings, PG&E's reasonableness review period 
will return to the normal 12-month span, ending 60-75 days prior to 
the ECAC (see 0.89-0l-040, mimeo. p,. 26).. The next reasona))leness 
review period may need to ~e slightly longer than l2 months, in 
order ~rinq the process up, to. d.ate • 
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We have recently issued two orders that affeet 
calculations to ~e made in this proceeding. 

In 0.89-06-048 (in A.82-04-44 et al., "OIR 2"), we 
adopted a floor/ceiling methodoloqy to calculate the short-term 
Enerqy Reliability Index (ERI) atfecting capacity payments to 
variably priced qualifying tacilities (QFs).4 In addition, we 
directed PG&E to submit late-tiled exh1~its· in th1s proceeding to 
conform its showings on marginal costs, revenue requirements, and 
others where appropriate to the adopted methodoloqy (see Ordering 
Paragraph 2). 

In 0.89-09-093, as part of this year's PG&E general rate 
case~ we adopted a method for calculating the operat1ons and 
maintenance (O&M) costs that PG&E avoids because of its purchases 
from variably priced QFs. The proposed order that was to ~come 
0.89-09-093 was issued after the commencement of this proceeding_ 
Parties to this proceeding were instructed to calculate the O&M 
component of payments to variable QFs (O&M adder) according to the 
method in the proposed order. Subsequently, in 0.89-09-093 we 
affirmed the reasonableness of that method. 

Hearings in the current proceeding were divided into 
three phases. The first phase encompassed those issues relating to 
the forecasts of fuel costs, resource mix, and variable payments to 
QFs. The second phase relates to the reasonableness of prices in 
special contracts entered into· between PG&E and certain large 
electricity customers. We added this sUbjeet to the ECAC menu in 
D.89-05-06·7 (in I.86-10-001). The third phase will address the 

4 QFs are certain cogeneration and small power produetion 
facilities that qualify for specified benefits under the federal 
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PORPA). PORPA 
establishes that the pr1ces a utilitiy pays for power generated by 
QFs are to be based on the costs the utility avoids by purchasing 
the QFs' power rather than generating the electricity from the 
utility's ,own plants. The costs avoided by such purchases include 
enerqy, capacity, and operation and maintenance costs. 
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reasonableness ofPG&E's operation during the period discussed 
above. This opinion decides only the first phase issues. 

Eight eays of hearings in the forecast phase of this 
proceeding were held between June 26· and September 6, 1989,. in san 
Francisco, California.. Concurrent opening and closing briefs were 
filed July 21, 1989 on the issue of sales forecasts. Concurrent 
opening briefs on resource assumptions ane modeling issues were 
filed July 28, 1989. Concurrent reply ):)rief~ were filed August 4, 

1989. A ruling ):)y the AI.J, dated Auqust 15, 1989, listed the 
resource plan input assumptions for parties to use in preparing 
their final calculations Of revenue requirements and other relevant 
factors. Aeditional hearings were held on september 1 and 
September 6, 1989, to· discuss the tmplications of these final 
calculations; and concurrent opening and closing ):)riefs were tiled 
on September 2S, 1989. 

The parties filing briefs in this proceeding included 
PG&E, the Commission's Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA), the 
California Cogeneration Council eCCC), the Geothermal Resources 
Council, the Independent Ener9Y Producers Association (IEP), the 
Independent Power corporation (IPC), th-e Association of california 
Water Agencies (ACWA) and the California Farm Bureau Federation 
(CFBF). 

The ALJ's Proposed Decision was mailed on November 6, 
1989. Comments were filed on November 27, 1989 ):)y PG&E, DRA, CCC, 
IEP, and CFBF. Responsive comments were filed on DecemJ)er 4, 1989. 
We have reviewed and carefully considered the comments. We have 
incorporated appropriate changes in this decision. 
B.. The Framing of the Issue§ 

Consistent with last year's PG&E ECAC proceeding, this 
application combines consideration of ECAC issues with an updating 
of key components. of the caleulation of prices paid· for power sold 
to· the utility by QFs .. The ECAC process enables a utility"s rates 
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to reflect changes in its fuel and purchase power expenses on an 
annual basis outside of the three-year general' rate case cycle. 
The OF calculation issues relate to the prices to be paid to QFs 
that do not have contracts specifying fixed prices. 

Variable QF prices are the sum of three basic components: 
a payment for capacity~ a payment for avoided O&M, and a variable 
payment for energy. critical to the determination of these 
payments are the utility's ERI and Incremental Energy Rate (IER). 

The ERI is used to· adjust the value of a generiC 
combustion turbine~ which we have used as a proxy tor a utility's 
avoided capacity costs and which therefore forms the basis for 
capacity payments to QFs. In another proceeding, while this matter 
was pending, we approved a method for caleulating PG&E'S ERI. All 
active parties used this method to· cal~~late the ERl and 
differences arose as to how the adopted method ~hould be 
implemented. 

The IER, which reflects the utility system's incremental 

• 

efficiency in converting heat energy to electricity,. is combined • 
with avoidee O&M costs to form an equivalent IER which is 
multiplied by the utility'S incremental fuel co~t to produce the 
price the utility pays for the variably priced QFs' energy. 

There is a logical relationship between conventional ECAC 
issues and the bases for QF prices. The forecast used to develop a 
utility'S ECAC revenue requirement is derived from the estimated 
production and expense levels related to hydroelectric, nuclear, 
purchased power, alternative and reneWable power, and oil- and qas
fired resources. The forecasts of energy production and 
availability affect the determination of the utility's generatinq 
efficiency at the marqinas measured by the IER. Similarly, the 
expected availability of resources to'meet forecasted demand i& 

, . 
reflected in the ERI. 
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ERI and IER values are generally derived from the results 
produced by production cost models. These models are,designed to 
simulate the manner in which utility resources meet system loads. 
This simulation is driven by the resource and load- assumptions that 
are inputs into the model. However, these inputs are not mere 
abstractions. In many cases, the inputs to the models are the 
resolutions of conventional ECAC issues that constitute the heart 
of the ECAC proceedinq. 

The use of computer models introduces another set of 
issues concerning how the modeler and the model translate and 
simplify the complexities of the utility system into terms that the 
model can. understand, and what manipulations the model makes of 
this information. This category of issues is referred to as the 
modeling conventions. 

As we have faced more ECAC applications that include IER 
and ERI considerations, we have instituted and modified procedures 
designed t~ ensure the full exchange of information pertinent to an 

• 
understandinq of the computer models used and a full exchange of 
data used to develop the IER and'ERI. At an earlier time, we 
required that all parties t~ ECAC and general rate case proceedings 

• 

of the major electric utilities use the ELFIN production cost model 
in developing a Hbase caseH run. (D.87-12-066, at p. 203.) The 
Commission reasoned that use of the same model Hto present a base 
case will aid the commission, as a starting po·int, in determining 
whether model, assumption, or methodological differences are 
causing the different results.H Each party, however, was also 
given the opportunity to present additional testimony using its 
model of choice. 

Additionally, the Commission directed that Ha workshop be 
held no later than one week following [theJ ECAC filing to 
determine the data sets, resource plans, load shape, heat rate 
input, unit commitment anc1 dispatch, minimum load conditions,. 
resource assumptions, marginal fuel assumptions, and all other 
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pertinent data that (the utility) used to calculate its IER.N 
(0.87-12-066, at p. 205-.) The workshop was also to s~rve as a 
toru:m. for the parties to agree,. to the extent possible,. on the 
assumptions to be used and the appropriate source ot those 
assumptions. ~he Director ot the Commission Advisory an4 
Compliance Division (CACO) was to appoint an arbiter tor the 
workshop to resolve any issues related to the development of a 
common data set upon which agreement could not be reached. This 
workshop procedure was employed in PG&E's last ECAC pre>eeeding. 

This year brought at least one major chanqe to the 
workshop process. In 0.88-11-0$2, which tollowed the first phase 
ot PG&E's 1988 ECAC proceeding,. we concluded that the base ease run 
that had resulted trom having all modelers use the ELFIN model bad 
not been usetul. We determined that a more usetul comparison would 
have. been among the models. Theretore,. we directed those parties 
to the 1989 ECAC who intended to sponsor a model run to present a 
base ease run that was the result ot usinq inputs trom a common 
data set applied to its tavored model. The workshOps became the 
forum tor developinq the common data set and identifying and 
resolvinq, it possible, the ditferenees among the parties.5 

The mOdelinq workshop was made a requirement for future 
ECAC proceedings in 0.89-0l-040. The workshops were held on 
April 19 and May 18, 1989, with Linda Gustafson ot the CACD serving 
as arbiter to develop common data set assumptions tor computer 
model runs to be used in this proceeding_ 

Another ch~nge introduced in this ECAC proceedinq is that 
the active parties were asked to develop· a consensus document 
allowinq for a comparison ot the positions taken by various parties 
on eaeh-ot the contested issues. ~he resulting Comparison EXhi~it 
(Exhibit 1) listed contested and uncontested resource assumptions 

50 See D.88-1l-052,- mimeo .. p. 68. 
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as well as the model ins conventions used by all parties. The 
parties are to be congratulated for their work in aeveloping the 
Comparison Exhibit, which appears to have helped the parties to 
limit the areas of contention and shorten the hearing time needed 
for this proceeding. 

The issues litigated in the foreeast phase of this 
proceeding thus ineluded not only PG&E's revenue requirement for 
the ECAC foreeast period, but also· the development of the IER and 
the caleulation of the ERI and O&M adder used in determining 
variable QF payments. 

In reviewing these issues, we will first examine the 
issues that must be resolved before the production cost models may 
be run: the load foreeast, resouree assumptions, and modeling 
conventions. Next, we will diseuss the calculation of the IER, 
ERI, and O&M adder. Then we will consider the differences between 
the three production cost models that were used in this proceeding • 

XI. LQad Forecast 

With only one exception, the active parties agreed with 
PG&E's sales projections. PG&E's initial forecast was set forth in 
Exhibit 2, Table 2-1. The table was revised in Exhibit 3 by addins 
information concerning area load during the forecast period and 
comparative figures for the 1990 test year covered by the general 
rate ease. PG&E later revised its sales forecast (Exhibit 2$) to· 
reflect the announcement that the Rancho seco Nuclear Power plant 
(Rancho Seco) would be closed·. 
A.. :rho Effect on Sales 9' Closing Rancho SecS?' 

Rancho Seco· is owned and was operated by the. Sacrament~ 
Municipal Utility District (SHOO). Without the beneflt of power 
generated at Rancho Secor SMtTO will have to purchase more 
electrieity from other entities. For various reasons, it is not 
yet possible to know with certainty how SMO'D will meet its needs •. 

• - 10 -
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However, it is reasonable to assume that SHOD will make use of its 
existing contracts with PG&E,. Southern California Edison Company 
(SCE), and utilities in the Pacific Northwest. PG&E has 4ivided 
the additional purchases among those three sources in a manner 
foun4 acceptable by all parties. 
8. Agrl£ultlgalCustO'.lD$r and ~l~~ l.oreeas£! 

The one source of controversy in this area involved the 

appropriate forecasts for the total number of agricultural 
customers and the projected level of agricultural sales. The CFBF 
presented evidence contesting the number of agricultural customers 
predicted by PG&E~ The ACWA presented evidence conflicting with 
PG&E's forecast of agricultural sales. 

The agricultural customer class is intended to include 
only those customers who use electricity predominantly to serve 
agricultural end-uses. Agricultural end-uses include growing 
crops, raising livestOCk, pumping water tor irrigation, and other 
uses that involve production for sal~~ and that do not change the 
form of the agricultural product. 

In last year's ECAC proceeding, PG&E proposed that the 
agricultural schedules be reserved tor those customers who meet the 
condition that 70%. or more of their ener9Y usage is dedicated to 
agricultural end-uses. PG&E also recom:mended that the new 
definition of the agricultural class be implemented in the 1989 
ECAC decision. The intervening year would give PG&E time to 
identify affected customers and inform them of their options in 
their new rate classes. We adopted PG&E's proposed redefinition 
and ordered that it would become applicable on the etfective.date 
of the decision adopting specifiC rates in the .1989 ECAC 
prOCeedin9'.6. 

6 See 0 .. 88-12-031, Orderin9' Para9'raph 10. 
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In the intervening year, PG&E did not reach its 90al of 
identifying affected customers. This undermine~ the ~ompany's 
ability to produce, in this proceeding, an accurate estiEate of the 
number of customers in the agricultural class .. 

The number of active a9ricultural accounts does not equal 
the number of customers with agricultural end-uses. For instance, 
each time a new pump is connected to, the utility lines, a new 
account is opened. Despite overall reductions in farmed acreage 
during the last few years, many new accounts have been opened. 
This is largely because of the increased need for pumps to deliver 
water to irrigated fields in drought years such as those recently 
experienced in california. In addition, many accounts are opened 
or closed simply because farm property changes hands and the 
electric billing is transferred to a new name. The interaction of 
these forces adds to the challenge of accurately predicting the 
number of agricultural accounts in any future year. 

Michael Robinson, testifyinq for PG&E, explained that the 
company used an econometric model to develop its forecast of 
agricultural customers. Such a model attempts to forecast and 
explain changes in the number of customers over time. PG&E's model 
suggests that the number of agricultural customers will continue to 
grow. 

CFSF challenges that assessment. USing its econometric 
model, PGScE predicts an average of lOl,,858 agricultural customers 
during the ECAC period. In order to test the assumptions 
underlying this number, CFBF sent data requests t~ PG&E as~n9 for 
a comparison of the numbers of all of its agricultural customers on 
a year-to-year basis. The request sought a tally of accounts 
actually opened and closed during a given year. CFBF argues that 
relating this account activity to· the number of accounts in 
existence in the prior year provides the ~ost accurate assessment 
of the number of aqricultural customers for each year~ Starting 
with a base ot 99,599 customers in 1985-, PG&E had.torecastcd 
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100,951 customers 'lor 19S.S, reflectinq a net increase of 1,352 
customers. CFBF showed that an actual tally of accounts opened and 
closed durinq those years yields a net reduction of S04 accounts, 
leadinq to 9S,795 customers in 19S5. This is 2,.156· customers :below 
PG&E'S estimate. 

PG&E disputed the usefulness of the information provided 
to crSF in response to its data request (Exhi:bit 5). Ro:binson said 
he did not know where the data came from, :but assumed that it was 
accumulated for some other purpose and cannot :be used tor CFBF's 
purposes. Despite repeated opportunities, PG&E did not provide any 
evidence to support its effort to refute its own numbers. 

CrMa's analysis has :brouqb.t into· question PG&E's forecast 
ot agricultural customers. The most compelling factor is that the 
growth in the num:ber of accounts projected :by the model does not 
coincide with recorded openinqs and closing'S in the years for which 
data was provided .. PG&E argues that its econometric projection is 
conservative, predicting that the survey necessary to 'lind out who . . 
is an agricultural customer within the newly adopted customer class 
detinition will ultimately increase the number of customers in the 
class. DRA seems to aqree. However, CFBF argues that the new 
definition will result in fewer customers in the class because of 
the 70% usage requirement. The parties debated as t~ whether or 
not Standard Industrial Code classifications could :be used to 
predict the ultimate size ot the agricultural class. The record on 
this issue is inconclusive. All that is clear is that the study 
has not :been done yet and no one knows tor sure what it will show. 

We are not persuaded :by PG&E's claim that the data 
otfered to show actual openings and closinqs should be disregarded 
because PG&E's witness is not sure where these numbers eame from. 
These numbers were provided by PG&E in response to a clearly worded 
data request from CFBF. In order to support its position, PG&E is 
tryin9' t~ undermine the credi:bility ot its own data. This arqument 
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is disingenuous. PG&E did not take the opportunity of providing 
evidence to support its position~ 

CFBF has offered 96,000 customers as a proxy for PG&E's 
forecast for both the ECAC forecast period and the general rate 
case calendar year of 1990. However, CFBF has also stated that it 
calculates the n~er of agricultural customers in 1988 to :be 
98,765·. CFBF's testimony does not adequately explain why it would. 
expect the number of customers to decrease by 2,76S in two years. 
Due to the apparent unreliability of PG&E.'s calculation and the 
uncertain effects of the new class definition, we will adopt the 
98,765· figure for the purposes of this forecast. 

Despite the disagreements as to the size of the 
agricultural class, the various estimates of aqricultural sales are 
very close. In fact, ACWA endorses ORA.' s numbers because there is 
little difference between the two and ORA endorses PG&E's numbers 
for the same reason. We see no compelling reasons that PG&E's 
projections should not be adopted. Changes in the number of 
customers may reflect little more than the number of new pumps 
installed or old pumps disconnected. sales is more a reflection of 
the overall irrigation needs. PG&E has lowered its forecast in 
response to improved hydro conditions. As the parties are all 
quite close in their current projections, we will adopt PG&E's 
forecast: PG&E sales of 69,300 gigawatt hours (GWh) and a total 
area load of 94,343 GWh for the ECAC forecast year~ PG&E sales of 
69,668 GWh and a total area load of 94,612 :eor the general rate 
case calendar year 1990. 
c. Wes Forecasts tor All Other ClASseS 

For all other purposes,. the parties aqreed with PG&E's 
sales forecasts. We will adopt that forecast as refleeted,in 
Exhibit 25-. 
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TABLE 1 
Sales Forecast Assumptions 

ECN;,7 

Amount in 
Class of Service GiSA,Watt-hoyrs 

Residential 23,479 
Small Light & Power 7,268 
Medium Light & Power 16,732 
Large Light & Power: 15,,52"3-

CCSF 702' 
Other 14,821 

Aqriculture' 3,099 
Street Lighting 363 
BART' 256 
PUblic Authority 512 
SMt10 982 
Other non-CPUC 931 
Interdepartmental 15~ 

Total PG&E Sales. 69,300 

SMO'O 7',638 
LUAF 7,956 
Electric Department Usage 26 
Other Area Load ..9 ,422 

Total Area Load 94,343 

Deliveries out of Area 50.3 

Total Planning Load 94,84S 

7 November 1, 1989 to October 31, 1990. 

8 January 1, 1990 to December 31, 1990. 
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III. ResQ!lXCes 

A. Purchases 2' Economy Energy from the Pasritie Northwest 
As W~G the case i~ the ECAC proceeding last year, this 

was a highly contested issue. The predominant source of power 
imported from the Pacific Northwest is hydroelectric. The 
Northwest has experienced two exceptionally dry years. While all 
parties assume that rainfall will now return to normal, there are 
disagreements as to the linqerinq impact of drought conditions on 
price and the amount of energy that Northwest suppliers are likely 
to make available. In addition, this issue has raised two other 
questions for our consideration: Should PG&E be required to rely 
on quantitative analysis in making its short-ter.m forecasts? 
Sbould apparently illogical computer outputs persuade us to abandon 
an otherwise reasonable price forecast? All parties agreed that 
the Pacific Northwest forecast should be considered in two stages: 
November 1989 through February 1990 and March through October 1990 • 

1. S.ta~.l.: November 1989 tl;rqugh February 1920 

a. lDstall~c~ 
PG&E's a~ility to import energy from the Pacific 

Northwest is limited by the amount of carrying capacity to· whicb it 
has access over existing transmission lines. PG&E calculated its 
entitlement on the installed capacity of AC and OC lines, plus any 
layoffs from unused Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) 
entitlements, minus. any periods of time when a line is down for 
maintenance. All parties aqree with PG&E's forecast of installed 
transmission capacity. We will adopt PG&E's figures. 

b. ~vailability 

PG&E and the QFs (CCC and IEP) aqree that the drought in 
the Northwest will limit the availability of economy energy 
purchases from the Northwest through next February. PG&E predicts 
that the reservoirs will not be filled to 100% level during this 
period and that the experience of ,the last two years will cause 
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suppliers to be cautious in dispensing the energy that is 
available. ORA disagrees. A key faetor influencing the 
availMility of energy is the nature of flows on the Columbia 
River, which generates electricity supplied'to California utilities 
by the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). 

~here is little dispute as to the expected size of 
Columbia River flows, just disagreement as to what it means. PG&E 
predicts 90% of normal flow and charaeterizes this as Wbelow 
normal. w ORA says 90-94% of flow is WnormalW for forecasting 
purposes. BPA says there is a 99% chance that reservoir levels 
will be at 100%. PG&E's witness Jack Kerler says this is 
optimistic, but offers no emp,irieal support for his position. 

Even if current river flows and reservoir levels are at 
or near normal, the reality of two, prior dry years is likely to 
restrain deliveries to California. Kerler argues persuasively that 
Northwest suppliers will be cautious. ~his perspective is 
supported by the fact that BPA, the largest supplier in the region, 
curtailed all deliveries to the south on the intertie as of July 5, 
1989. It appears that BPA is sensitive to monthly changes in 
precipitation and will carefully husband its supplies if current 
rainfall levels suggest the possibility that the accumulations this 
season may be less than normal. 

While all parties agree that some energy will be made 
available to PG&E during the first stage, no two parties agree as 
to how much. ORA's estimate is unacceptable because it ass~es 
that normal rainfall year quantities apply. IE? acknowledges that 
there is very little difference between its estimate and those of 
PG&E and CCC. We will adopt PG&E's forecast, which is the most 
consistently moderate across the period. 

PG&E also assumed that its forecasted energy availability 
would be sufficient to fill all of its entitlement on the 
transmission interties during peak periods and 50% of its 
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~ entitlement during off peak hours. 
0.$ wel.l.. 

We will adopt this assumption 

c. Price 
PG&E predicts that the average price for purchases from 

the Pacific Northwest during the first stage of the ECAC period 
will be 25 mills. CCC and IEP agree with PG&E. ORA, which is ~ore 
opti~istic about hydro conditions in the Northwest, predicts that 
the price on average will be equal to 90% of PG&E's incremental 
fossil fuel cost. PG&E agrees that if supplies were normal this 
would be the correct price. 

To support its 25 mill price prediction, PG&E referred to 
the less-than-normal energy expectation during the first stage, the 
1988 fixed price of 22 mills, a contract for 1988 deliveries from 
BPA to SCE at a price of 25 mills, and a recent BPA offer to 
provide energy in October 1989 at a price of 23 mills. We are not 
convinced that these factors support a 25 mill price. 

In 1988, reservoir levels in the Northwest were 
~ dramatically lower than they are in 1989. That fact certainly does 
~ not suqgest that the price this year would be even higher. The 

fact that SCE signed a 25 mill contract in 1988 says little about 
what PG&E may need to, pay this year. The only thing it clearly 
shows is that in 1988 PG&E was able to'purchase power from the 
Northwest at a lower price than was SCE. Finally, while the 
evidence indicates that BPA made a 23 mill offer this fall, there 
is no reason to expect that the two parties would have settled on a 
23 mill price. Nor do· we know whether or not the agreed-upon price 
would apply in any or all of the NovemDer 1989 through February 
1990 period. 

• 

In his August l5th ruling, the ALJ directed the m04elers 
to- assume that energy would be available from the Northwest at the 
levels advocated by PG&E at a 22 mill price durinq the first stage. 
Modelers for PG&E, CCC, and IEP found that these assumptions 
produced an unexpected result. Normally~ one would expect that the 
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~ost of an additional increment of ener9Y and the IER would be 

higher during peak periods than during off peak. How~ver, under 
the assumptions adopted in the ALJ's ruling, the IER for winter 
partial peak was lower than the IER for winter off peak. PG&E and 
the QFs ~lamed their unexpected modeling results on the 22 mill 
price assumption. IEP went so far as to· suggest that the price 
assumption must ~e changed to eliminate this effect. 

Applying the same assumptions,. the DRA's ELFIN run CliCl 
not produce this result. According to DRA's calculations, the 
partial peak IER was larger than the off-peak IER. ORA argues that 
there is nothing unreasonable with the 22 mill assumption and the 
record does not suggest that changing the assumption woulCl have a 
~ignificant effect on either the revenue requirement or the IER. 
In fact, IEP tested the affect of changing the assumption to 2S 
mills and concurred with DRA's assertion. 

However, even if we were to determine that the unexpected 
results were a matter of concern, there is no, logical ~asis for 
concluding that the 22 mill is incorrect. While the QFs place the 
blame for the "counter intuitive" results on the 22 mill price 
assumption and advocate a return to the 25 mill level,. ORA points 
out that there are other equally likely causes for this result. 
For instance,. higher availability assumptions woulCl ~e likely to 

bring the results within traditional expectations. FUrther, even 
if it was determined that the price has to change in order to have 
the model results fit within expectations,. there is nothing to 
suggest that the price should ~e changed to 25 mills. No party has 
offered a sensitivity analysis to demonstrate where the cross-over 
point would ~e on a price continuum ~etween 22 and 2S mills. 

In its concurrent brief dated September 2S, 1989, ORA 
raises a significant policy question stemming from the suggestion 
that the 22' mill price should be changed. Starting at page 3, ORA 
states:; 
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"Implicit in HEs:t's suggestion to abandon the 22 
mills price and adopt 25 mills is the 
assumption that the Commission should tailor 
its decisions to satisfy the production cost 
models. This may ~e the first time such a 
recommendation has ~een made and it raises a 
~road and important policy question which will 
sooner or later demand resolution. 

"When. models are unable to reach intuitively 
expected results ~ased on apparently reasonable 
assumptions, we must ask what role the models 
should play in our proceedings. DRA believes 
that in an instance such as this one, an 
assumption which appears to be reasonable, 
should not be rejected strictly ~ecause it may 
create one counter-intuitive result. The 
Commission should be the ultimate decision 
maker. Whether one model or all models produce 
unexpected results, the Commission must decide 
whether a qiven assumption,. is reasonable. 

"In this instance, ~ecause one ot the models is 
not produe inq the unexpected IERs, the 
Commission is not forced to resolve the 
underlying poliey question. If the Commission 
wishes to maintain the 22' Dills price adopted 
in the ALJ's rulinq, it appears that ELFIN will 
produce intuitively correct results." 
(EX. 54.) 

We agree that 22 mills is an appropriate price assumption 
to apply to the first stage of purchases from the Pacific 
Northwest. While PG&E and the QFs have offered little more than a 
best guess to support the 25 mills prediction, actual practice 
confirms PG&E's ability to o~tain energy at 22 mills under less 
tavorable conditions. Further, we will not change a reasonable 
assumption just to make the modeling results look ~etter.. Even it 
we were otherwise inclined, there would ~e no compelling r~ason to 
do so in this situation, where the change would· have virtually no 
effect on the IER or on the overall revenue requirement • 
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a. Xns3;Alled_eapac:ity; .. 
During this stage as ~ell, all parties are in agreement 

with PG&E's forecast of installed transmission capacity, ~hether or 
not loop flo~ is a factor. We will adopt PG&E's figures. 

b. Availability 

One goal of an ECAC proceeding is to apply the ~ost 
current information to derive a short-term forecast of resource 
availability, load requirements, and related costs. However, since 
we are not able to make reliable forecasts of seasonal 
precipitation, we conventionally assume normal precipitation during 
the forecast period. All parties have applied such an assumption 
in predicting Pacific Northwest energy availability. While PG&E 
argued that past drought conditions would stifle sales during the 
first four months of the period, it is not predicting any unusual 
limits to the availability of energy during the remaining eight 
months. 

PG&E and DRA predict the same energy availability during 
this stage. The QFs, on the other hand, rely on PG&E's long-term 
forecast as s@mitted in this year's general rate ease, whieh 
predicts siqniflcantly lower energy availability in 7 of the S 
months. 

The QFs arque that PG&E should not ~e allowed to be 
inconsistent in its forecasts in two proceeaings that are heard 
concurrently. They assert that there are unexplained 
inconsistencies between the two forecasts. Perhaps most 
significantly, they fault PG&E for developing its ECAC forecast in 
a way that lacks suffieient analytical rigor. 

For the general rate case,- PG&E produced a forecast :based 
on what the QFs refer to as a quantitative model. The key 
characteristic of such a model is its relative verifiability. 
Assumptions as to what may affect energy supplies are· clearly 
defined and subject to· critique for conceptual soundness.. Onee the 
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conceptual framework is understood, results can be checked and 
replicated by others willing to undertake the same analysis. 

For the ECAC forecast, PG&E undertook a largely empirical 
study. PG&E's forecasters talked to· people in relevant decision
making' positions, considered recent events, reflected on the 
methods available to the Northwest utilities to control enerqy 
releases and relied on their collective experience to produce an 
informed judgment. Robert Weisenmiller, testifying for CCC, 
characterized this as the crystal ball approach. 

The QFs assert that PG&E should be required ,to rely on a 
quantitative approach, ar9Uing' that PG&E's analysis is difficult, 
if not impossible to verify because it relies on the sUbjective 
experience and judgments of power control personnel rather than on 
an analytical model. Because PG&E'S forecast in the g'eneral rate 
case relied on an analytical model, the QFs argue that .it is 
preferable to the forecast offered in this case. 

PG&E responds by pointing out tha~ the 90al.of the 
g'eneral rate case analysis was to prepare a long-term forecast. 
The utility further points out that the use of the long-term 
analysis is to calculate the cost-effectiveness of long-term 
demand-side management programs, not to determine' the revenue 
requirement. PG&E argues that the use of such analysis in an ECAC 
proceeding would negate the benefit of using more recently 
available information to· develop a short-term forecast. 

There are two separate issues raised by this debate. One 
goes to the merits of applying the results of a long-term forecast 
to the short-term issues of IERs and ECAC revenue requirements for 
the next 12 months. Using' PG&E's long-term analysis for such a 
purpose is inappropriate and that is why we will not adopt the 
availab,ility forecasts put forth by the QFs. When the purpose of 
analysis is to determine the life cycle cost-effectiveness of a 
program, one can be much more forgivinq of potential year-to--year 
variations. Because the projections extend into· periods tor which 
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forecasts cannot be dependable, the use of averages and 
hypothetical assumptions may be more acceptable. We ,can anQ must 
expect more in an ECAC forecast. The reliance is on short-range 
vision and the factors that are recognizable from Where we stand 
today~ 

That aside~ we are still left with one important issue~ 
Should PG&E be required to develop and rely on a quantitative 
analytical framework for preparing its ECAC forecasts of 
availability of energy from the Pacific Northwest? 

We do not pretend to be at a point where we can say that 
properly executed quantitative analysis will always provide a more 
reliable forecast than empirical judgment. In most of our 
proceedings, we are offered the opinion of experts who are relying 
to a large extent on their professional judgment based on a 
perspective harvested from years of experience. without a doubt, 
such expert testimony should always be put to the test. Experts 
must be prepared to demonstrate to the Commission how their 

• 

experiences were brought to bear on their juo.goments. Experts must • 
always be able to show that their judgments flow logically from an 
assessment of facts and that the full range of essential facts have 
been considered. Nonetheless, we cannot negate the merits ot such 
testimony out of hand. 

In this instance, PG&E's expert was available for 
scrutiny. Where there were apparent inconsistencies, the QFs or 
other parties were free to test his judqment through discovery and 
cross-examination. He could have (and most likely should have) 
been asked to set out the full array of factors he considered and 
had his judgments challenged with apparently contrary facts. 
However, this was largely not done. Instead,. QFs raised many 
questions in the relative vacuum of post-hearing briefs where they 
could not result in an enhancement of the factual record. 
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It is undeniable that a well developed quantitative 
analysis would carry great evidentiary weight. We would encourage 
PG&E, ORA, or any other party to develop such an approach to 
forecasting short-term Pacific Northwest energy availability.. To 
be certain, the expertise applied to· empirical judgment could be 
equally as valuable if a more analytically rigorous approach were 
applied.. However, we are not prepared to· require such analysis in 
this situation. 

c- ptiee 
For this stage,. PG&E applied the same pricing asswnption 

that we adopted in last year's ECAC .. 9 The price of Northwest 
purchases would be assumed to- equal 90% of PG&E's average 
incremental fossil-fired steam generation costs. All other parties 
support PG&E's assumption and we will adopt it. 
B. Eu.:cChaliEes from the calitgrnia Dtpament o'-Wa~J: and £o.wex 

All parties agreed that the dete~ination of price for 
these purchases is linked to· the assumption of ener~ available 
from the Northwest. It was agreed that if Northwest supplies were 
considered limited during the first stage of the ECAC period, the 
price should be assumed to- be 20 mills. All parties agreed that 
the price for the remainder of the ECAC period should be assumed to 
be the same as the price for Northwest purchases during the second 
stage. Since we are assuming limitations to availability during 
the first stage, we adopt the prices as just described. 
c. Q,eners Gen~ion 

1. Availabilitv 
In 1987, the Geysers field began to experience frequent 

steam curtailments, when there was inSUfficient steam to run all of 
the units although the units were available tor service_ PG&E 
expects these curtailments to· continue and increase during the 

9 See 0.88-11-052, discussion on p .. 36 .. 
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forecast period. In addition, Unit 15 is now out of service for an 
indefinite period and is assumed to be unavailable du~ing the 
forecast period,. due to insufficient steam. PG&E's estimates 
reflect these expectations. 

These curtailments were at issue during the last ECAC, by 
which time they had been a factor tor about a year. At the time, 
PG&E argued that the year's curtail~ents represented a trend that 
was likely to continue. ORA had argued that the basis of the 
curtailments was unknown and there was no reason to expect th~ to 
continue. We felt that a year's experience did not provide a basis 
for projecting a trend of increased curtailments, but expressed 
skepticism concerning ORA's assumption that the problem would 
disappear. Instead, We projected curtailments for the next year 
based on the five most recent months of curtailment data. 

The problem did not disappear_ In fact, curtailments 
have continued to grow. ~his year, PG&E was able to shed little 
new light on the reasons tor these developments, or provide a 
convincing basis tor predicting curtailments during the forecast 
period. PG&E has once again proposed that a trend ot increasing 
curtailments be assumed. CCc and IE? agree. ORA argues that two 
years' worth of data is inSUfficient to predict such a trend, a 
problem that is aggravated by our continuing lack of understanding 
as to, why the curtailments are occurring and proposes that an 
average of historical curtailments be used to forecast pertormance 
during the test year. 

Because of the continuing uncertainty about the status of 
Unit lS, which is currently down, and the fact that we are no more 
enlightened than we were a year ago about the causes of the 
curtailments, we are not persuaded that a predictable pattern of 
curtailments has been set. The staff's, recommended approach of 
averaging the last two, years' curtailments for use in the forecast 
period may be too' conservative of an approach to· take. As PG&E has 
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pointed out, actual curtailments in 1989 already exceed O~'s 
predictions tor the forecast period. 

We have chosen to assume, for the purposes of setting 
rates and IERs, that curtailments during the forecast period will 
~e the same as those during the last 12 months for which data was 
available prior to the final IER calculntion. That data indicates 
that curtailments are still increasing. 

At the same time, we are concerned about PG&E's failure 
to gain a more sophisticated understanding of the nature and 
magnitude of the problem during the last year. During the 
hearings, anecdotal information was provided of studies conducted 
~y other users of steam from the Geysers concerning curtailments in 
other fields. We will expect PG&E to present information during 
with its next ECAC filing that will reflect speeific study of the 
problems affecting PG&E's Geysers plants including a verifiable 
method for determining the likely yield from the Geysers during the 
next forecast period • 

2. Pr~ 

PG&E proposes that the assumed price be ~ased on its 
contractual formula involving recorded and forecasted fossil costs 
and recorded and forecasted nuclear fuel costs, as in past years. 
ORA has proposed that the nuclear fuel cost component be decreased 
to reflect what it asserts to have been unreasonable delays in the 
completion of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant (Diablo canyon). In 
its report for the reasonableness review portion of this 
application, ORA has proposed a disallowance,. couched on a related 
theory. We feel that thE! consideration of these ORA proposals 
should be conSOlidated for hearing in the reasonableness phase. 
Thus, we are adopting PG&E's geothermal price assumptions without 
prejudice to later consideration of the ORA position • 
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D. Dia»lo canyon Generatism 
In the last ECAC proceeding, the appropriat,e lDethod of 

characterizing the forecast performance of Diablo canyon was 
heavily debated. We determined that it was inappropriate to iqnore 
the effect that refueling outages may have on the performance of 
the plant. 

The necessity of shutting down a generating unit and 
removing the reactor head during the refueling process makes the 
refueling outage an ideal time to perform necessary maintenance on 
various parts of the plant. Although. those activities are 
carefully planned~ they may takQ longer t~ perform than was 
originally anticipated. In addition, the maintenance and refueling 
process may enable the engineers to, uncover dalDaged parts and 
unexpected maintenance tasks that could extend the lenqth of the 
outage. These are usually pro~lems that could not be detected 
before the plant was shut down and various components were 
dismantled. Because of the unpredictability and the variable 
lenqth. of these outages, it would not be meaningful to simply 
consider the plant's performance while in operation without 
considering the amount of time it is down for refueling. 

For that reason, we chose to- rely on the full cycle 
capacity factor. This is a measure that inclUdes consideration of 
the length of a refueling outage. It is measured from the time a 
unit begins generating electricity after a refueling outage to the 
comparable time--the start of generation--in the following ~ycle, 
approximately an lS-month period. We found that it is a measure 
that seems particularly well suited for the Diablo canyon units; to 
the extent that Diablo canyon's very high operating capacity factor 
is the result of maintenance performed during its longer than 
average refueling outages, the full cycle capacity factor balances 
these influences. Unfortunately, predicting generation from a full 
cycle capacity factor is difficult, because the percentage factor 
depends not only on the lenqth of the refueling outage, but also on 
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the actual length of the full cycle. Therefore we converted tbe 
full cycle capacity factor.to an expected operating c~pacity 
factor (OCF) ~y assuming that the full cycle performance occurred 
over a typical fuel cycle of 18 months and a typical refueling 
outage of 12 weeks. 10 

CCC and IEP have recommended that the same formula be 
used this year, yielding an OCF of 80.5%. On the ~asis of one 
additional fuel cycle for each unit, PG&E has now recommended that 
the formula be changed. PG&E still is as.suming a 12-week refueling 
outage. However, instead of applying tha.t assumption to the 
historical full cycle performance, the cClmpany would apply it to 
the historical operating capacity factor. The result is a 
recommended OCF of 85-.4%. ORA supports the PG&E proposal. PG&E 
argues that Diablo canyon is now a mature plant,. with predictable 
retueling outages. 

There have now been two refueling outages each tor Units 
1 and 2. The last outage was for Unit 2 and it was completed in 2 
days less than 12 weeks. PG&E argues tM,t this fact demonstrates 
that refueling outages should be expected never to· exceed 12 weeks. 
However, this outage was preceded by a Unit 1 retueling outage of 
more than 18 weeks. PG&E's witness explained that the company was 
able to learn enough during that lengthy Unit 1 outage to allow 
them to anticipate and plan tor the repairs to be completed during 

10 The implications of the OCF chosen for the the ECAC period 
have changed with the approval of the settlement of the Oiablo 
Canyon Reasonableness Review in 0.88-12-083. PG&E now receives a 
specified payment for each kilowatt hour of net generation from 
Diablo Canyon. The AER will be adjusted to become indifferent to· 
the performance of the plant. The generation foreeast adopted in 
this proceeding will allOW us to establish a Diablo canyon 
component of the ECAC revenue requirement in anticipation of 
expected performance. In additon, forecasted Diablo· canyon 
performance is still a factor in planning for other fuel needs and 
in calculating the IER • 
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the Unit 2 outaqe. That is beeause the two units are mirror images 
of each other. 

CCC anQ IE]? arque that a plant that ha~ previously 
experienced only one fuel cycle per unit does not suddenly become 
mature after the second fuel cycle. We aqree. It makes no more 
sense to assume that the last Unit 2 outage is typical of future 
outages than to assume the same of the last unit 1 outage. We do 
not know if or when it will become possible to detect a meaningful 
trend in the length of these refuelinq outages. In any event~ two 
data points for each plant certainly are not enough. As CCC points 
out, if the two data points available for Unit 1 could constitute a 
trend, they would sU9gest that the outages will become longer and 
lonqer.. As further defense of its proposed cb.ange~ PG&E asserts 
that the industry averages show that refueling outages become 
shorter with time. CCC appropriately reminds us that the 
methodology that we adopted in the last ECAC proceeding relies on 
Oiablo canyon's performance, not on the industry average. We 
prefer to adhere to our earlier approach because the performance of 
the each unit is more appropriately reflected by its performance 
across the fuel cycle. We will adopt the 80.$ * figure offered by 
CCC and RES!. 
E. MiJ:J.i'anxm. DowntiDe and Startup Fuel 

Beguiremen.ts tgr Fossil Plants 

In order to simulate the dispatchinq decisions that will 
be made in practice, computer mOdelers must establish certain 
modeling conventions. These function as rules or constraints that 
help Shape the hypothetical dispatcher's resource choices. One 
such modeling convention is the concept of minimum downtimes for 
fossil plants. Another is, an assumption as to the amount of fuel 
needed to,start up a unit that has been'down. 
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As PG&E explains, for modeling purposes, it imposes a 
minimum 72-hour downtime for its larger ste~ units and a 4S-hour 
minimum downtime for its smaller units. The praetical effeet is 
that the smaller units will not be shut down overnight, for 
economic reasons~ if they are perceived as being needed the next 
day and the larger units will not be shut down for less than three 
days. Startup costs are also used in production simulation models 
to allow for a comparison of the cost of shutting units down for 
tuel economy with the cost ot keeping units on-line at minimum load 
in antieipation of the next time a particular unit is needed to 
serve lo~d. PG&E argues that to ensure that the deeision to 
startup a unit is correet, the full cost of startup must be 
considered. Those costs include fuel, distilled water, labor, and 
auxiliary power required to start up a unit. For modeling 
purposes, PROMOD reflects all of these costs as if they were 
related to fuel. 

IEP argues that these assumed minimum downtimes and 
startup costs are excessive. The modeling implication is that the 
fossil plants are less likely to ever be deeommitted either because 
they could not comfortably be brought back on-line without 
violating the minimum downtime constraint, or beeause the assumed 
startup costs are too high to make a temporary shut down appear 
eeono~ieally justified. IEP asserts that if these constraints are 
excessive, the value of variably prieecl QFS may be understated. 

IEP presents two types of eviclenee to support its clatm 
that PG&E's assumed minimum downtimes are excessive. IEP refers to 
PG&E's submissions before the California Energy Commission (CEC) 
in its Biennial Update Proceecling (CFM7) concerning startup time 
requirements. These ranged from three to ten hours for WhotW 

startups and six to- 18 hours tor HcoldW startups. PG&E responds 
that startup time requirement is a concept independent of the 
minimum downtime requirement.. As PG&E explains it,. startup time is 
the number of hours required to bring a unit from shut down to the 
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point where it can begin to serve load, while minimum downtime is 
the number of hours from the time when a unit is taken of~-line 
until it can begin to be started up aqain. PG&E goes on to explain 
that the minimum downtime requirement is used to minimize unit on
and off-line cycling, which causes thermal and mechanical stresses 
and vibrations that in turn result in increased wear and tear on 
mechanioal oomponents. PG&E says that, as a result, its 
dispatchers will not shut down and restart units for less than the 
minimum downtimes except in the case of emerqencies. 

IE? responds by saying that although this concept might 
make theoretical sense, it does not reflect reality. IEP reports 
that it reviewed PG&E's hour by hour oil and gas steam plant 
production data as provided in the ECAC reasonableness review last 
year. According to IEP, combined with the hourly production data 
provided by PG&E was an explanation of each outage incurred by a . 
power plant. David Branchcomb, testifying for IEP, stated that 
this data indicated that in a number of instances, PG&E took some 

• 

of its oil and gas steam plants ott-line on a reserve status tor as • 
littl~ as three hours. Branchcomb argues that this shows that the 
minimum downtime concept is not meaningtul. 

PG&E responds by saying that most ot the reserve 
shutdowns ot less than 48 to 72 hours appear in the records as 
short term because they were immediately preceded or followed by 
scheduled maintenanoe or a forced outage. The implication is that 
the plants were usually shut down for lonqer than the data examined 
by IEP might sugqest~ IE~ responds by pointing out that in several 
instances, very short downtimes were recorded and were neither 
adjacent to a longer outaqe nor associated with some emerqency. 
PG&E counters by saying that IEP is only discussing nine starts out 
of a total of about 200 cold starts over the oourse of a year. IEP 
says that PG&E's data from its CFMS Submissions should be adopted, 
instead of the numbers offered by PG&E· in this proceeding. 
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As was the case with the question of PAcific North\N'est 
availc!lbility, IEP is Asking us to reject PG&E's showing in this 
CAse lArgely because PG&E has said something elsewhere that appears 
to be contradictory. Although truly contradictory showings in two 
proceedings would seriously undermine the credibility of the 
presentations in either case, the existence of a contradiction does 
not lend instant reliAbility to the "'other" showing., In this 
instance, we are not convinced either that a true contradiction 
exists or that the CFM7 numbers are more reliable. 

PG&E has tes·tified thc!lt the downtimes are not AS short as 
they appear and that there are technical reasons to, keep the plants 
down longer. IEP has not offered engineering support for its 
claims that shorter downtimes can be assumed. The IEP showing has, 
nonetheless, placed a spotlight on a subject that merits greater 
scrutiny~ In its next ECAC filing, we will expect PG&E to 
demonstrate, based on nistoricAl data from 1986, and 1989, the 
actual amount of time each plant was down in each instance and 
provide the reason for the duration of the outage. PG&E should 
offer minimum downtime assumptions that do not simply reflect the 
optimal operating conditions, but take into account the downtimes 
that are actually experienced. 

IEP also raised the possibility that PG&E's technique of 
including all startup costs as a fuel cost equivalent may lead to
double counting. The nonfuel costs such as lAbor and distilled 
water would. normally be considered in a general rate case, not in a 
fuel cost offset proceeding_ The ALJ directed PG&E to provide 
evidence showing which costs are already accounted for in the 
general rate case and. the revenue requirement associAted. with those 
costs. PG&E reported. that for the IER and revenue requirements 
calculations, the costs of the auxiliar-I' power, distilled \N'Ater, 
and. lc!lbor were removed. because these costs· Are recovered elsewhere 
(the nonfuel costs in the general rate case and the auxiliary power 
costs. in the general steam rate). These costs represent $585,000 
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out ot the $3,948,000 startup cost assumed for aispatching 
purposes. 

For dispatchinq purposes, it is realistic to consider the 
full cost of start-up. It is not, however, reasonable to, double 
count dollars. The additional intormation provided DY PG&E assures 
us that the company is not asking for the same aollars in two' 
separate proceedings.' Thus, we will adopt PG&E's assUlUptions tor 
minimum downtimes and startup tuel costs tor steam plants using 
fossil fuel. 
F., :&!start 2' standby oil ans'. Gas units f2r QP~ Simulation 

PG&E has certain oil and gas generating units that are 
kept on stan~y. PG&E says that these units are not likely to De 
needed in 1990. Placing the units in standby, accordinq to PG&E, 
saves costs associated with keeping the units in as-available 
status. Nonetheless, these units are capable o~ ~ein9, put into 
service relatively quickly. PG&E argues, that~ in modeling the 
utility'S dispatch decisions in the absence of variably priced QFs, 
it is inappropriate to treat these units as if they were available 
for use. 

IEP points out that PG&E has made this argument before. 
In fact, PG&E made the same argument in its ECAC proceeding last 
year. In 0.88-11-052 (at p. 64) we said: 

HWe Delieve that it is appropriate to model 
standby units that can De restarted in a short 
time as ~eing available tor the entire forecast 
period. Presumably, these plants were put on 
standby because they were less e~ticient than 
other plants. Since the model dispatches 
generation on an economie basis, except for 
certain constraints, these plants would not be 
employed by the models unless and until they 
were cheaper than alternatives.H 

In that decision; we required all modelers to model standby units 
that can ~e restarted in short time as being available for the 
entire forecast period.. Nothing has changed that shou14 cause us 
to' alter our position this year. As proposed by IEP I we will ask 
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all mOdelers to assume that all six units in question will remain 
available tor the entire torecast period. 
G. :oncontested AsSUll!]ltions 

The parties were able to reach agreement as to many of 
the resource and mOdeling assumptions to apply to IER and revenue 
requirements calculations. Appendix A to this decision contains 
the portion of Exhibit 1 that lists the uncontested resource 
assumptions and modeling conventions. We adopt all of those 
assumptions as listed, with the exception of the sales forecast 
(which has been adjusted as described in an earlier section) and 
hydro generation (which bas been changed to reflect J~e snow 
survey information). 

rv. ca1cu1atioD....Of the ERX 

There are three computational factors set in th~ ECAC 
proceedinq that qovern the payments to be made by PG&E to variably 
priced QFs. The IER, which reflects the utility system's 
incremental efficiency in converting heat energy tc electricity, is 
multiplied by the utility'S incremental fuel cost to produce the 
en~rqy price to be paid to variably priced QFs. The ERI is a way 
of expressing whether the value of additional capacity on an 
electric utility system in a given year is the same as,. or qreater 
or less than the utility'S marqinal capacity investment, assumed to 
be a eombustion turbine. It is a fraction that is multiplied by 
the cost of a combustion turbine to· produce the capacity price to 
be paid to variably priced QFs. The O&M adder reflects the 
operation and maintenance costs that are avoided when variably
priced QFs are available. It is added to the energy and capacity 
prices to form the total price paid to variably priced QFs. The 
modeling parties were directed to present their IER, ERI, and O&M 
adder calculations in the hearings which followed the ALJ's 
resource assumption ruling • 
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The first ERI was adopted in PG&E's test year 1984 
general rate case 0.83-12-068. Since then, this Commission has 
considered aspects ot the ERI in a number ot other de~isions.11 
The ERI capacity value adjustment is calculated using either short
term or long-term torecasts ot utility loads and resources, 
depending on the type ot standard otter.12 Short-term ERls are 
updated annually in the Enerqy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) 
proceedings. tong-term ElUs are updated as part of the Biennial 
Resouree Plan Update (BRPU) in A.82-04-44 et al. 13 

Prior to June 22', 1989, we had adopted lnethods tor 
calculating the long-term ERIs for PG&E, SCE, and. San Diego Cas & 
Electric Company (SOG&E).14 We had also adopted methods for 
calculating short-term ElUs tor SCE and SDC&E. However,. in 
0.88-03-079, we deferred tinal adoption ot a short-term method tor 
PG&E. Instead, we continued the use of PG&E's 1987 capacity price 
tor lQ88,. and requested comments on a Htloor/ceilingH proposal.1S 

In 0.89-06-048, we adopted a floor/ceiling lnethodoloqy, 
modified in response to· eomments on.an earlier proposal,. to 
calculate the short-term ERI for PG&E. 

11 See 0.86-07-004, pp. 27-30 and 81; 0.86-11-071,. PP·. 1-17; 
0.88-03-079, pp. 3-18; and 0.89-06-048 in its entirety. 

12 capacity payments under our as-available offers (SOl and S03) 
are ~ased on ERI calculations using short-tetm forecasts ot loads 
and resources. Capacity payments unaer S02 and our Hlong-runN 

final Standard Otter 4 are ~ased on ERI calculations using 1-ong
:ta.m forecasts. 

13 See D.88-03-026, Table A and D.88-03-079, pp. 6-8. 

14 In D.88-03-079, we directed SDG&E and SCE to adjust the 
capacity cost of a CT using an ERI ~ased on expected unserved 
energy. We directed PG&E to use a CEC-based Target Reserve Margin 
method.. see 0.88-03-079, pp .. 6-8, 18'. 

15 0.88-03-079, pp. 16-18. 
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Until further action ~y this commission, PG&E's short
term ERr will have a ceiling of 1.0 and a floor of 0",4.. The 
ceiling ERl will be used to' calculate capacity payments Whenever 
PG&E's projected reserve margin for the forecast year is equal to 
or less than the target reserve margin established in the most 
recent Electricity Report of the etc. 'rhe ERI will'deeline 
exponentially as the projected reserve margin increases Above the 
target, until the projected reserve margin is six percentage points 
over the target. At or beyond that point, the ERI will be the 
floor value of 0.4. 

Our adopted floor/ceiling approach is to be used 
consistently for all applications involving' short-term capacity 
valuation on PG&E's system, including pricing for as-available QFs, 
forecasts of energy-related revenue requirements, revenue 
allocation, and rate design. 

Since this ECAC proceeding and the general rate case were 
already in progress when the floor/ceiling approach was adopted, we 
directed PG&E to make late filings in both cases to assure that its 
ERI calculations conformed to the new approach. The timing of the 
ERI decision allowed for PG&E and other parties to present 
responsive ERI calculations along with their final IER runs. When 
asked to prepare its calculation, PG&E sought guidance as to how 
the calculation should be made. There were two lengthy off-the
record discussions dedicated to answering PG&E's questions. One of 
those discussions was precee,ded by the issuance of a letter from 
the ALJ (dated July l2, 1989) setting forth for discussion a format 
for ealculating the ERZ. Since the company continued to request 
more expliCit guidance, the ALJ included the following instructions 
in his August 15" 1989 ruling on resource input assumptions, which 
reiterated the format discussed in his, earlier letter: 

1. Calculate projected reserve margin based on 
QF-in run • 
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2. Calculate Plgjected reserve margin based on 
OF-out run. 

3. Calculate the average of these two values. 

4. Calculate ERI, based on the average 
proje~ted reserve margin, using the CEl,S 
adopted target reserve margin of 17.5% 
and the tloor/ceiling methodology adopted 
i.n 0.89-06-048. 

5. Incorporate the ERI in the revenue 
requirements calculati.on. 

Ultimately,PG&E calculated the ERI as .40, while ORA and 
the QFs all calculated the ERI as 1.0. There were tour major areas 
of disagreement between PG&E and the other parties as to how the 
calculation should be made. 
A. Dry Year RYdr9 Assumption 

When placing a value on contribution of new capacity to' 
the reliability of the utility system, it is important to take into 
account any eonditions whieh could reasonably apply in the period 
under consideration. We have consistently required that this 
analysis include an assumption that in any given year the utility 
may face dry hydro conditions. In this proceeding PG&E has arqued 
that dry year hydro conditions should not apply to the ERI 
forecast, because it is only a one-year forecast.. PG&E sU9gests 
that there is suffici.ent predictability in the short-term hydro 
forecast process to, make this planning'exception. 

" . 

16 QF-in/QF-out should be detined in a manner consistent with the 
IER runs. Consistent with the Commission's determination in 
0.86-11-071 (see Finding of Fact 7 and p. 10), Wary hydrow 

conditions should be assumed tor the ERI calculation. ' 

17 Derived from the CEC'''s Electrieity Supply Planning AssumptiOns 
Report,. Docket 87-ER-7, p. A-50. 
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In this regard, we aqree with the comments of ORA witness 
Robert Kinosian that we have always used adverse hydr~ conditions 
when doing reliability planning beeause it is impossible to, 
forecast what the actual hydro conditions will be in a following 
year. In 0.86-11-071, this Commission responded to an earlier 
request by PG&E to- reconsider that requirement. lhe Commission 
said (at p. 11), w ••• we reaffirm that adverse hydro conditions are 
to be the basis of capaeity planning in California •••• (SJince we 
are using the perspective of system operability, we think the 
reliability target must ensure smooth operation in dry years. w 

In its testi~ony and brief, PG&E has put much effort into 
explaining to us what we meant in earlier rulings on this point. 
We will not attempt to explain further what the Commission may have 
had in mind in earlier decisions. One need do little more than 
examine the nature of PG&E's system. Be~ause of its heavy reliance 
on hydro power, PG&E" s system is particUlarly sensitive' to changes 
in hydro availability. This makes its system relatively less 
reliable in dry years. This increases the value of other sources 
of capacity and must be considered~ even in short-term fore~sts. 

We are aware that, in some years, the use of dry hydro, 
assumptions will create the potential for higher-thAn-needed 
capacity payments to variably priced QFs. That is why we adopted a 
ceiling for PG&E's ERI. However, in many dry years, the ERI could 
exceed the ceiling of 1.0. As a matter of equity, we have also 
adopted a floor level of .4, which will assure QFs of some revenue 
consistency. As we stated in O.88-0~-079, ceiling and floor 
provisions for PG&E's short-term ERl provide a reasonable balance 
of interests on a system where bydroplays such an important part. 
One of the factors being balanced is the use of dry bydro 
assumptions for the planninq process • 
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Finally, it should be noted that this ECAC did not 
provide a forum for reconsidering the assumptions whi~h apply to a 
short-term ERI calculation. In fact, we have no tactual basis tor 
reconsidering the use ot the dry hydro assumption in this record. 
If PG&E wishes to pursue this issue further, it should do so in the 
biennial resource planning update proceeding. We agree with :ORA 

and the QFs that dry year hydro assumptions should apply to this 
short-term ERI calculation. 
B. lJ.2rthwest CUtACity; Assumptism 

PG&E's witness (Kerler) testifies that the compan~r could, 
it necessary, wfirm upw more capacity in the Pacitic Northwest than 

is indicated in its IER forecast and that it should be allowed to 
do so- for the purpose of its ERI calculation. The company arques 
that it is being unrealistically constrained by being told to 
factor in a high reserve margin while not being able to' assume 
greater capacity purchases from the Northwest. PG&E argues that, 
operating under such constraints, the inevitable result will be an 
ERI of 1.0. 

CCC asserts that any potential extra capacity in the 
Northwest should not be counted because it is not wcommittedw• 
Mark ~ounger, testifying for CCC, states that the CEC already took 
into account the possibility that PG&E could firm up extra 
Northwest capacity when it established the reserve margin which is 
being used for the ERI calculation. He argues that to allow PG&E 
to assume greater Northwest capacity to meet that reserve margin 
would constitute double counting, understating the value of added 
capacity. 

CCC points out that there are other inconsistencies in 
PG&E's capacity assumptions between the ERI and IER calculations. 
In the ERI calculation, PG&E has added 100 MW to the assumed firm 
capacity purchases from the Northwest by SHOD. In addition, PC&E 
has added the assumption that all WAPA purchases are firm. CCC 
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• arques that, instead, firm capacity should be consistently defined 
throughout the proceeding.18 

We agree. Perhaps the main benefit in merging the 
processes for calculating the IER and ERI in one proceeding is to 
ensure the inteqrity of the forecasting process. For the purposes 
of all short-term forecasting~ PG&E should present a unified 
picture of its expeeted purchases and resource plans during the 
forecast period. It must be remembered that the goal of the ERI 
calculation is not to reinvent PG&E's resource plant, but t~ place 
a value on the added reliability stemming from the presence of a 
variably priced QF. The capacity assumptions applied in the IER 
caleulation shall apply to the ~ as well. 
c. 2' capacity 

For purposes of calculating the IER, PG&E and all other 
parties used the expected average capacity of QFs offering firm 
capacity. ORA, CCC .. and IEP have used the same figure in 

. calculating their ERIs. In its ERZ calculation, PG&E has relied, 
• instead, on the full contractual capacity of the QF facilities. 

The result understates the value of the added reliability 
introduced by variably priced QFs. Again, inconsistency is part of 
the problem. The same 4ssumptions should apply When calculating 
the IER and the,ERI. We agree with the ORA and QFs and will adopt 
their position .. 19 

• 

18 DRA and IEP comments are consistent with those of CCC. 

19 On October 3, 1989, ORA moved to strike a portion of PG&E's 
brief that concerned the ERl calculation. ORA is concerned that 
PG&E was using its brief to propose a change, in the short-term ERI 
methodology in this proceeding. ORA is correet in stating that 
this ECAC proceeding is not the appropriate forum for questioning 
the methodology. In its October 13 .. 1989 response, PG&E stated 
that it is not proposing a new methodology~ but advoeatin9A 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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o. stan~y Units 
PG&E argues that if we were to a40pt a dry year hy4ro 

assumption, this would constitute the use of long-term planning 
assumptions. As such, PG&E asserts that we should also allow lonq
term stan4-by units (those which normally require more than 12 

months to restart) to be include4 in the calculation. As stated 
earlier, we do not accept the underlying premise. For reliability 
purposes, dry hy4ro conditions comprise the appropriate short-term 
assumption. It is inappropriate to include long-term stand-by 
units in a short-term ERl calculation. 

As we have stated previously, the ERI calculation method 
can ~e reviewe4 in the Biennial Resource Update Proceeding. 
Nonetheless, we are satisfied that the method set forth in 
0.89-06-048 and guided by the ALJ ruling in this proceeding is 
reasonable and shall apply in this case. 

v." CAlglation...of..:the Q&H Mdex 

Prior to decisions stemming from last year's PG&E ECAC 
proceeding, PG&E included avoided O&M costs in its IER calculation. 
Based on the arguments offered by CCC and the IPC, we concluded 
that the avoided O~ payment should be removed from the calculation 
of the IER and added as a separate :pay,ment to· the base energy price 

(Footnote continued from previous p.,-ge) 
specific way to implement the methodoloqy which we recently 
approved., We will accept PG&E's st."tement that it is not proposing 
that the floor/ceiling provisions O~ the target eapacity faeto~ be 
changed. The crucial 9Uestion is whether or not in calculating the 
short-term ERI the var10US parties have implemented the methodology 
in a manner consistent with 0.89-06-048. We will review the 
comments in PG&E's brief in that li~ht. ORA's motion is denied • 
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paid to QFs. 20 We also determined that these payments should be 
expressed in mills/kWh and allowed to· vary with the amount 
generated in the swinq units, rather than with changes in the price 
of the marginal fuel. 

In last year's ECAC proceeding, we found that the lack of 
intorm~tion on variable O&M costs presented a formidable o~stacle 
to the resolution of this issue. We directed PG&E to present a 
study of the O&M costs avoided by QFs' generation in its test year 
1990 general rate case. PG&E was told that, at a minimum, the 
study should examine the reductions· in costs--includinq materials, 
labor, and any other appropriate costs--that occur when generation 
is reduced at its existing conventional fossil plants. In 
addition, PG&E was to: 

1. Calculate the savings in O&M expenses that 
have resulted trom the retiring or removal 
to standby status of conventional fossil 
plants in the last tive years, 

2. Attempt to identify and quantify the O&M 
costs that vary in one-, three-, and five
year time frames, and 

3. Present any other relevant information 
available to it. 

We issued 0.89-09-093 in response PG&E's O&M study as 
presented in the pending general rate case application. As stated 
earlier, the proposed order that was to· become 0.89-09-093 was 
issued after the commencement of this proceeding. Parties to this 
proceeding were instructed to calculate the O~ component of 
payments to variable.QFs (O&M adder) according to the method in the 
proposed order. Subsequently, in 0.89-09-093 we affirmed the 
reasonableness of that method. 

20 0.88-11-052, starting at p. 61. 
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We determined that~ in this ECAC proceeding, the 
calculation of the adder would :begin with the QFs-in/QFs-out runs 
that are used to determine the IER. For purposes of calculatinq 
the ad.der, standby reserve units should be modeled as being 
available for dispatch in the QFs-out run. We conclud.ed that the 
avoided O&M costs should be caleulated separately for three types 
of generating units: operating units, cold standby units, and 
retired plants. Operating units form a residual category that 
includes regularly operating units and reserve units that have not 
yet been placed in cold standby status. ~he chan~e in generation 
between the QFs-in and QFs-out runs for each operating unit should 
be mult1plied by the appropriate variable O&M figure from PG&E's 
filings in CFM6 and CFM7 to- develop a total avoided O&M cost for 
that unit. The avoided costs tor all operating units should then 

, . 
be added together to arrive at the total O&M savings from operating 
units.21 

There are two areas of contention between the parties as 
to how the O&M adder should be calculated this year. 

First, just as it did for its ERI calculation, PG&E would 
deviate from its XER assumptions concerning firm capacity 
arrangements in the Pacific Northwest for itself, SMOO, and WAPA. 
PG&E asserts that the same arguments support the use of different 
assumptions for O&M calculation as support deviating from the IER 
assumptions for the ERl calculation. As we stated in 0.89-09-093, 
the s~e QFs-in and QFs-out runs used for the XER calculation 
should torm tho basis of the O&M adder calculation. Consistent 
with our earlier consideration of the ERI calCUlation, we reject 
PG&E's effort to modify our recently adopted O&M formula_ 

21 see 0.89-09-093, pp. 33-34. 
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Seoond, parties disagree as to the proper oonsideration 
of Moss Landing Units 4 and~. As PG&E argues,. these. units are 
ne:i.ther operational nor in oold standby. Instead, they occupy the 
relatively unique status of near-term standby units. According to
PG&E, these generating units are maintained in such a way as to 
remain available to come on-line in 2-3 days. PG&E claims that 
this status results in virtually the same O&M expenditures tor the 
two units whether or not they are plaoed into- operation. 
Therefore, PG&E would change its QFs-in caloulation to include 
Moss Landing Units 4 and $. The ettect would be to eliminate any 
assumed O&M savings for those units resulting from the 
contributions ot variably priced QFs. 

.. 

It is DRA's position that Moss Landing Units 4 and S 
should be considered operational in the QFs-out run, but not the 
QFs-in run. This is consistent with the IER assumptions and with 
0.89-09-093, which says that the IER runs should be used tor this 
purpose. We agree with ORA that, when calculating the O&M adder, 
it is more appropriate to use the same assumptions for Moss Landing 
Units 4 and 5· as were applied in the IER calculation. After all, 
these units are not expected to generate power during the forecast 
period. If these units were inclUded in the QFs-in run, the 
overall generation mix would be changed in a way that no party 
predicts would actually occur. 

This assumption, alone, merely affeots the amount of 
additional generation for eaoh ot the two units predicted to occur 
if the variably priced QFs were not available. Additional 
generation lead.s to avoid.ed O&M costs only after the change in 
generation tor each unit is multiplied by a variable which reflects 
incremental O&M savinqs. No party contests PG&E's claim that its 
O&M costs tor these units are virtually the same whether or not the 
plants are operated. Therefore, in the proposed deCision, the At.J 

found that the appropriate factor by which the predicted change in 
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generation should be multiplied is zero. The result is that no 
avo~deQ O&M costs for these units would be assumed. 

In their comments, ORA and the QFs pointed out that this 
assumption is not precisely correct, since certain consumable 
commodities such as distilled water and oil can be saveQ when the 
units are not placeQ in operation. We agree that it would be most 
appropriate for future O&M adder calculations to· place a value on 
these avoided consumables. However, we feel that, on balance, the 
O&M adder adopteQ in this proceeding is fair. 

Finally, we also agree with ORA that Moss Landing Units 4 
and 5 should be consiQered firm capacity for the purposes of 
calculating the avoided cold standby capacity related O&M costs. 
This will appropriately reflect the fact that these units are not 
in cold standby status. 

VI. Ctllcu1ating. the...DlBR 

A. :aGe of the full VEG RAte 

In 0.88-12-083, we aQopted a settlement in the Diablo 
Canyon Reasonableness Review. Among many other things, the 
settlement requires that Diablo Canyon revenues be excluded from 
PG&E's AER. In particular, PG&E expenses for replacement or 
displacement fuel due to operation of Diablo· Canyon will be removed 
from AER recovery, through an annual adjustment at the end of each 
AER forecast period.. For example, if Diablo· Canyon production over 
a given perioQ is· greater than was forecast in a given ECAC 
proceeding,_ then PG&E expenses for other fuels would be lower than 
expected and PG&E would be in a position to increase its earnings 
through the AER. The annual AER aQjustment willreciuce customer 
costs by crediting the ECAC balancing account with the AER fraction 
of the displacement fuel expenses foregone by PG&E. If Diabloc 
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Canyon production is less than forecast, an opposite adjust:ent 
will be made to prevent PG&E losses through the AER. . 

The settlement proponents proposed a formula for making 
this annual adjustment utilizing the system average heat rate. We 
determined, however, that it would be better to use a production 
cost model to, calculate incremental costs, than to- use the system 
average heat rate found in the proposed tariff formula. Therefore 
we chanqed the formula to substitute an appropriate IER for the 
proposed system average heat rate. 

We found in 0.88-12-083 that the IER used to calculate QF 
payments is the wrong IER for the annual AER adjustment. We 
ordered PG&E to calculate an appropriate IER, to be called the 
Diablo Incremental Energy Rate COIER) to distinguish it trom the QF 
IER, as follows. 

WIn each ECAC case the QF IER is developed by 
calculating the difference in operating costs 
between two scenarios, QFs-in and QFs-out, then 
dividing that difference by the ener~ 
purchased from the QFs and by the Ot1lity 
Electric Generation (UEG) gas rate. The total 
costs for each scenario are computed usin9 
production cost models. The DIER should be 
developed in much the same way, by calculating 
operating costs for two scenarios, both of 
Which should assume QFs-in, tor which Diablo 
Canyon output is 10% above and 10% below the 
capacity factor or availability factor assumed 
in the ealeulation of the QF IEF-. The DIER is 
then the difference in costs between the two 
scenarios, divided by the difference in Diablo 
Canyon generation and by the same UEG gas rate 
used in the QF calculation. This calculation 
should not be difficult because all model 
assumptions have been made in the process of 
determining the QF IER. It the specified 10% 
deviations are so small as to yield erratic 
DXER values, PG&E should revise the deviations 
appropriately and justify its revisions. 

WPG&E should make the calculations usin~ the 
model conventions and resource assumptlons 
adopted in A.8S-04-057, its current ECAC 
proceeding, and report the resulting DIERwith 
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described 
Fact 27). 

its tirst annual Diablo Canyon complia~ce 
filing. FUture OIERs should be litigated in 
ECAC P22ceedings, not simply provided by 
PG&E." 

In the same decision, we stated that the formula 
above may be modified in ECAC proceedings (see Finding of 
In this, the first such ECAC in which the DIER is being 

litigated, PG&E is already proposing a change in the formula. 
Although the Diablo- canyon settlement decision called for 

use of the full UEG gas rate in calculating the DIER, PG&E now 
proposes that only the G-PC and Tier II volumetric gas rates be 
used for the determination of the OIER. According t~ PG&E, this 
should be done because the demand/customer charges and the Tier I 

volumetric charge are fixed in the AER/ECAC rates and will not 
change if the Oiablo canyon generation changes. PG&E argues that 
since the fixed de~and charges do not go up· or down with variations 
in Oiablo Canyon production, their inclusion in the OIER would 
cause PG&E to collect more or less tor the difference in production 
than actual variable cost would 90 up or down. 

ORA supports PG&E's position. The QFs argue that the 
full UEG gas rates shOUld be used.. We agree with the QFs. The 
decision accepting the Diablo· Canyon settlement specified that the 
same UEG rate used in the IER calCUlation should be used in the 
OIER. 

We are not convinced that using the full UEG rate as 
opposed to using only variable portions of that rate will have any 
effect on the balance of payments to PG&E stemming from the 
performance of Diablo Canyon. In converting the results of the 
model runs to the OlER, the cost of gas appears in the denominator 
of the calculation COlER - $ divided- by XWh divided by cost of 
gas). In converting the OIER to an·AER adjustment, the cost of gas 
appears in the numerator of the calculation CAER $ • OIER times ~ 

22 0.88-l2-083, pp. 177-178. 
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~times c~st of gas). So long as the same UEG rate is used both for 
calculating and applying the OIER, the nonvariable portions of the 
rate will not influence the results. For the sake o~ simplicity~ 
we will continue to require that the UEG rate be applied in the 
OIER calculation in the same manner it is applied in the IER 
calculation. 

~ 

~ 

B. Uiffe;ences in Results 
ORA, PG&E, and CCC all derived similar results when 

calculating the OIER. On the other hand, IEP proposed a 
significantly higher OIER. IEP attributes this difference to its 
use of a chronological modeling approach which, it argues, more 
accurately mimics actual performance. PG&E arques, on the other 
hand~ that IEP's calculation is flawed because it applied 
inappropriate assumptions as to which resources would be added When 
Diablo·'s performance was reduced and which would be subtracted When 
Diablo's performance improved. According to PG&E~ all modelers 
agree that conventional units would be added before additional 
Northwest purchases when Diablo production is down. However, only 
IEP assumes that the conventional units would be backed out first 
when Diablo production is higher. 

PC&E's arqument is not supported by the record.. This may 
be a result of PC&E's reliance on IEP"s workpapers, which were not 
placed int~ evidence. Nonetheless, we are not persuaded that 
PROSYM is a more reliable tool for calculating the DIER~We will 
adopt PG&E's DIER (7811), which is virtually identical to that of 
CCC. 

VXI. Differences Among the Models 

As was the case last year, three different computer 
models were used in order to simulate the performance of PG&E's 
system under various assumptions. These computer simulations help 
us to understand PG&E's fuel costs, the value of power generate4 
and capacity provided by QFs, and the computational factor t~ be 
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used for adjusting the AER to remove the affects of Diablo canyon's 
performance in the past year. 

ORA used ELFIN, a computer model which has been used by 
our stat! and various utilities for over a decade. PG&E and CCC 

used PROMOO, a more complex and costlymodelinq approaeh, which has 
been used by PG&E in several past proceedings. IEP used PROSYK, a 
relatively new model, which was also used in the ECAC proceeding 
last year. 

ELFIN and PROMOO are load duration ~rve models, which 
convert chronological demand levels into load duration curves, 
representing the percent of time that each level of demand occurs. 
PROSYM is a chronological model, which considers the system's 
operation in relation to time and Which uses multiple runs to 
develop its forecast of the system's operation. IEP refers to this 
multiple run method as the Monte carlo approach., under which the 
computer generates random numbers, intended to simulate chance 
occurrences in the performance of PG&E's generating sources. 
Numerous runs are used t~ bring the results closer t~ probable 
performance, instead of relying on one random set of n~ers to 
forecast activities over the course of a year. 

Because it is important to determine whether or not 
computer-generated forecasts are reliable and in order to 
understand the differences between these models, we have continued 
to employ workshops and CODon datA set runs. While the use of a 
common data set cannot pinpoint all of the differences between the 
models, it does create a focus Which, hopefully will uncover 
serious disagreements and flaws. In gOOd faith, the parties have 
worked this year to help us understand how the models produce 
different results. Perhaps most important of all, the parties have 
worked with modeling constraints and conventions to make the 
results of their runs compatible~ 

Perhaps not surprisingly, the models continue to produce 
very similar results. In IEP's words, for most purposes, it is a 
coin toss to deter.mine which model's result$ should be used. 
Through the workshop proeess, we have been able to identity 
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~differences in the way the models work and can see how 
accommodations are made in the modeling process to overcome 
limitations. However, despite the fact that we have justifiably 
referred to this multiple model process as a "Battle of the 
Models," it is not a process which is likely to- produce a clear 
winner. In fact, the use of different models has raised ~estions 
a~out assumptions and technique which might not come to light if 
everyone relied on the same tools. To that extent, the use of 
multiple models is ~eneficial. 

One modeling distinction that was discussed during the 
hearings was PG&E's use of a criterion it calls Dispatcher Risk 
Aversion. According to PG&E, this feature is intended to mimic the 
dispatcher's concern with the amount of energy available from 
various sources. Not all sources of generating capacity can 
provide endless amounts of energy. PG&E says that the dispatcher 
must have additional plants up and running wben there is a high 
risk of an enerqy shortfall at an operating facility. The company 
arques that its heavy dependence on hydro power underscores the 

~ importance of this modeling feature, since a hydro plant cannot 
reliably supply as much enerqy when its reservoir is low. This 
makes this modeling feature especially significant in dry years. 

• 

In using the Dispatcher Risk Aversion feature, the 
modeler must decide just how risk averse the dispatcher should be 
assumed to be. This value is expressed in a percentage from zero 
to 100. In last year's ECAC, PG&E applied the following values to 
the Dispatcher Risk Aversion feature: 

Weekday sot 
Nighttime 50% 
Weekend 33% 

In this proceeding, PG&E has applied the followinq values: 

Weekday 
Niqhtime 
Weekend 

100% 
100% 

33% 
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PG&E's witness Claudia Greif acknowledged that Dispatcher Risk 
Aversion has a relatively high impact on fuel costs c~mpared to 
other mOdel features~ Nonetheless, she had not measured the impact 
ot the changed values on the IER and revenue requirements. 

It is important that the impacts associated with model 
teatures such as Dispatcher Risk Aversion be clearly identified and 
~ocumented, especially when the feature is one which is 9~ven 
relatively greater weight than others. We will direct PG&E to 
include, in its next ECAC tiling, the results of a study on the use 
of the Dispatcher Risk Aversion modeling convention. At a minimum 
the study should meet the following requirements and justify the 
company's choice of values to be applied to the modeling 
convention: 

1. Describe the model feature and the system 
operation which it is designed to 
represent.' 

2. Describe, review and explain the algorithm 
through which this model feature claims to 
mimic the system operation being 
represented. 

3. Test the model teature by applying the 
default variable, the variable as it was 
applied in the 1988 ECAC filing, the 1989 
ECAC filing, and the 1990 filing to the 
values a~opted in this decision. In 
addition, run the model with the values 
adopted herein without activating the 
DispatCher Risk AVersion feature. In each 
instance, report on the impacts on IERs and 
revenue requirements. 

4. Report on the relationship between the 
Dispatcher Risk Aversion assumptions and 
actual operation. 

In considering the results of the different models in 
these ECAC proceedings, our qreatest concern is in ensuring the 
effective participation of the ORA in this process. We need that 
balance in order to assure th~t all ratepayers are adequately 
represented. Whether or not all parties are limited to using one 
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model, it would ~e best if resources were available to enable ORA 
to use and be familiar with the model offered by the utility. Then 
it would be olear that DRA and the utility were speaking the same 
lanquage when discussing- modelinq conventions and. assumptions ... 

We are not prepared to tell any of the parties that they 
must abandon their favored models. Prior to· this proceedinq, we 
required each party in ECAC prooeedinqs tor all utilities to 
include in its showing a base case run usinq EtFIN. We eliminated 
that requirement for PG&E this year because we were inter~sted in 
focusinq the base ease comparison on the way that the various 
models handled the same input assumptions~ However, this led to an 
unintended reSUlt. Without the benefit ot an ELFIN run 
accompanying PG&E's application, the DRA was forced into a perilous 
q~e of "Beat the Clock". When the application was filed in April, 
DRk had only a few weeks in which to analyze PG&E's PROMOD results, 
complete the trial-and-error process of dev~loping the modeling 
conventions needed to produce oomparable data when using ELFIN, 

• 
participate in the modeling workshops, ~~d prepare its testimony. 
All this had to be done with a core compater team oonsisting of one 
person. 

• 

Despite long hours and a oonoerted effort, the results 
were unsatisfactory. ORA was unable to· provide input to the 
workshop process on a timely basis, could not meet its schedule for 
filinq testimony, and made substantive ohanges to its initial case 
after the last day of hearings. 

We need not force ORA to begin its ECAC investiqation 
under this handicap again. Instead, we will reinstitute the 
requirement that PG&E's application be supported by an ELFIN run, 
regardless of the model PG&E wishes to rely on for its preferred 
ease.. At the time of its filing, PG&E' shall be prepared to· work 
with ORA in interpretinq the ELFIN run· and to provide DRA.with a 
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complete explanation of the modeling conventions employed to maXe 
the ELFIN run comparable to that of any other model used.23 

PG&E arques that ORA's desire for this assistance is an 
indication of the quality of ORA-'s modeling' e~ertise. '!'his is an 
unfortunate and inappropriate arqument which misses the point. 
ORA'S e~erts are expected to apply their skills to a full range of 
computer analyses in the telecommunications, transportation, and 
enerqy fields on a continuous basis. It is unnecessary and 
wasteful to ask them to start each analysis with a clean slate. 
With PG&E's E~IN run in hand, ORA should be more quickly able to 
focus its own computer work and determine where there is a need to 
develop more or better conventions and modeling techniques. As 

always, ORA will remain responsible for its own analysis. With 
PG&E's ELFIN run in hand, however, it should be better Able to deal 
with the increasingly complex ECAC issues within the short time 
available for considering these caSes. 

In ECAC proceeding'S, we normally apply average 
precipitation assumptions when forecasting hydro generation for a 
future period. That is because., even in the short-term it is not 
possible to make reliable forecasts of precipitation. However, 
prospective estimates can be tempered by,existing conditions. For 
instance, PG&E conducts snowpack surveys which can tell it 

23 In its comments to this propose~ decision, PG&E asked that the 
ELFIN run due date be delayed until one week after the rest of the 
ECAC filing'- Although we are sympathetic to the problems of 
producinq the ELFIN run at an earlier date~ we cannot agree to this 
delay. PG&E should make a sincere effort to' submit its ELFIN run 
and the rest of its application at the same time. Any request for 
an extension of this deadline should explain why the rest of the 
schedule should not be similarly extenCied •. 
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something about the availability of water in the months ahead. 
When PG&E filed this application (April 3, 19S9), its,analysis 
included the latest snow survey data available, which was issued at 
the beginning of February. PG&E offered April data when it became 
available and June data when it was developed. 

Since the forecast period begins November l, which is 
within the next rain season, the question was raised as to the 
benefits of using prior year snow survey data~ Would it be 
preferable always to apply average year assumptions, since the 
actual performance will fluctuate above and below average over the 
years? Some parties questioned the merits of changing hydro· 
assumptions as the case progressed~ One concern is that each party 
might advocate using the data which is most favorable to its case. 
The most repeated position is that some rule should be applied 
consistently. Either average year data should exclusively apply, 
or snow data from a specific report should always be relied on. 

We are convinced that there is some merit to taking 
• current conditions into account. While much of the snow pack may 

disappear by November, the late winter and spring hydro, conditions 
may affect stream flows and reservoir levels well into a forecast 
period which begins the following fall. At the same time, we agree 
that consistency is important. Last year, we relied on June snow 
survey information. We are relying on the June data this year as 
well. This is the most recent report available which can be fully 
ex~ined during the hearings. In future years as well, we intend 
to ask that PG&E provide an update base~ on the June report and t~ 
rely on that information when assessing the hydro forecast. 

• 

Because the proposed decision made some adjUstment to 
factors which can affect revenue requirements, it was necessary for 
each of the parties to make additional calculations. The assigned 
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Commiss·ioner directed the parties to· do this and f11e ~he results • 
with their comments on the proposed decision, so they could be 
reflected in the final decision. 

Table 2 reflects the final calculations of each 
contributing party for the IER, ERI, O&M adder, and revenue 
requirements. As this table indicates, the revenue requirements 
and other calculated factors of the various parties are relatively 
close.. At the time when Responsive Comments to the Proposed 
Decision were filed, ORk and CCC reported that there had ~en 
sliqht errors in their calculations of the O&M adder. The revised 
calculations are reflected in Table 2. ORA's revenue requirements 
number 13 listed as unknown because ORA did not offer a final 
revised calculation. Its most recent !iqure of $282 M would have 
been reduced by the chanqe in the O&M adder~ 

Althouqh we are not endorsinq a sinqle computer mOdel, we 
must adopt a set of final calculations. On balance, PG&E's 
calculations reflect internal consis~ency. CCC used the same 
computer model as PG&E and generated virtually identical numbers. 
This lends confidence to· our use of PG&E's calculations. We will 
adopt PG&E's most recent calculations for the IER, O&M adder, ERI, 
and net revenue requirements as reflected in Table 2. The adopted 
energy costs and changes in revenue requirements are conta1ned in 
Appendix C and summarized in Appendix D. 

TABLE Z 

Average O&K Equ.:i. valent Net Revenue 
~art,y XI! ~sI~;: XER DX --Il2~~!!£ . 
~ 9,443 2.32G 10,387 1.0 $ 272 .. 048 M 

P.M 9,427 2.42 unknown 1.0 unknown 

~ 9,444 2.321 10,386· 1.0 272 .. 684 M 

DE 9,459 2.44 10,430 1.0 274.272 

V,ndings o~ 
1. PG&E filed this application on April 3, 1989, requestinq 

an increase of $37S.3 million to its electric rates on an 
annualized basis effective November 1, 1989. 
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• 2 • Since the last AER revision only forecasted costs through 
end ot July 1989, we suspended PG&E's AER as of AuCJUs~ 1, allowing 
100% ot the fuel costs incurred since that date to be tracked in 
the ECAC ~alancing account~ 

3. All revenue allocation and rate design issues have ~een 
heard on a consolidated ~asis in A.88-12-00S, the general rate 
case .. 

4. In a rulinq dated May 24, 1989, ALJ eraqq qranted PG&E's 
motion asking that the sales forecast developed in this proceeding 
be used in the general rate case for purposes ot consolidated 
consideration ot revenue allocation and rate desiqn issues. 

s. ~he Rancho Seco Nuclear Power Plant (Rancho· $Cco) has 
been closed. 

6. without the benefit of power generated at Rancho seco, 
$MUD will have to purChase more electricity from other entities. 

7 • It is reasonable to assume that SM'O"D will malee use of its 
existing contracts with PG&E, SCE, and utilities in the Pacific 

• Northwest. 
8. The agricultural customer class is intended to include 

only those customers who· use electricity predominantly to serve 
aqricultural end-uses. 

• 

9. Agricultural end-uses include growing crops, raising 
livestocle, pumping water for irrigation, and other uses that 
involve production tor sale and that do not change the form of the 
aqricultural product. 

10. As ot the time when the results ot this year's ECAC 
proceeding go into effect~ aqricultural schedules will be reserved 
tor those customers who· meet the condition that 70% or more ot 
their enerqy usage is. dedicated to· agricultural end-uses. 

11. PG&E has yet to reach its goal of identifying the 
aftected customers in the newly defined agricultural class. 

12. The number of active agricultural accounts does not equal 
the number of customers with agricultural end-uses • 
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13. Each time a new agricultural pump is connected to the 
utility lines, a new account is opened. 

14. Despite overall reductions. in farmed acreage during the 
last tew years~ drought conditiona have resulted in many new 
accounts being opened. 

15. Many accounts are opened or closed simply because farm 
property changes hands and the electric billing is transferred to a 
new name. 

16. Starting with a base of 99,599 customers in 1985, PG&E 
had forecasted 100,951 customers for 1988, reflecting a net 
increase of 1,352 customers_ 

17. An actual tally of accounts opened and closed during 
those years yields a net reduction of 804 accounts, leading to 
98,795 customers in 1988". 

18. The growth in the n~er of agricultural accounts 
forecast by PG&E's econometric model does not coincide with 
recorded openings and closings in the years tor which data was 
provided. 

19. Despite the disagreements as to the size of the 
agricultural class, the various estimates of agricultural sales are 
very close. 

20. The Pacific Northwest has experienced two exceptionally 
dry years. 

21. All parties are, in agreement with PG&E"s forecast of 
available installe~ capacity for transmission from the Pacific 
Northwest during the forecast period. 

22. Even if current river flows and reservoir levels are at 
or near normal, the reality of two prior dry years is likely to 
restrain deliveries to california. 

23. Sufficient enerqy available in the Pacific Northwest to 
fill all of its entitlement on the transmission interties during 
peak periods and 50% of its entitlement during off-peak hours .. 
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24. In 1988, PG&E purchased Northwest power at the fixed 
price of 22 mills. 

25·. SPA has offered to provide energy to PC&E in octo~er 1989 
at a price ot 23 mills. 

26. In 1988, reservoir levels in the Northwest were 
dramatically lower than they are in 1989. 

27. Actual practice confirms PG&E's ability to o~tain enerqy 
at 22 mills und.er less favorable conditions. 

28. For the general rate case~ PG&E produced a forecast of 
Northwest Energy availability ~ased on what the QFs refer to as a 
quantitative model. 

29. The key characteristic of a quantitative model is its 
relative verifiability; assumptions as to' what may affect energy 
supplies are clearly defined and subject to, critique for conceptual 
soundness r once the conceptual framework is understood., results can 
be checked and replicated by others willing to undertake the same 
analysis • 

30. For the ECAC Northwest enerqy forecast, PG&E undertook a 
largely empirical study. 

31. The goal of the general rate case Pacific Northwest 
analysis was to, prepare a long-term forecast. 

32. In an ECAC forecast, the reliance is on short-range 
vision and the factors that are recognizable from where we stand 
today. 

33. Properly executed quantitative analysis does not 
necessarily provide a more reliable forecast than empirical 
judqment. 

34. Experts must always be able to show that their judqmcnts 
flow logically from an assessment of facts and that the full range 
of essential facts have been considered. 

3~. The price of Northwest purchases from March 1, 1990 
through October, 1990 is assumed to equal 90% of PG&E's averaqe 
incremental fossil-fired steam generation costs • 
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36. All parties support PG&E's assumption that its purchases 
of economy ener9Y from the,Pacific Northwest from Mar,ch 1, 1990 

through October, 1990 will be priced at 90% of PG&E's incremental 
fossil-fired steam generation costs. 

37. All parties aqreec1 that if Northwest supplies were 
considered limited during the first stage of the' ECAC period, the 
price of purchases from the California Department of Water 
Resources should be assumed to be 20 mills and that the price for 
the remainder of the ECAC period should be assumed to be the same 
as the price for Northwest purcbase~ during the second stage. 

38. In 1987, the Geysers field began to experience frequent 
steam curtailments, when there was inSUfficient steam to run all of 
the units although the units were available for service. 

39'. Geysers Unit lS is now out of service for an indefinite 
period and is assumed to be unavailable during the forecast period, 
due to inSUfficient steam. 

40. Geothermal steam curtailments have continued to grow. 
This year, PG&E was able to shed little new light on the reasons 
for the geothermal steam curtailments. 

41. PG&E proposes that the geothermal steam price be based on 
its contractual formula involving recorc1ed and forecasted fossil 
costs and recorc1ed and forecasted nuclear fuel costs, as in past 
years. 

42. ORA has proposec1 that the nuclear fuel cost component of 
the geothermal steam,price be decreased to reflect what it asserts 
to have been unreasonable delays in the completion of the Diablo 
Canyon Nuclear Plant (Oiablo canyon). 

43.. The necessity of shutting down a generating unit and 
removing the reactor head durin; the refueling process makes the 
refueling outage an ideal time t~ perform necessary maintenance on 
various parts of a nuclear power plant. 
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44. The maintenance and refueling process tor a nuclear power 
plant may enable the engineers to-uncover damaged par:ts and 
unexpected maintenance tasks that could extend the length ot the 
outage: these are usually problems that could not be detected 
before 'the plant was shut down and various components were 
dismantled. 

45.. Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 have each had 2 retueling 
outages. 

46. The last outage was tor Diablo- Canyon Unit 2 and it was 
completed in 2 days less than 12 weeks. 

47. The last retueling outage tor Diablo Canyon Unit 1 was 
not completed tor more than 18 weeks .. 

48. For modeling purposes, PG&E imposes a minimum 72-hour 
downtime tor its larger ste~ units and a 4S-hour minimum donwtime 
tor its smaller units. 

49. The practical effect of PG&E's minimum downtime m04eling 
convention is that the model assumes that smaller units will not be 

• shut down overnight,. for economic reasons, it they are perceived as 
being needed the next day and that the larger units will not be 
shut down tor less than three days. 

• 

50. startup costs are also used in production simulation 
models to allow for a comparison of the cost of shutting units down 
for fuel economy with the cost ot keeping units on-line at minimum 
load in anticipation of the next time a particular unit is needed 
to serve load.. 

51. Startup costs include fuel, distillecl water, la):)or, and 
auxiliary power required to start up a unit; for modeling purposes, 
PROMOD reflects all of these costs as if they were related to fuel. 

52. PG&E's calculations of the XER and revenue requirements 
do not include the value ot the auxiliary power, distilled water, 
and labor which were removed because these costs are recovered 
elsewhere (the nontuel costs in the general rate case and the 
auxiliary power costs in tbe general steam rate) • 
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53. PG&E has certain oil and ~as ~eneratin9 units that are 
kept on stan~y. 

54. PG&E says that its standby units are not likely to ~e 
needed in 1990. 

55. The parties were able to reacb agreement as to nany of 
the resource and modeling assumptions to apply to IER and revenue 
requirements calculations, which are listed in Appendix A to this 
decision .• 

5&. Variable QF prices are the sum of three :basic components: 
a payment for capacity, a payment for avoided O&M, and a variable 
payment for energy. 

57. The IER, which reflects the utility system's incremental 
efficiency in convertin~ heat enerqy to electricity, is m~tiplied 
by the utility'S incremental fuel cost to· produce the energy price 
to De paid to variably priced QFs. 

58. ~he ERl is a way of expressing whether the value of 
additional capacity on an electric utility system in a given year 

• 

is the same as, or greater or less than the utility'S marginal • 
capacity investment, assumed to be a combustion turbine. 

59. ~he ERl is a fraction that is multiplied by the cost of a 
combustion turbine to· produce the capacity price to :be paid to 
variably priced QFs. 

60. The O&M adder reflects the operation and maintenance 
costs that are avoided when variably priced QFs are' available. 

61. In 0.89-06-048, we adopted a floor/ceilinq methodology, 
mOdified in response to comments on an earlier proposal, to 
calculate the short-term ERI for PG&E. 

62. PG&E has argued that dry year hydro conditions should not 
apply to the ERI forecast,. because it is only a one-year forecast. 

63. We have always used adverse hydro conditions when doing 
reliability planning because it is impossible to forecast what the 
actual hydro conditions will be' in a followinq year. 
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64. Because of its heavy reliance on hydro power, PG&E's 
system is particularly sensitive to changes in hydro availability .• 
PC&E states that it could, if necessary "firm up" ~ore capacity in 
the Pacific Northwest than is indicated in its IER forecast and 
that it should ~e allowed to do so for the purpose of its ERl 
calculation. 

6~. The goal of the ERI calculation is not to· reinvent PG&E'S 
resource plant, but to place a value on the added reliability 
stemming from the presence of a variably priced QF. 

66. It is appropriate to use consistent assumptions as to QF 
capacity when calculating the IER and the ERI. 

67. Parties to' this proceeding were instructed to calculate 
the O&M component of payments to variable QFs CO&M adder) according 
to' the method which we approved in 0.89-09-093. 

68. As we stated in 0.89-09-093, the same QFs-in and QFs-out 
runs used for the IER calculation should form the ~asis of the O&M 
adder calculation • 

69. Moss Landing Units 4 and 5 are neither operational nor in 
cold standby; instead, they occupy the relatively unique status of 
near-term standby units. 

70. Although no party contests PG&E's claim that its O&M 
costs for Moss Landing Units 4 and S are virtually the same whether 
or not the plants are operated, certain consumables can ~e saved 
when the plants are not operated. 

71. On ~alance, the O&M adder adopted in this order is 
reasonal:>le. 

72. Although the Diablo Canyon settlement decision called for 
use of the full UEG gas rate in calculating the DIER, PG&E now 
proposes that only the G-PC and Tier II volumetric gas rates ~e 
used for the determination of the OIER. 

73. In converting the results of the model runs to the OIL~, 
the cost of gas appears in the denominator of the calculation 
COlER. $. divided by kWh divided ~y cost of gas) • 
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7 4 • In converting the DIER to an AER adj ustment, the cost of 
gas appears in the numerator of the calculation (AER $ - DIER times 
kWh times cost of gas). 

75·. So long as the same OEG rate is used both for calculating 
and applying the DIER, the nonvariable portions of the rate will 
not influence the results. 

76·. We are not persuaded that PROSYM is a more reliable tool 
than other models for calculating the DIER: we will adopt PG&E's 
DIER. 

77. As was the case last year, three different computer 
models were used in order to simulate the performance of PG&E's 
system under various assumptions. 

7a. ORA used ELFIN, a computer model which has been used by 
our staff and various utilities for over a decade. 

79. PG&E and CCC used PROMOD, a more complex and costly 
modeling approach, which has been used by PG&E in several past 
proceedings. 

• 

ao. IEP used PROSYM, a relatively new model,. which was also • 
used in the ECAC proceeding last year. 

a1. ELFIN and PROMOD are load duration curve models,. which 
convert chronological demand levels into load duration curves, 
representing the percent of time that each level of demand occurs. 

82. PROSYM is a chronological model, whiCh considers the 
system's operation in relation to time and which uses multiple runs 
to develop its forecast of the system's operation. 

83. The use of different models has raised questions about 
assumptions and technique which might not come to light if everyone 
relied on the same tools. 

84. Dispatcher Risk Aversion is a computer modeling feature 
employed by PG&E to mimic the dispatcher's concern with the amount 
of energy available from various sources. 

8S. In· its past two ECAC filings, PG&E bas applied different 
values to the Dispatcher Risk Aversion feature. 
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a6. It is important that the impacts associated with model 
features such as Dispatcher Risk Aversion be clearly ~dentified and 
documented, especially when the feature is one whiCh is given 
relatively greater weight than others., 

a7. Without the benefit of an E:t.FIN- run-accompanying PG&E's 
application, ORA's participation in this proceeding, was impaired. 

88. In ECAC proceedings, we normally apply average 
precipitation assumptions when forecasting hydro- generation for a 
future period. 

89. PX'ospective hydro estimates can be tempered by existing 
conditions. 

90. PG&E conducts snowpack surveys which can tell it 
something about the availability of water in the months ahead. 

91. While much of the snow pack may disappear by November, 
the late winter and spring hydro conditions may affect stream ~lows 
and reservoir levels well into a forecast period which begins the 
following fall • 
oonklusion~~ot ~w 

1. It is reasonable to use a forecast of 98,765 agricultural 
customers tor the ECAC forecast year and calendar year 1990. 

2'. The Commission should adopt PG&E's overall sales 
forecast: PG&E sales of 69,300 CWh and a total area load of 94,343 
GWh for the ECAC forecast year; PG&E sales of 69,668 GWh and a 
total area load of 94,612 for the general rate case calendar year 
1990. 

3. We should not change a reasonal:>le assumption just to make 
the mOdeling results look better; even if we were otherwise' 
inclined, there would be no compelling reason to do so in a 
situation where the change would have virtually no effect on the 
IER or on the overall revenue requirement. 

4. It WOuld be inappropriate to apply the results of a lonq
term forecast to the short-term issues of IERs and ECAC revenue 
requirements tor the next 12 months • 
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5,. We should encourage PG&E, ORA, or any other party to 
develop· a quantitative approach to forecasting short-~erm Pacific 
Northwest energy availability: however, we are not prepared to 
require such analysis in this. situation. 

&. Twenty-two mills is an appropriate price assumption to 
apply to the PG&E's purchases from the Pacific Northwest from 
Novembe~ 1, 1989 throu~h February 1990. 

7. The price for purchases from the California Department of 
Water Resources for the portion of the ECAC period running from 
March 1, 1990 through' October 1990 should be assumed to be the same 
as the price for Northwest purchases during the same period. 

S. PG&E has not provided a convincing basis for predictinq 
curtailments during the forecast period. 

9. Two years' worth of data is insufficient to predict a 
trend in geothermal steam curtailments. 

10. For the purposes of setting rates and IERs, it is 

• 

reasonable to assume that geothermal ste~ curtailments during the 
forecast period will be the s~e as those during the last 12 months ~ 
for which data was available prior to the final IER calculation. . 

11. PG&E should present intormation with its next ECAC filinq 
that will reflect speCific study of the pro~lems affecting PG&E's 
Geysers plants includinq.a verifiable method for determining the 
li~ely yield from the Geysers during the next forecast period. 

12. The consideration of ORA's proposal to disallow a portion 
of the geothermal steam costs should be consolidate.d for hearin9 
with related issues in the reasonableness phase: thus, it is 
reasonable to adopt PG&E's. qeothermal price assumptions without 
prejudice to later consideration of the DRA position. 

13. Because of the unpredictability and the variable lenqth 
of nuclear power plant refueling outages, it would not be 
meaninqful to· forecast overall pertormance simply by considering 
the plant's performance while in operation without considering the 
amount of time it is down for refueling_ 
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14. A nuclear power plant that had previously experienced 
only one fuel cycle per unit does not suddenly beco=e,mature after 
the second fuel cycle. 

lS. We should adhere to our current approach for forecastinq 
Diablo Canyon operation because the performance of the each unit is 
more appropriately reflected by its performance across the fuel 
cycle .. 

16. PG&E should offer mininnm. downtime assumptions that do 
not simply reflect the optimal operatinq conditions, but take into 
account the downtimes that are actually experie.nced. 

17. In its next ECAC filinq, PG&E should demonstrate the 
actual amount of time each plant was down in each instance and 
provide the reason tor the duration of the outaqe. 

18. PG&E's assumptions for minimum downtimes and startup fuel 
costs for steam plants usinq fossil fuel should be adopted .. 

19. In 0.88-11-0$2, we required all modelers to model standby 
units that can be restarted in short time as beinq available for 

~ the entire forecast period~ nothing has changed that should cause 
us to alter our position this year. 

• 

20. We should adopt all of the assumptions listed in Appendix 
A, with the exception of the sales forecast (whieh has been 
adjusted as described in an earlier section) and hydro qeneration 
(which has been changed to reflect June snow survey information). 

21. Dry year hydro assumptions should apply to this short
term ERI calculation .. 

22. For the purposes of all short-term forecastinq, PG&E 
should present a unified picture of its expected purchases and 
resource plans during the forecast period. 

23. The Pacific Northwest firm capacity assumptions applied 
in the IER calculation shall apply to- the ElU as. well .• 

24. It is inappropriate to include lonq-term standby units in 
a short-term ERI calculation • 
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25. When calculating the O&M adder, it is Eost appropriate to 
use the s~e assumptions for'Moss Landing Units 4 and,5 as were 
applied in the IER calculation. 

26. For the purposes of this proceeding, it was acceptable 
for the parties to calculate the O&M adder to reflect the 
assumption that Moss Landing Onits 4 and $ are available in the 
QFs-out run only, and that the related O&M savings is zero. 

27. For the sake of simplicity, we should continue to require 
that the OEG rate be applied in the DIER calculation in the same 
manner it is applied in the IER calculation. 

28. PG&E should include, in its next ECAC filing, the results 
of a study on the use of the Dispatcher Risk Aversion modeling 
convention. 

29. We should reinstitute the requireEent that PG&E's 
application be supported by an ELFIN run, regardless of the model 
PG&E wishes to rely on for its preferred case. 

30. In future years, we intend to ask that PG&E provide an 
update based on the June snow survey and to- rely on that 
information when assessing the hydro, forecast. 

31. Because this decision makes some adj.ustment to factors 
Which can affect revenue requireEents, it will be necessary for 
each of the parties to run its Eodel again. 

32. the suspension of PG&E's AER authorized in 0.89-01-040 

should be lifted and PG&E's AER should be resinstated at the time 
when the rates resultinq from the decision become effective. 

33. PG&E's final calculations of the lEft, O&M adder, ERI, and 
net revenue requirement tounClin Tabl.e 2 should De adopted .. 
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QJ D E R. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
l. In its next Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) 

application, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) shall provide 
information which reflects a specific study of the problems 
affecting its Geysers geothermal plants including a verifiable 
method for determining the likely yield from the Geysers. during the 
next forecast period. 

2. Xn its next ECAC application, PG&E shall report on the 
actu~l amount o·f time each of its fossil steam plants was out of 
service for every outage experienced during 1986 and 1989 and the 
specific reason for each outage. 

3. In its next ECAC filing, PG&E shall provide the results 
of a study on the use of the Dispatcher Risk Aversion modeling 
convention that, at a minimum, satisfies the requirements set forth 
in this decision. 

• 
4. PG&E 's next ECAC application shall be supported by an 

ELFIN run, whether or not ELFIN is· the model chosen by PG&E for its 
preferred case. At the time of its filing, PG&E shall ~ prepared 
to work with Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) in interpreting 
the ELFIN run and to provide DRAwith a complete explanation of the 
modeling conventions. employed to- make the ELFIN run comparable to 
that of any other model used. 

5. In future ECAC proceedings, PG&E should present updated 
hydroelectric forecast information based on its June snow s~rvey as 
that information becomes available. 

6. PG&E is authorized to increase its ECAC revenue 
requirement by $6l3,,8-5-5·; to increase its Annual Energy Rate (AER) 

revenue requirement by $26,479,000; and' to decrease its. Electric 
Revenue Adjustment Mechanism revenue requirement by $368,286·,000 • 
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7. The reven~e requirement adopted in this order shall ~ 
consolidated with that of the current general rate case, 
Application 88-12-005·, for the purposes of revenue allocation and 
rate des.iqn. 

8. The suspension of PG&E's AER authorized in 0.89-01-040 
shall be lifted and PG&E's AER shall be reinstated at the time that 
the rates resulting from this decision become effective. 

This. order is effective today. 
Oated Oecember 6·, 1989, at San Francisco, california. 

G. MITCHELL WILl< 
President 

FREDERICK R. DODA 
STANLEY W.. HULETT 
JOHN B ... OHANIAN 
PATRICIA M. ECKERT 

COmnUssioners 

• 

• 

! CERTTIFY THAT THfS OeC1Sl0N 
WAS AP'?OO\/C:~ r.!'{ ....... J..,,.. 'V'" 

\_l". ,-v ~ :, I _I': j '-.1."...1 .: 
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PG&E 1989 EeAC 

• 

.. 

• 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

FORECAST PHASE - UNCONTESTED RESOURCE ASSUMPTIONS 

Sales Forecast - area load 

ECAC test year 
1990 GRe test year 

94,,344 Gwh 
94,610 

Hydroelectric Generation - based on April 1 snow survey 

Generation Cost 

a. PG&E owned Hydro w/o Helms 13,347 Gwh $ 4,.029,000 
b. Irrigation Districts, 4,842 Gwn $50,464,,000 
c. USSR (WAPA) Hydro 2,746 GWh N/A 
dO' SMUO Hydro- 1,506 Gwh N/A 
e. NCPA Hydro 479 Gwh N/A 
f .. CCSF Hydro l,683 Gwh N/A 

'Helms Generation 
modeled to include generation from upstream runoff and 
to allow for generation from off-peak and weekend 
pumping-, when such pumping is economically advantageous, 
When required for relia~ility, or when needed to 
alleviate minimum load conditions. (D .. 88~11-052, p. 52) 

Northwest Purchases by NCPA - 73 Gwh 
36 Gwh in November 1989; 37 Gwh in December 1989 

Northwest firm purchases by PG&E from PP&L - 250 Gwn, priced 
at 27 mills/kWh 

23.6 Gwh monthly Nov-Mar; 18.9 Gwh monthly Apr-Oct 

Southwest miscellaneous purchases by PG&E 384 Gwh 
taken during off-peak hours at 32 Gwh/month and priced 
at lS.5 mills/kWh 

california Power Pool Transactions 
sales of. 288 Gwh to, Edison and SOG&E at 2 Gwh/month Nov
Feb and 35 Gwh/month Mar-Oct for revenue of $6,758,000 
purchases made when PG&E incremental heat rate exceeds 
11,000 btujkwh, priced at share-the-savings rates 

8. Sierra pacific'purchases for service at Eeho summit 3.6 GWh 
at a cost of $324,000 

9. Miscellaneous purchases for others 35.4 Gwh 

10. NCP.A resources includes - l833 .. 6- Gwh of Geothermal, 479 .. 4 GWh 
of hydro-, 32.3. Gwh of c09'eneration, and combustion turl:>ines 

NCPA utilizes its own resources to'meet its own 10a4, and. 
then buys or sells the shortfall or excess from or to 
PG&E • 
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- . ---ONCON'I'ES'I'EO RESOORCE ASSTJKPTIONS - PAGE 2 

11. SMO"O 
Rancho Seco is assumed shut down 
SMUO uses its own resources to- meet its load, inclu~in9 
1506· Gwh of hydro,. 860.3 Gwh of qeothermal,. co~ustion 
turbines, SMO"O~s photovoltaic unit, and purchases from 
WAPA. SMO"O's shortfall is lDa~e up first by purchases 
from the Northwest up to its 200 MW of intertie 
entitlement in all hours during 1990. Remaining 
purchases are divided equally between PG&E and SOuthern 
California Ed.ison. Edison purchases are scheduled during 
non-minimum load periods.. PG&E Deets the remaining 
needs, thereby implicitly following load. 

12. (WAPA) western Area Power Administration 
a. Northwest purchases by WAFA* 

11/89 - 178.5· Gwh . 
12/89 - 172.7 

1/90 - 172~7 
2/90 - 158.5-
3/90 - 182· ... 2 
4/90 - 187.9 
5/90 - 188.9 
6/90 - 187 .. 9 
7/90 - 188.9 
8/90 - 209 .. 7 
9/90 - 209.3 

10/90 - 204.1 
b. excess WAFA energy and/or capacity is banked with PG&E* 

at contractual rates 
c... WAFA shortfalls are unbanke~ (returned) at contractual 

rates 

13. OF Generation - 16'/425-.7 Gwh,. including hyero QFS and. allowed 
curtailments.. 
This amount includes 7620.4 Gwh of variably-priced. QF 
generation ... 

14. conventional Thermal Generation 
The remaining area load is :made up by conventional thermal 
generation. 
a. Gas is assu:med to t>e available to the power plants. The 

average dispatch price of goas of $2.l6/lOtbtu... The 
overall cost of gas to the power plant is assumed t~ ~ 
those costs approved in the ACAP decision and contained 
in the G-tTEG tariff schedule plus the G-PC tariff 
schedule, effective June 1, 1989, multiplied by the 
.alIlount of MMl:>tu necessary to run the power plants,. less 
qeneration during oil test burns. 

* subject to backdown order 
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Page 3 

UNCONTESTED RESOURCE ASSUMPTIONS - PAGE 3 

Un~er normal con~itions, residual fuel oil is require~ 
in the power plants only for test ~urn purposes, 
requ:i.ring a total of 504,000 ))arrels of. fuel o:i.l at 
PG&E'S torecasted del:i.vered prices, which range from 
$18.50/barrel to $19.40jbarrel. 

15. Combust:i.on Tur~ines 
Combustion tur~ines are used only to ~eet peaK loads or to 
protect against forced outages when other resources are not 
readily available. The delivered cost of distillate oil for 
these units will be ~ased on PG&E's estimated priees, whieh 
range trom $24.~O/l:>arrel to $25.10jbarrel ... 

16... Unserved Enerqy 
Emergency firm purchases are made from the California Power 
Pool to meet load When all of the ~ve resourees are 
exhausted or unavailable. 'l'hey are priced at 115% of the 
dispatch gas eost times an 11,000 Btuf,kWh heat rate. 

17. Sales to the City of Redding of 40 Gwh, and to- a number of 
Southern California cities of 171 Gwh are assumed. 

18 .. F'Uel Oil Inventory Levels 
Maximum Oil Inventory Level 
Average Oil Inventory Level 
Fo~ecasted carrying Cost 

7,450,000 Barrels 
7,200,000 Barrels 

$9,154,000 

tEND OF 1>.PPl:NOIX A) 
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List 0: Appearances 

Applicant: Robert B. ~Lennao, Attorney at Law, for Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company. 

Interested Parties: C. HaYden Am~S, Attorney at Law, for 
Chickering & Gregory; Jackson, Tufts, Cole & Black, by 
Willi~m H. Booth and Joseph S. Faber, Attorneys at Law, for 
california Large Energy Consumers Association: Morrison & 
Foerster, :by Jerrr R . ..Blo2lD, i\ttorney at Law, tor california 
Cogeneration Council: Matthew v. Bra~, for California 
Department of General Services~ Oayig Branchcom~, for Henwood 
Energy Services1 Inc .. ~ McCracken, Byers & Martin, by Da.v.ig J. 
Byers, Attorney at Law, for California City-County street Light 
Association: Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, by Gordon E. navjs, 
Attorney at Law, for California Manufacturers Association: Karen 
Edson, for KKE & Associates: Michel f. Florio- and Joel.R. 
Singer, Attorneys at Law, for Toward Utility Rate Normalization 
(TORN): N9tman Furuta, Attorney at Law, for Fed.eral Executive 
Agencies: steven Ge~nger, Attorney at Law, for California Farm 
Bureau Fedoration; Dian M. Grv&neich, Attorney at Law, for 
California Department of General Services: Hanna & Morton, by 
poVglas....K. Kerner, Attorney at Law, for Santa Fe Geothermal, 
Inc., Unocal corporation, Freeport-MeMoRan Resource Partners: 
JosePhLG. Me~er, for Joseph Meyer Associates: ~e:: Nahigian, for 
JBS Energy Inc.: "zohP P .. 0>1inlfi, for Cogeneration service 
Bureau: Kathi ~ertson, for Simpson Paper Company: 
Chester/schmidt Consultants, by Reed Y. Schmidt, for County of 
Marin and City o'f Bakersfield.; Jan Smutn~-J:ones, Attorney at 
Law, for Independent Energy Producers~ Downey, Brand, seymour & 
Rohwer, by Philip A. Stoh~, Attorney at Law, for Industrial 
Users: Nancy Thompson, for Barakat, Howard & Chamberlain; J¢hn 
V.:ickland, Attorney at Law, by Alice Loo, for Bay Area Rapid 
Transit; Pbilip J. DiVirgilio, for PSE Inc.; ROb~ B. 
Weisenmiller, for Morse, Richard, Weisenmiller & Associates, 
Inc.; pon Sa12w, for Association of california Water Agencies; 
Armour, St. John, WilCOX, Goodin & Sehlotz, by James~. Squeri, 
Attorney at Law, for Kelco- Division of Merck; Richard O. Baish, 
Michael o. Ferguson, and ~dolph L. Wu, Attorneys at Law, by 
Phyllis Huckabee, for El paso Natural Gas Company: Hanna & 
Morton, by pougla.sJ<. Kerner, Attorney at Law, for Geothermal 
Resources Association and In4ependent Energy Producers 
Association~ Thomas P, COrr, Attorney at Law, for Indepen4cnt 
Power Corporation: wavne Meeks, for Simpson Paper/Investment 
Company; selby Mohr, for Sacramento Municipal Utility District; 
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Tbomas R. SparkR and Michael L. McQueen, Attorney at Law, tor 
Onocal Geothermal; and Harry Wint~rR' for Regents, University of 
California. 

Division of Ratepayer Advocates: Catherine JobnsQD, Attorney at 
Law, James Barnes, and Ge9ttrey Meloe~. 

commission Advisory and Compliance Division: Ali Mi~madi. 

CENt) OF APPENDIX B) 
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• APPENOIX C 
PlItlc." , 01 2 

ECAC 

PACIPIC CAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Electric Department - Total CompG"y 

ADOPTED ENERCY COSTS 
Foreca.t PeriOd Nov~r 9, 1969 to OCto~r 3', 1990 

.0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PurehA"'''/ AvorAgo T01;ol Total !ZCAC AtR 
Type 01 energy Cc."ncrAtion eOlt co.t. CPUC COIti 4/ COlltl COItI 

(Cwh) % (e~tl/Kw~) (000'. of S) (000'1 of S) (000', of S) (000'1 of S) ........................................................... ~ ...•••••.•.........•....••••..........•..•.••......................... 
Poull 'uc."l 

1 CIII • UEC 
2 01 l • ReliduAl 
'3 Oil· OiltillAte 
4 Subtotal Po,"IL PueL 

5 Ceot~ormal Steam PlAntt 

PurchDsed Power 
6 Irrigation Ollt. 
7 CVP ,CoPlle I ty & Energy) 
6 SMUO 

Cooenerotion & Other OF. 
9 Variobly priced OF energy pAyment 
10 Otl'ler 
11 PAcific Northw~t 
12 Soutl'lwost, Incl. power pool .Ale. 
1.3 Otherl· COWR 
14 • Other 
15 SubtOtol Purcho,ed Power 

16 WDter 101' Power 

17.aentOry CArrying Coat 

16 Stu CnArgc."1 

19 Variable Wheeling 

20 Revenue Credits 

(II) 

17,607 
308 

11 
17,986 

6,.01L1 

4,669 
(2,699) 

(533) 

1,620 
6,605 
~,6131 

141 
990 

6 
25,460 

13,432 

(b) (e) 

22.~ 3.26 
0.4 2.Ll5 
0.1 5.46 

23.4 ;5.2~ 

10.4 1.54 

6.1 1.06 
(3.0) 0.66 
(0.7) 1..03 

9.9 3.05 
11.1. 10.48 
LI.1 2.01 
0.2 0.20 
1.3 1.84 
0.0 5.4LI 

33.1 5.15 

'7.5 0.03 

(d) (0) <f) (g) 

s574,455 S571,.1t1 S519,714 S51,1.06 1/ 
LI,761. LI,.714 7,930 184 21 
3,Ll7L1 3.tS6 3,509 34731 

507,097 5t\j,r.i1 531,Z13 52,533 

123,793 123,087 112,010 '1,078 

50,461. 50,116 45,660 4,516 
(24,938) (24,196) (22,561.) (2,232) 
(Z1,491) (21,314) (19,451' (1,924) 

232,612 231,346 210,525 20,821 'JI 
922,900 917,639 e35,052 !2,5U 
134,434 133,66e 121,6~ 12,O~ 

2M Z84 m 26 
1L1,189 18,0115 16,4~ 1,6U 

329 327 296 29 
1,312;e:s9 1,305..356 1,187,674 111,4Q 

4,029 4,006 3,61.5 301-

9,.154 9,102 8,283 6'~ 

151 150 137 1" 

1,631 ',622 1,416 146 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 2,. LOslc."I(Cains) on FUc."l Oil Solei 

22 Subtotal 
•••....................••••••••••.....................................•••••••............. 

23 Write-down of Fuel Oil Inventory 

24 Interest on· unamortiZed write-down 

25 Execsi oiL inventory CArrying COlt 

26 DC Settlement ReveMUOJ 

64,916 

12,026 

64,4" 3.14 

15.6 8.60 

S2,038,694 

0 

0 

(213) 

1,058,071 

(2'1.,523) 

S2,027,07Z S1,644,63r S162,1.37 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

(212, (212) 0 

',052,040 1,052,040 061 

(211 ~523) (21 ',523) 0 27 DC Glial e Royen~ Rc."Qui rmont 

28 TOTAL.S 
............................•••••••••.•.....................••••••••..............••••••.. 

16,942 100.0" 3.75 2,.665,029 2,(167,319 2,664,942 

Note: ECAC eO't5 are 911. of Total Cost, Ond AER COst, IIrC ~ 01 Total costs, unless Otherwise 5~cific."d. 

l' • Equivalent to '87,955 biLlion BTU at an average neat rate of 10,615 BTU/Kw". 
21 • EQuivlllent to 3,156 billion BTU at an averAge "eDt rllt.e of 10,247 BTU/Kw~. 
31 • EQuivalc."nt to 923 billion BTU at an overage "c."at rate of 13,000 BTU/Kwh. 
4/ • Jurildietional;x«l at. 99.43", 
5/ • Alloclat«l eapaeity payrMntl included in Otner OP. 
-.. to .,,,"_ $.,,,., C""'I"~ '" "'" ;"""' ..... 1, .... ..,. .... '".,.." ,,'" ,-.. " .. .......,. •• 

...,..' 

1112,437 
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PACIFIC CAS & ELECTRIC C()!PANY 
E~eetrie' Department· CPUC Jur~sdietion 

SUMMARY OF REVENUE CHANCes 
tCAC Foreeast Period November 9, 1939 to Oetober ~', 1990 

....••........•••...... -.... -.............•. ~ ..... 
Ctlangto in Revel'l\,lQ 

RC!'CIuirC!lllt'l'lt 
(SOOO) ...••••... ~.-... -..... -.....•••• -.....••••••...... 

1 
:2 
:5 

ECAC 
AER 
ERAM ..••••......••••.............••••......•••••...... 

4 Total. sm,04S 
-_ ...............••••........•••...•..••••••....•. 

(END APPENDIX D) 
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OPINIQ;.J! 

A. ProceduGl Histox:y; 
Pacific Gas and Electric company (PG~~ filed this 

application on April 2, 1989, requesting an i~ease of $378.3 
million in·its electric revenues on an annu&(ized ~asis effective 
November 1, 1989. This requested increas~as based on the 
following revenue requirements changes:~ 

1. An increase of $815·.2 mulion under PG&E's 
Energy Cost AdjUst~en~lause (ECAC), 

2. An increase of $3~.~illion under PG~E's 
Annual Enerqy Rate~ __ R)' and 

3. A decrease of $46,,9 .. 9 million under PG&E's 
Electric Revenue/Adjustment Mechanism 
(ERAM). / 

Although PG&E ne~r formally changed its rate request, 
the company did change ma~y of its forecast assumptions during the 
course of its hearings ~d expressed the opinion that the revenue 
requirements should ~e;1ess than that in~icated in the applieation. 
On June 28, 1989, J0o/i E. Kerler, testifying for PG&E, offered a 
revised revenue re~rement increase estimate of $146.22 million 
with the fOllOwingjelements (See Ex. 9; Tr. 12·3): 

1. AnfCAC increase of $597.1 million, 

2. ~AER increase of $22.6 million, and 
/ 

. 3. tn ERAM d.ecrease of $473.5 million. 

This ECAC filing is PG&E's first since we issued Decision 
(0.) 89-01-~40, which modified the rate c~se plan ~nd the schedule 
tor proe~ng energy cost offset proeeedlngs. Prlor to that 
d.ecision, PG&E's rates reflecting' ECAC, AER, and ERAM revenue 
requirem . were adjusted on an annual basis effective August lst. 
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-fIj In order ~o spread the COllUl\ission's workload lIIore even~' 
across the year and to facilitate coordination with PG&E's gene 1 
rate case, we changed PG&E's revision d.ate to, November 1st. 
result, during this transitional year, PG&E's balancing ace nts 

" 

have registered over- and. und.ercollections tor 15 months~ithout 
revision. In addition, since the last AER revision on ~ torecasted 
costs thli-ou9h the end. of July 1989, we suspended PG& $ AER as ot 
AU9Ust 1st, allowing 100% ot the tuel costs ineurr since that 
d.ate to be tracked in the ECAC balancing account. The AER 
remains in suspension in anticipation ot this cision.2 

Normally, an ECAC application will includ.e a equest tor approval 
of the reasonableness ot gas and electric 0 erations during a 
preceeding 12-month period.. As directed.yn 0.89-01-040, however, 
the pending application covers a shorte~period, from February 1, 
1988 to Oecember 31, 1988.3 / 

Because there was also a ~end.ing PG&E general rate ease 
this year, the Coxnmission faced. thJpotential of end.-ot-the-year 
d.ecisions that WOuld have d.evelO~d two d.ifterent revenue 
requireme;ts calculations and a)~owed tor two soparate 
considerations ot revenue all06ation and rate design issues. Soon 
after filing this apPlicati~, PG&E tiled a Motion to Consolidate 
Revenue Allocation and RatGfoesign Issues in the general rate ease 
Proceeding. APpropriate~f, this motio~ was granted in a joint 
aaministrative law judg (AIJ) ruling issued. April 24 f 1989,. 'l'he 

1 mimeo. P'" 23. 

2 Ibid .. p .. 

:3 ECAC filing=, PG&E's reasonableness review period 
will return the normal 12-month span, ending 60-75 days prior to, 
the ECAC (se 0.89-01-040, mimeo,. p .. 26).. The next reaso~leness 
review perio~ may need to be slightly'longer than 12 months, in 
order bring the process up, to date. 



: . / 

.~ :::::::-::~i::::::W::::ved from ~:s procccdinq haS~~d 
with the revenue requirement determination in the neral rate 
case. All revenue allocation and rate desiqn is es have been 
heard on a consolidated basis in Application 8 -12-005" the general 
rate case. 

The determination of sales toresasts provides another 
area of substantial overlap between the/ewo. proceedings. In the 
general rate case, forecasted sales w e needed for all of 1990. 
In this proceeding, sales projectio . were needed for the forecast 
period, Nove~er 1, 1989 through 0 ober 31, 1990. PG&E moved that 
the sales forecas·t developed in is proceeding' be useo. in the 
general rate case for purposes/.f consolidated consideration of 
revenue allocation an~ rate ~sign issues. In a ruling dated 
May 24" 1989 f AL'1 Cragg' graFed that, motion. 

We have recentl~issued two orders that affect 
calculations to be made)fn this proceeding-

In D.89-06-0~, we adopteo. a floor/ceiling methodoloqy to 
calculate the short-ti'rm Energy Reliability Index (ERI) affecting 
capacity payments to/variably priced qualifying facilities 
(QFs).4 In addit~o~, we directeo. PG&E to submit late-filed 
exhibits in thisjProceeding to conform its showings on marginal 
costs, revenue requirements" and others where appropriate to the 

f • 
adopted methodology (see Orderl.ng Paraqraph 2') • 

.I ' 
/ 

/ 
/. 

4 QFs are certain cogeneration and small power proo.uction 
faci~ties that qualify for specified benefits under the federal 
~~c Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PORPA).. PORPA 
e.s lishes that the prices a utilitiy pays for power generated by 
QFs~e to be baseo. on the costs the utility avoids by purchasing 
the QFs' power rather than generatin~ the electricity from the 
utility'S own plants.. The costs avol.ded by such purchases include 
ener9'Y, capacity, and operation and maintenance costs .. 

- 4 -
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In 0.89-09-093, we adopted a method for calcu ~ing the 
operations and maintenance (O&M) costs that PG&E avoid:because of 
its purchases from varia:bly priced QFs... The propost¥! order that 
was to become D.89-09-093 was issued after the eo~neement of this 
proceeding. Parties to this proceedinq were inst'ructed to 
calculate the O&M component of payments to va able QFs (O&M adder) 
a~cording to' the method in the proposed orde. Su:bsequently, in 
D.89-09-093 we affirmed the reasonableness f that method. 

Hearings in the current proece ng were divided into 
three phases. The first phase encompas~d those issues relating to 

1 I" 1 the forecasts of fue costs, resource;m~x,.and var~ab e payments to 
QFs. 'rho se~ond. phase relates to the reasonableness ot prices in 
special contracts entered into :be~wfeen PG&E and certain large 
electricity customers. We addedjthis su:bject to' the ECAC menu in 
D.89-05·-067. The third phase W;1;.1 address the reasonableness' of 
PG&E's operation during the period discussed above. This opinion 
decides only the first Phas~ssues. . 

Eight days of he~ings in the forecast phase of this 
proceeding were. held :betwe'en June 26 and September G, 1989, in San .., 
Francisco·, Calitornia. foncurrent opening and closing :briets were 
filed July 21, 1989 on;the issue of sales forecasts. Concurrent 
opening :briefs on resource assumptions and modeling issues were 
filed July 28, 1989~ Concurrent reply :briefs were filed August 4, 

1989. A ru.ling :byjbe ALi, dated August 15, 1989, listed the 
resource plan in~ut assumptions for p~rties to use in preparing 
their final caleulations of revenue requirements and other relevant 
factors. Additional hearings were-held on Septe~er 1 and 
Sept~er 6, 1989, to discuss the implieations of these final 
calculation~ an~ concurrent opening ar.d .closing :briefs were file~ 
on Septem:bet 2~r 1989. 

"-
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~he parties filing briefs in this proceed.ing inc 
PG&E, the' Commission's Oivision of Ratepayer Advocates_)PRA', the 
California Cogeneration Council (cce) , the Geother.mal~~~~urces 
council, the Ind.epend.ent Energy Prod.ucers Associa~i~ (IE?), the 
Ind.epend.ent Power corporation (IPC) , the Associat~n of California 
Water Agencies (ACWA) and the California ra7rmeau Federation ' 
(CFBF). 
B. n.e framing. of the Issues 

Consistent with last year'~ PGSE CAe proceed.ing, this 
application combines consideration of E issues with an updating 
of key components of the calculation 0 prices paid. for power sold 
to the utility by QFs. ~he ECAC proc ss enables a utility'S rates 
to reflect changes in its fuel and rchase power expenses on an 
annual basis outside of the three- ear general rate case cycle. 
The QF calculation issues relate 0 the prices to be paid to QFs 
that do not have contracts spe fying fixed prices. ' 

Variable QF prices ~e the sum of three basic components: 
a payment for capacity, a p~ent for avoided O&M, and a variable 
payment for energy. criti~i to the determination of these 
payments are the utilitY'~ERI and Incremental Energy Rate (IER). 

The ERI is us~ to adjust the value of a generic 
combustion tur:Oine"~h' ch we have used. as a pro~ for a utility's 
avoided. capacity cost and which therefore forms the basis for 
capacity payments t QFs. In another proceeding, while this matter 
was pending, we appfoved a method for calculating PG&E's ERI. All 
active parties usid this method to caleulate the ERr and 
d.ifferences aros' as to how the adopted method should be 
implemented. 

The IER, which ~eflects, the utility system's incremental 
efficiency i converting heat enerqy to eleetrieity, is combined 
with avoid O&M costs to form an equivalent IER which is 
multiplied. by the utility'S incremental fuel cost to produce the 
price the utility pays for the variably prieed QFs',ene:r9'Y • 

- 6, -
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There is a logical relationship between co~entional ECAC 
issues and the base~ for QF prices. The forecast ~ed to dovelop a 
utility's ECAC revenue requirement is ~erive~ fr~ the estimated 
proQuction an~ expense levels relate~ to· hy~roelectric, nuclear, 
purchased power, alternative and renewable poler, and oil- and gas
fired resources. The forecasts of enerqy~duction and 
availability affect the determination of~e utility'S generating 
ef:f~ciency at the margin as· measured by Fe Itt. Similarly, the 
expected availability of resources t7--eet forecasted demand is 
reflected in the ERI. 

E~ anQ IER values are gGberally derive~ from the results 
produced by production cost mOde~ These models are desiqned to 
simulate the manner in which ut~ity resources meet system loads. 
This simulation is driven by ~ resource and loa~ assumptions that 
are inp~ts into the model. aiwever, these inputs are not ~ere 
abstractions. In'many case~ the inputs to the models are the 
resolutions of conventioinfECAC issues that constitute the heart 
of the·ECAC proceeding. 

. The use of computer models introduces another set of 
I 

issues concerning' how the modeler and! the model translate an~ 
1:' . 

simplify the eomple~ities of the utility systam into terms that the 
model can understan~ and what manipulations the model' makes of 

I 

this information. )This category of issues· is referred to as the 
model ing conventio·ns. 

As we ~ave faced more ECAC applications that i~clu~e IER 
and ERI consideiations, we have instituted and modified procedures 

I 
designed to ensure the full exchange of information pertinent to an. 
understandi~~of the computer models used and a full exchange of 
data used t~develop the IER and ERl •. At an earlier time, we . 
required that all parties to ECAC and general rate case proceedings 
of the t mr electric utilities use· the ELFIN production cost model 
in develing a Irbase case'" run. (D~87-12-066, at p'. 20:3.) The 
Commiss' n reasoned that use of the same model "to present a base 

...... 
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case will aid the Commission, as a startinq point, in d 
whether model, assumption, or methodological differen 
causing the different results." Each party, however was also 
given the opportunity to present additional testim ny using its 
model of choice. 

Additionally, the Co:m:mission directe that Ifa workshop be 
held no later than one week following (the) AC filing to 
determine the data sets, resource plans, 10 d shape, heat rate 
input, unit commitment and dispatch, mini load conditions, 
resource assumptions, marginal fuel ass ptions, and all other 
pertinent data that (the utilityJ use to' calculate its IER." 
(0 .. 87-12-066, at p. 205·.) The works op' was also, to serve as a 
forum for the parties to agree, to e extent possible, on the 
assumptions to be used and the ap opriate source of those 
assumptions. The Oirector of th~ Commission Advisory and 
Compliance Division (CACD) was-lo, appoint an arbiter for the 
workshop to resolve any issuesfrelated to· the development of a 
common data set upon which ~reement could not be reaChed. This 
workshop procedure was emp yed in PG&E's last ECAC proceeding. 

This year ~roug at least one major change to the 
workshop process. In O. 8-1l-052, which followed the first phase 
of PG&E's 1988 ECAC pro eeding, we concluded that the base ease run 
that had resulted fro having all modelers use the ELFIN model had 
not been useful. etermined that a more useful comparison would 
have been among the odels. Therefore, we directed those parties 
to the 1989 ECAC W 0 intended to sponsor a model run to' present a 
base case run tha was the result of using inputs from a common 
data set applied to its favored model. The workshops ~ecame the 
forum for devel ping the eonuuon d.ata set and identifying and 
resolvi~g I if ossible, the differences alnong the parties. 5, 

5 See 0.88-11-05,2, mimeo. p. 68. 
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The modelinq workshop was· made a requirement tor tuture 
ECAC proceedinqs in D.89-01-040. The workshops w~ held on 
April 19 and May lS, 1989, with Linda GUstafson/t the CACD serv'inq 
as arbiter to, develop common data set assumpt' ns tor computer 
model runs to be used in this proceedinq~ 

Another change introduced in thi ECAC proceeding is that 
the active parties were asked to develop, consensus document 
allowing for a comparison of the positi ns taken by various parties 
on each of the contested issues. The esulting Comparison Exhibit 
(Exhibit, 1) listed contested and un ntested resource ass~ptions 
as well as the modeli~q convention used by all parties. The 
parties are to be conqratulated r their work in developing the 
Comparison Exhibit, which appea s to have helped the parties to 
limit the areas of contention d shorten the hearing time needed 
for this proceeding. 

The issues litig ed in the forecast phase of this 
proceeding thus included ot only PG&E's revenue requirement for 
the ECAC forecast perio , but also the development of the IER and 
the calculation of the RI and O&M adder used in determining 
variable,QF payments. 

In review' q these issues, we will tirst examine the 
issues that must b resolved before the production cost ,models may 
be run: the load orecast, resource assumptions, and modeling 
conventions. N , we will discuss the calculation of the IER, 
ERI, and O&M a er. Then we will consider the differences between 
the three pro uction cost models that were used in this proceeding. 

- 9 -
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xx. . Loadforec:Mj: 

With only one exception, the active 
PG&E's sales projections. PG&E's initial forecast was s t forth in 
Exhi~it 2, Table 2-1. The table was revised in Exhi~' 3 by addinq 
j.nformation conceminq area load during the forecas period and 
eomparativ~ tigure$ tor the 1990 test year eoveredJby the general 
rate case. PG&E later revised its sales forecastfCExhibit 25) to 
reflect the announcement that the Rancho clear Power Plant 
(Rancho· Seco) would be closed. 
A. Xbe Effect on Sales of Closing 

Saeramcmto 
Municipal Utility District (SMUD). 
generated at Rancho S~co, SMOD will ha e to purchase more 
electricity from other entities. Fo· various reasons, it is not 
yet possi~le to know with certainty ow SMUD will meet its needs. 
However, it is reasonable to- assun that SHOD will make use of its 
existing contracts with PG&E, So them California Edison Company _ 
(SCE), and utilities in the Pa PG&E has divided 
the additional purchases amon 
found acceptable by all pa 
B. 

in a manner 

l.S Forecasts 
The one souree controversy in this area involved the 

appropriate forecasts f r the total number of aqricultural 
customers and the proj ct level of aqricultural ~ales. The CFBF 
presented evidence e testing the number of agricultural customers 
predicted by PG&E. The ACWA presented evidence conflietinq with 
PG&E's forecast of agricultural sales. 

The ag i5ultural customer class is intended to include 
only those cust mers who use electricity predominantly to serve 
aqricultural e diuses. Agricultural end-uses include growinq 
crops, raisi livestock, pumpinq water for irrigation, and other 

j/ 
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uses that involve production for sale and that do not change 
form of the agricultural product. 

In last year's ECAC proceedin~, 
agricultural schedules be reserved for those customers 0 meet the 
condition that 70% or more of their energy usa~e is d icated to 
agricultural end-uses. PG&E also recommended that e new 
definition of the agricultural class be implemen d in the 1989 
ECAC decision. The intervenin~ year would qiv~PG&E time to· 
identify affected customers and inform them~ their options in 
their new rate classes. We adopted PG&E~]lProposed redefinition 
and ordered that it would become applicable on the effective date 
of the decision adopting specific rat~in the 1989 ECAC 
proceedinq.6 

In the intervening year, PG&E did not reach its goal of 
identifyin~ affected customers. This undermined the company's 
ability to produce, in this pr ceeding, an accurate estimate of the 
number of customers in the a 

The number of ac ve agricultural accounts does not equal 
the n~er of customers w. th a~ricultural end-uses. For instance, 
each time a new pump is connected to the utility lines, a new 
account is opened. Despite overall reductions in farmed acreage 

. I 
during the last few ~ears, many new accounts have been opened. 
This is largely be~~se of the increased need for pumps to deliver 

I 
water to irrigated fields in drought years such as those recently 
experienced in ~lifo~ia. In addition, many accounts are opened 
or closed y because farm property changes hands and the 
electric bil ing is transferred to a new name. The interaction of 

.. adds to the ehallenge of accurately predicting the 
nUll'\l:ler of aqriculturc:Ll c:Lccounts in any future~year. 

See D.ae-12-031~ ordering Paragraph 10. 
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/' 
Mi~hael Ro:binson, testifying tor PC&E, explained. t7hat e 

company used an econometric model to develop its forecast of 
aqricultural customers. Such a model attempts to forecast an(1 

/ 
explain changes in the number of customers over time. PG~E's moeel 
suggests that the n~er of agricultural customers will continue to 
grow. 

eFSF challenges that assessment. 
model, PG&E predicts an 
during the ECAe period. 
underlying this number, 

average of 10l,858· agric tural customers 
In order to· test the sumptions 

eFSF sent data rcques s to PG&E asking for 
a comparison ot the numbers of all of its a 
a year-to-year :basis. The request s'ought 
actually opened and closed during a giv 
relating this account activity to the 

icultural customers on 
tally of accounts 

CFEF argues that 

existence in the prior year provides the most accurate 'assessment 
ot the number of agricultural cust ~ers for each year. Starting 
with a :base of 99,599 customers' 1985·, PG&E had forecasted 
100',95,l customers tor 1988, re ect:i.ni"f a net increase of l,352 1 7 , 

customers. eFBF showed tha~~n actual tally of accounts opened and 
closed during those years ~~ldS a net reduction of 804 accounts, 
leading to 98,795 custome:QS· in 1988. This is. 2,l56 customers :below 
PG&E's estimate. / 

PG&E disputeofthe usefulness of the information provided 
to eFEF in response' tl its data request (Exhibit 5). Robinson said 
he did not know Wher£. the data came !rol\' , :but asswned that it was 
accumulated for so~ other purPose and cannot :be used for CFBF~s 
purposes. DeSPi,' repeated opportunities, PC&E did not provide any 
evidence to support its effort to· refute its own number~. 

eFMB~~ analysis has :brought into question PG&E's forecast 
of agriCUltural customers. The most compelling factor is that the 
growth in thi number of accounts projected :by the model does not 
coincide with recorded openings and closings in the years for which 
data was~oVided. PG&E ~rgues that its econometric·projeetion is 
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conservative, predicting that the survey necessary to 
is an agricultural customer within the newly adopted 
definition will ultimately increase the n~er of c 
class. ORA seems to agree. 
definition will result in f~wer customers in 

stomer class 
tomers in th~ 

the 70% usage requirement~ The parties deba d'as to whether or 
not Standard Industrial Code classificati0.r-C c'ould be used to 
predict the ultimate size of the agrieultUral class. The record on 
this issue is inconclusive.. All that :vt clear is that the study 
has not been done yet ~d no one knO~ for sure what it will show. 

We are not persuaded by JG&E~S claim that the data 
offered to show actual openings ~d closinqs should be disregarded 
because PG&E's witness is not ~e where these numbers came from. 
These numbers were provide~b /PG&E in response to, a clearly worded 
data reques~ from CPBP. In order to support its position, PG&E is 
trying' to undermine the c edi~ility o,f its own data. This arqument 

I 
is disinqenuous. PG&E Md not take the opportunity ot providing 
evidence to support iti position. 

CPBP has offered 96,000 customers as a proxy for PG&E's 
torecast for both t£e ECAC forecast period and the qeneral rate 
case calend.ar ye"j ot 1990. However, CFBF has also stated that it 
calculates the n'umber of agricultural customers in 1988 to be 
98 r 765,. CFBFf testimony does not adequately explain why it would 
exp~ct the nnmber of customers to decrease by 2,76$ in two years. 
Due to thelapparent unreliability of PG&E's calculation and the 
uncertain/effects ot the new class definition, we will adopt the 
98,765 iqure for the purposes of this forecast. 

Despite the disagreements as to' the size ot the 
ltural class, the various estimates of agricultural sales are 

ve In fact, ACWA endorses DRk's n~ers because there is 
li tle difference between the two and ORA endorses PG&E's numbers 
tor the same reason. We see no compelling re~.sons that PG&E"s 
projections should not be adopted. Chanqes in the number of 
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customers may reflect little more than the number of new pumps 
installed or old pumps disconnected.. Sales is more a reflec on of 
the overall irrigation needs. PG&E has lowered its foreeasi in 
response to improved hydro conditions.. As the parties a~ all 
quite close in their current projections~ we will adOp~PG&E'S 
forecast:. PG&E sales of 69,300 gigawatt hours (GWh) ~d a total 
area load o'! 94,343 GWb. for the ECAC forecast yea7PG&E sales of 
Ei9,66S GWh and a total area load. ot: 94,612 tor the general rate 
case calendar year 1990w / 
c. Sales 19reeasts_tor All other Classes. 

For all other purposes~ the part;es agreed witll PG&E's 

=i:o~:~ .. sts. We will.adoptthat 7"",st ~ reflected in 

/ J . 
t 
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TABLE 1 
Sales Forecast Assumptions 

ECA~ 

Class of Seryic~ 

Residential 
Small Light & Power 
Medium Light & Power 
Large Light & Power: 

CCSF 702 
Other 14,.82l. 

Aqriculture . 
Street Lighting 
BART 
PUblic Authority 
SMOD 
Other non-CPOC 
Interdepartmental 

Total PG&E Sales 

SMOD 
LOAF 
Electric Department Usage 
Other Area Load 

Total Area Load 

Oeliveries out 

Total Planning 

Amount in 
Giga.watt-hours 

23,479. 
7,268 

, 16,732 
15·,.523 

69,.300 

7,638 
7,956. 

26· 
9« 42'2 

94,343· 

69 

94,412' 

7 Nove~er 1, 1989 to October 31, 1990. 

8 January 1, 1990 to December 31, 1990. 

-,15· -

2'3,557 
7,2'74 

16,.759 
15,5-5-8 

3,091 
365-
2S9 
526· 

1,.191 
1,114 

155, 

. 69,843 

7,471 
7,964 

26 
9,483 

94,612 

40 

94,827 
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III. Resources 

A. 
As was the case in 

was a highly contested issue. ~he predo~inant 

imported from the Pacific Northwest is hydroe p~~~r' 

, this 
. of power 

The 
Northwest has experienced two exceptionally 
parties assume that rainfall will now ~~~u~~ 

While all 
. normal, there are 

disagreements as to the lingering ~pact drought conditions on 
price and the amount of energy that N suppliers are likely 
to make available. In addition, has raised two other 
questions for our consideration: PG&E ~e required to rely 
on quantitative analysis in short-te~ forecasts? 
Should apparently illogical outputs persuade us to abandon 
an otherwise reasonable price~orecast? All parties agreed that 
t..'1.e Pacific Northwest forecast should ~e considered in two st.tl.ges: 
Nove~er 1989 throu9h Feb~ry 1990 and March throu9h October 1990. 

1. Sj:age 1: November 1989 thbOu,gh Mruaa 1990 

a. In§:tall~CslPacity: 
PG&E's abi~tY to import energy from the Pacific 

Northwest is limitea'by the amount of carrying capacity to whieh it 
has access over e'£stin9 transmission lines. PG&E calculated its 
entitlement on t e installed capacity of AC and DC lines, plus any 
layoffs from u sed Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) 
entitlements, minus any periods of time when a line is down for 

All parties agree with PG&E's forecast of installed 
transmissi n capacity. We will adopt PG&E's fi9Ures. 

Ava il.Mil ity 

PG&E and the QFs (CCC and IEP) agree that the drought in 
hwest will li~it the avail~ility of economy energy 

pureh ses from the Northwest through next February. PG&E predicts 
that the reservoirs will not be filled to 100% level durin9 this 
period and that the experience of the last two years will cause 
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suppliers to ~e cautious in dispensing the energy that is 
avail~le. DRA disagrees. A key factor 1nfluencing the 
availability of energy is the nature o·f flows on the 
River, which generates electricity supplied to califDrT~l~ 
~y the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). 

~here is little dispute as to the ~~~~i~~D~ 
Columbia River flows, just disagreement as to 
predicts 90% of normal flow and characterizes 

it means. PG&E 
as "below 

forecasting-normal." DRA says 90-94% of flow is 
purposes. BPA says there is a 99% chance 
will ~e at 100%. PG&E's witness Jack .'_'~_~'N 
optimistic, but offers no· empirical 

t reservoir levels 
says this is 

for his position. 
Even if current river flows reservoir levels are at 

or near normal, the reality of two ior dry years is likely to 
restrain deliveries to California. Kerler argues persuasively that 
Northwest suppliers will be 
supported by the fact that BPA, 

L...LLJ ..... "'.. 'rhis perspeetive is 
larqest supplier in the region, 

curtailed all deliveries to t south on the intertie as of July 5, 
1989.. It appears· that BPA i sensitive to- monthly chanqes in 
precipitation and will car ully husband its supplies if current 
rainfall levels suggest e possibility that the accumulations this 
season may be less than }ormal. 

While all pa~ies agree that some energy will be made 
available to PG&E dur'nq the first stage, no two parties agree as 
to· how much. stimate is ~aecept~le because it assumes 
that normal rainfa year quantitie~ apply. IEP acknowledges that 
there is very lit le difference between its estimate and those of 
PG&E and CCC. W will adopt PG&E's forecast,. which is the most 
consistently m erateacross the period. 
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PG&E also assumed that its forecasted energy avail~ 
would ~e suffieient to fill all of its entitlement on the ~ 
transmission interties during peak periods and 50% of it~ 
entitlement during off peak hours. We will adopt this' M; sumpt ion 
as well. 

c. Erice 
PG&E prediets that the average price 

the Paeifie Northwest during the first stage of e ECAC period 
will ~e 25- mills. CCC and IEP agree with PG&E DRA, whieh is more 
optimistic aDout hydro conditions in the No I west,. preaiets that 
the price on average will :be equal to 90% Jf PG&E's incremental 
fossil fuel cost. ;' .. 

To support its 2S mill price~rediction, PG&E referred to 
the less-than-normal energy expectation during the first stage,. the 
19'8·8 fixed price of 22 mills, a con act for 1988 deliveries from 
BPA to seE at a pr:i.ce of 25 m.ills, and a recent :ePA offer to 
provide energy in Octo~er 1989 a a price of 23 mills. We are not 

. convinced that these factors· s port a 25 mill price ... 
In 1988, reservoir ~vels. in the Northwest were 

dramatically lower than they: are in 1989·. That fact certainly does 
not suggest that the price his year would ~e even higher. The 
fact that SeE signed a 25 mill contract in 1988 says little a~out 
what PG&E may need to p this year. The only thing it clearly 
shows is that in 1988 &E was ~le to· purchase power from the 
Northwest at a lower riee than was SCE. Finally, while the 
evidence indicates at :ePA made a 23 mill offer this fall, there 
is no reason to e~ct that the two parties would have settled on ; 
23 mill price. N'r do we know whether or not the agreed-upon price 
would apply in y or all of the Nove~er 1989 throu9h Fe~ruary 
1990 period. 
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In his AUg\1st 15th' ruling., the 'AL'J directed the lnodelers 
to assume that energy would ~e available from the Northwest at the 
levels advocated ~y PG&E at a 22 mill price during the first 
Modelers for PG&E, CCC, and IEP found that these assumptions 
produced an unexpected result. Normally, one would expect 
cost of an additional increment of energy and the IER 
higher during peak periods than during off peak. HI"I'''I!''\.r~, under 
the assumptions adopted in the ALJ(s ruling, the IER 
partial peak was lower than the IER for winter off~~,~ 
the QFs blamed their unexpected modeling 
price assumption. IEP went so' far as to 
assumption must ~e changed to eliminate 

Applying the same assumptions,. 

winter 
PG&E ana 

not proauce this result. According to calculations, the , 
partial peak IEP. was larg-er than the ~f-pe~ Itt. DRA ar9Ues that 

there is nothing unreasonable with tie 22 :mill assumption and the 
record does not suggest that Chan~ng the assumption would have a 
significant effect on either the/revenue re~irement or the IER. 
In fact, IEP tested the affec~f changing the assumption to 25-
mills and concurred with DRA~ assertion. 

However, even i~e were to, determine that the unexpected 
results were a matter of~oncern, there is no logical ~asis tor 
conc.luding that the 22 ?,ill is incorrect. While the QFs place the 
~lame for the IICOunt~ intuitive" results on the 22 mill price 
assumption and ~dvoce.te a return to the 25 mill level,. DRA points 
out that there~re other equally likely causes for this result. 
For instance, hi er availability assumPti~ns would be likely to 
~ring the resul s within traditional expectations. Further, even 
it it was det ined that the price has to change in order,to have 
the model re ults fit within expectations, there is nothin9' to 

the price should ~e changed to, 2S mills. No party has 
offered a sensitivity analysis to demonstrate where the cross-over 
point w 10. ~e on a price continuum ~etween 22 and 25- mills .. 
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In its concurrent brief dated Septe~er 25, 1989, 
raises a significant policy question stemming from the sug 
that the 22 mill price should be changed. Starting at a go 3, ORA 
states: 

"Implicit in HESI's suggestion to abandon 
mills price and. adopt 25 mills is the 
assumption that the Commission should ilor 
its decisions to satisfy the product' n cost 
models. This may be the first time uch a 
recommendation has been made and' raises a 
broad and important policy quest' n which will 
sooner or later demand resolut' n. 

"When models are unable to re ch intuitively 
expected results based on parently reasonable 
assumptions, we must as~at role the models 
should play in our proce ings. DRA believes 
that in an instance suc as this one, an ' 
assumption which appears to be reasonable, 
should not be rejected strictly because it may 
create one counter-~tuitive result. The 
Commission should lie the ultimate decision 
maker. Wheth~ar~'e model or all models produce 
unexpected resu s, the Commission must decide 
whether a give assumption, is reasonable. 
- " / 1 . "In thl.S l.nsta'nce, because one of the lIIode s l.S 
not producing the unexpected IERs, the 
commisSio~'S not forced to resolve the 
underlyin policy question. If the Commission 
wishes t maintain the 22 mills price adopted 
in the ~'s ruling, it appears that ELFIN will 
produce' intuitively correct results. it 

, (Ex. ~4.) 

We ~ree that 22 mills is an appropriate price assumption 
to apply to- e first stage of purchases from the 'Pacific 

While PG&E and the QFs have offered little more than a 
to support the 25· mills prediction, actual practice 

confirms PG&E's ability to obtain energy at 22 mills under less 
favorab e conditions. Further, we will not change a reasonable 
assump ion just to make the mod.eling results look better. Even it 
we we e otherwise inclined, there would be no compelling reason to 
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do so in a situation where the change would have virtually no 
effect on the IER or on the overall revenue requirement. 

2. ~age2: March j:bJ:'ough 9ct0tm:J.!290, 
a. Instilld ca,paclSY; 
During this stage as well, all parties ar in agreement 

with PG&E's forecast of installed transmission ca acity, whether or 
not loop flow is a factor. We will adopt PG&E' figures. 

)). AvailMiUty 

One goal of an ECAC proceeding o apply the most 
current information to derive a short-te forecast of resource 
availability, load requirements, and re ted costs. However, since 

, I 
we are not able to· make reliable forecasts of seasonal 
precipitation, we conventionally a~~e normal precipitation during 
the forecast period. All parties ;tave applied such an assumption 
in predicting Pacific 'Northwest anergy availa~ility. While PG&E 
arqued that past drought condit~ns would stifle sales during the 

, first four months of the perioa, it is not predicting any unusual 
limits to the aVail,ability! energy during the remaining oi9'ht 
m.onths. 

PG&E and ORA predict the same energy availability during 
this stage. The QFs, o~the other hand, rely on PG&E's long-term 
forecast as sUbmitted~n this year's general rate casc, which 
predicts significant~y lower energy availability in 7 of the S 
months.;' , 

The QFs argue that PG&E should not be allowed to be 
inconsistent in iis forecasts in two proceedings that are heard , 
concurrently. They assert that there are unexplained 
inconsistencies' between the two, forecasts. Perhaps most . 
Significantl¥' they fault PG&E for developing its ECAC forecast in 

a way tha~Cks sutticient analytical rigor. 
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For the general rate case, PG&E produced a forecast based 
on what the QFs refer to as a quantitative model. ~he key 
characteristic of such a moc!el is its relative verifi@ility. 
Assumptions as to what may affect enerqy supplies are clearly 
defined and subject to critique for conceptual soundness. 
conceptual framework is understood r results can be 
replicated by others willing to undertake the same G~M~~! 

For the ECAC forecast, PG&E undertook a 
study. PG&E's forecasters talked to· people in 

.IoG.W"-I ... .Ioy empirical 

making positions, considered recent events, re 
methods available to the Northwest utilities 

on the 
control energy 

releases and relied on their collective 
informed judgment.. Robert Weisemniller, 
characterized this as the crystal ball 

to produce an 
ifyinq for CCC, 

roach. 
~he QFs assert that PG&E be required to rely on a 

E.'s analysis is diffieult, 
relies on the subjective 

control personnel rather than on 

quantitative approach, arguing 
if not impossible to verify ~~\.G~~~ 
experience and judgments of 
an analytical model. Becaus 
case relied on an analyti 

's forecast in the general rate 
model, the QFs argue that it is 

preferable to the offered in this case. 
PG&E respondS~y pointing out that the goal of the 

general rate case ana?1sis was to prepare a long-term forecast. 
~he utility further points out that the use of the long-term 
analysis is to cal~late the cost-effectiveness of long-term 
demand-side manag~ent programs, not to determine the revenue 
requirement. pdE argues that the Use of such analysis in an ECAC 
proceeding wou4 negate the benefit of using more recently 
available in rmation to develop a short-term forecast. 

~ ere are two separate issues raised by this debate. One 
merits of applying the results of a long-term forecast 

ort-term issues- of IERs and ECAC revenue requirements for 
12 months. -Using PG&E's long-term analysis for such a 
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purpose is inappropriate and that is why we will not ~opt the 
availability forecasts put forth -by the QFs. When ~ purpose of 
analysis is to determine the life cycle cost-eff~iveness of a 
program, one can be much more forgiving ofE pte ial year-to-year 
variations. Because the projections extend i 0 periods for which 
forecasts cannot be dependable, the use of erages and 
hypothetical assumptions may be more a~~~able. We can and must 
expect more in an ECAC forecast. ~he r~:~ce is on short-range 
vision and the factors that are reeoqn~zable from where we stand 

today. ~ 
That aside, we are still eft with one important issue. 

Should PG&E be required to- develo and rely on a quantitative 
analytical framework for prepar~g its ECAC forecasts of 
availability of energy from thefpacifie Northwest? 

, We do not pretend t). be at a point where we can say that 
properly executed quanti;ttt'Ne analysis will always provide a more 
reliable forecast than emp rical judqment. In most of our 
proceedings, we are offe eO. the opinion of experts who are relying 
to a large extent on ~h'ir professional judqment based on a 

I 
perspective harvestedttrom years of experience~ Without a doubt, 
such expert testimony' should always be put to the test. Experts 
must be prepared to;ldemonstrate to- the Commission how their 
experiences were b}'ought to bear on their j 1ldqments.. Experts must 
always be able to/ShOW that their judgments flow logically from an 
assessment of f~ts and that the full range of essential facts have 
beenconsiderei. Nonetheless, we cannot negate the merits of such 
testimony out of hand. 

In this instance, PG&E's expert was available for . 
scrutiny. ere there were apparent inconsistencies, the QFs or 
other part es were free to test his judgment through discovery and 
cross-examination .. 

I -
been asked to set out the full array of factors he considered 

He could have (and most likely should have) 

, -

had his j.udqments challenged with apparently contrary facts .. 
-, . 
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However, this was largely not done. Instead, QFs raised ma 
que~tions in th.e relative vac'u\.1ln of post-hearing 'l:>riefs ~re they 
could not result in an enhanoement of the factual reco~. 

It is undeniable that a well developedz:a ""itative 
analysis would oarry great evidentiary weight. We ould encourage 
PG&E, DRA, or any other party to develop such a approach to 
forecasting short-term Pacifie Northwest ene~aVailability. To 
be certain, the expertise applied to· empirical judgment could l:>e 
equally as valuable if a more analyticall~i90rous, approach were 
applied. However, we are not prepared t6 re~ire such analysis in 
this situation. L 

e. E'.t.:i.9~ 

For this st~ge, PG&E aPB ied the same pricing assumption 
that we adopted in last year's ,~c.9 ~he price 0: Northwest 
purchases would l:>e assumed to «~al 90% of PG&E's average 
incremental fossil-fired ste~ generation costs. All other parties 
support PG&E's assumption arid we will adopt it. 
:8. EUrcb.ases front ~ catltornia Q@alj:lDent ot Watet":)Dd,...Pow~ 

All parties aJfeed that the determination 0: price tor 
these purchases is linked to' the assumption of energy available , 
from th.e Northwest. ,lIt was agreed that if Northwest supplies were 
considered limitedjiuring the first stage of the ECAC period, the 
price should be a~umed to be 20 mills. All parties agreed that . /. . the pr~ce for the rema~nder of the ECAC period should be assumed to 
be the same asl'the price for Northwest purohases during the second 
stage. Since/we are assuming limitations to, availability -during 
the first s.tfag~,. we adopt the prices as just described. 

. 9 See 0.88-11-052, discussion on p ... 36· • 
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c. Ge~ers Ge~rati~n 

1. Ayailabi1i~ 

In 1987, the Geysers field began to experience 
steam curtailments, when there was insufficient steam to 
the units althoug'h the units Were available for s 
expects these curtailments to· continue and increase 
forecast period. In addition,. Unit 15· is now 
indefinite period and is assumed to be unavail 
forecast period, clue to insufficient steam. 
reflect these e~ectations. 

service for an 
during the 

These curtailments were 
which time they had been a factor 

cluring the last ECAC, by 
At the time, 

PG&E arquecl that the year's represented a trencl that 
was likely to continue.. ' DRA hacl a.iqued that the basis of the 

'1 ' curta~ ments was unknown and there was no reason t~ expect them to· 
continue. We felt that a yea~ experience clid not provic1e a basis 
for projecting' a trend of increased curtailments, but expressed 
skepticism concernin~ DRA,slassumPtion that the problem would 
disappear. Instead, we ,'rojected curtailments for the ne~ year 
based on the five most~ecent months of curtailment data. 

The problem/dic1 not disappear. In fact, curtailments 
have continued to gr!ow. This year, PG&E was able to shed little 
new light on the reasons for these clevelopments, or provide a 
convincing basis/for predicting curtailments during the forecast 
period. PG&E ~s once again proposed that a trend of increasing 

.r 
curtailments~e assumed. CCC anc1 IEP agree. ORA a~ques that two 
years' wortn of data is inSUfficient to predict such a trend, a 

# 
problem that is aggravated by our continuing lack of understanding 

Ii 
as to why the curtailments are occurring and proposes that an 
aver~:~Of historical curtailments be used to forecast performance 
durinJ ,1the test year. . 
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Because ot the continuing uncertainty about the status 
Onit 15, which is' currently down, and the tact that we~ ae no ore 
enlightened than we were a year ago- about the causes of th 

curtailments, we are not persuaded that a predictable p tern of 
curtailments has ~een set. The staf~'s recommended a ~oact of 
averaging the last two years' curtailments tor use n the forecast 
period may be too conservative ot an approach to akc. As PG&E has 
pointed out, actual curtailments in 1989 alrea. y exceed ORA's 
predictions tor the forecast period. ~ 

We have chosen to assume, for ~ purposes of setting 
rates and IERs,< that curtailments du~in;rthe forecast period.will 
~e the same as those during the lastU2 months for which data was 
available prior to the final IER ca~ulation. That data indicates 
that.curtailments are still incre~ing. 

At the same time, we ale concerned about PG&E'.s failure 
to gain a more sophisticated understanding of the nature and 
magnitude of the problem dU~g the last year. During the 
hearings, anecdotal information was provided of studies conducted 

/ .' . . by other users of steam ~om the Geysers concern~ng eurta~lments ~n 
other fields. We will~xpect PG&E to present information during 
with its next ECAC f~ing that will reflect specific study of the 
problems affecting iG&E'S Geysers plants including a verifi~le 
method for deter.mijiin9 the likely yield from the Geysers during the 
next forecast pe~od. 

2 .. ~ 
p~proposes that the assume~price be based on its 

contractual t6rmula involving recorded and forecasted fossil costs 
and record~ and forecasted nuclear fuel costs, as in past years. 
DRA has pt'oposed that the nuclear fuel cost component be decrea~d 
to refle¢t what it asserts to have ~een unreasonable delays in the 
completIon of the Diablo canyon Nuclear Plant (Diablo Canyon). In 

/ 

its report for the reasonableness review portion of this 
application, DRAhas proposed a disallowance,. couched on a related 
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~ theory. We feel that the consideration of these ORA p:~ 
shoul~ ~e consolidated for hearinq in the reaSOnablene~~Phase. 
Thus, we are adoptinq PG&E's qeothermal price assumpt'ons without 
preju~ice to later consideration of the DRA positio • 
D.. ~ Canyon Generation 

In the last ECAC proceedinq, the appr method of 
characterizing the forecast performance of Dia 0 canyon was 
heavily debated. We ~etermined that it was ~appropriate to' ignore 
the effect that refueling outages may have n the performance of 
the plant. 

The necessity of shuttinq do a generating un~t and 
removinq the reactor head during the fueling process makes the 
refueling outage an ideal time to pe form necessary maintenance on 
various parts of the plant.' Altho h thos~ activities are 
carefully planned,- they may take}fonger to perform than wa~ 
oriqinally anticipated. In ad~ion, the maintenance and refueling 
process may enable the engineers to- uncover damage~ parts and 
unexpected maintenance tasks~that could extend the length of the 
outage. These are usually roblems that could not be detected 
before the plant was shut ~own and various components were 
dismantled. Because of e unpredictability and the variable 
length of these outage , it would not be meaningful to simply 
consider the plant's~erformance ~hile in operation without 
consi~ering the amount of time it is down for refueling. 

For thatj'reason, we chose to rely on the full cycle 
capacity factor. /ThiS is, a measur~ that includes consideration of 
the length of a;:efuelinq outage~ It is measured from the time a 
unit begins ge~eratin9 electricity after a refueling outage to the 
comparable ti£e--the start of generation--in the following cycle, 
apprOXimate~1 an la-month perio~. We touna that it is a measure 
that seems~articularlY well suitea for the Diablo Canyon units7 to 
the exten.t that Diablo canyon's very high operating capacity f~etor 
is the /esUl t of maintenance performed' during its longer than -
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averaqc refuelinq outaqcs, the tull cycle capacity factor~ances 
these influences. Untortunately, predictinq qeneration~rom a full 
cycle capacity factor is difficult, because the perce)ftaqe factor 
depends not only on the length of the refueling out~e, but also on 
the actual length of the full cycle. Therefore w~onverted the 
full cycle capacity factor (OCF) to an expecte~perating capacity 
factor by assuming that the full cycle per!o~nce occurred over a 
typical fuel cycle of 18 months and. a typic~ refueling outage of 
12 weeks. 10 / 

ccc and IEP have recommended that the same formula be 
used this year, yielciin9 an OCF of Sop.. On the basis of one 
additional fuel cycle for each unit;(:G~E has now recommended that 
the formula ~e changed. PG&E sti~ is assuming a 12-week refueling 
outage. However,· instead of applying that assumption to the 
historical full cycle performa~e, the company would apply it to 
the historical operating cap,city factor. The result is a 
recoltllnended ocr of 8$.4%. ORA. supports the PG&E proposal. PG&E , 
argueS,that Diablo Canyonjis now a mat~re plant, with predictable 
refuellnq outages. I' 

There have now been two refueling outages each for Units 
1 and 2. The last o"lage was for Unit 2 and it was completed in 2 
days less than 12 weeks. PG&E argues that this tact ciemonstrates 
that refueling out~es shoul~ be expected never t~ exceed 12' weeks. 

I 
,I 

I 
I 

10 The impl~cations ot the OCF chosen for the the ECAC period 
have change&with the approval of the settlement of the Diablo 
canyon ReasOnableness Review in 0.S8-12-0S3·. PG&E now receives a 
specified~ayment for each kilowatt hour of net generation from 
Diablo· Canyon. The AER will be adjusted to become indifferent to 
the perfo'mance of the plant. The generation torecast adopted in 
this proceeding will alloW us to establish a Oiablo' canyon 
component of the ECAC revenue requirement in anticipation of 
expec~d performance. In additon, forecasted Diablo Canyon 
performance is still a factor in planninq for other fuel needs and . 
in;r~culatinq the IER. 
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However, this outage was prece4ed ~y a Unit 1 ref~e1ing out~ge of 
more than 18 weeks.. PG&E's witness explained th«t the company was 
a~le to learn enough during that leng'thy Uni t/ outage to allow 
them to antieipate and plan tor the repairstto- ~e completed during 
the Unit 2 outage. That is beeause the tw.~ units are mi~or ~ges 

of each other. d "', 
CCC an IEP argue that a pl~t that had prev~ously 

experienced only one fuel cycle per~it does not suddenly become 
mature after the second fuel cycljr We agree. It makes no more 
sense to assume that the last Un1~ 2 outage is typical of future 
outages than to' assume the sam~ot the last Unit 1 outage. We do 
not know if or when it will ~ome possible to detect a meaningful 
trend in the length of thesefrefuelinq outages. In any event, two 
data points for each Plant!certainly ar~ not enough. As CCC points 
out,. if the two data po~s available for Unit 1 couid consti,tute a 
trend, they would suggest that the outages will become longer and 
longer. As further di!ense of its proposed ehange,. PG&E asserts 

JI 
that the industry a~rages show that refueling outages become 
shorter with time.~ CCC appropriately reminds us that the 
methodology that we adopted in the last ECAC proceeding relies on 

~ 
Diablo Canyon's;performance,. not on the industry average. We 
prefer to aOho~o to our earlier approach because the performance of 
the each unit/is more appropriately refleeted ~y its performance 
across the fuel cycle.. We will adopt the 80.S % figure offered by 

" CCC and HEsI' .. ..' . E. :Kini:mum DowntlJDe and startup Fuel 
BeguirementS't9r Fossil Plants 

I, 

I In order to simulate the dispatching decisions that will 
be made/in practice, eomputer modelers must establish certain 
mOdelu{g conventions. These function as. rules or constr:l:ints that 
hel~~hape the hypothetical dispatcher's resource choices. One 
suc;rmodeling convention is- the concept of minimum downtimes for 
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fossil plants. Another is an assumption as to the 
needed to start up a uni,t that has been down. 

As PG&E explains, for modeling purposes, i i~poses a 
minimum 72-hour downtime for its larger steam uni and a 48-hour 
minimum downtime for its smaller units. The pr~tical effect is, 
that the smaller units will not be shut down ofernight, for 
economic reasons, it they are perceived. as 'r1fing needed the next 
day and the larger units will not be shut own for less tha~three 
days. Startup costs are also used in P. oduction si~ulation models 
to allow for a comparison of the cos of shutting units down for 
fuel economy with the cost of keepi 9 units en-line at ~inilllUl!\; load 
in anticipation ot the next time particular unit is needed to 
serve load. PG&E arques that tolensure that the decision to· 
'startup a unit is correct, the/fUll cost ot startup must be 

• considered. Those costs indude fuel, distilled water, labor, and 
auxiliary power required td'start up a unit. For modeling 
purposes, PROMOD retlects/all of these costs as if they were 
related to fuel. .J' 

IEP argues that these assumed minimum downtimes and 
startup costs are ex6essive. The modeling implication is that the 
tossil plants are~ss likely to ever ~e deeommitted either because 
they could not comfortably be brought back on-line without 
violating the m~imum downti~e constraint, or because the assumed 

I. • 
startup costs are too hlqh to make a temporary shut down appear 
economicall;~ustified~ IE? asserts that it these constraints are 
excessive, ;ehe value ot variably priced QFs may be understated. 

lIEF presents two types of evidence to support its claim 
that PG&~'s assumed minimum downtimes Are excessive. IEP refers to 

I 

PG&E's ~ubmissions before the California Energy Commission (etC) 
in it~Biennial Update Proceeding (CFM7) concerninq startup time , 
re~~ements. These ranqea from three to- ten hours for "hot" 

Ii 
startJlps. and. six to l8 hours for "cold" startups_ FG&E responds 
that startup· time requirement is a concept independent ot the 
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minimum downtime requirement. As PG&E explains it, startup ti e is 
the number ot hours required to bring a unit trom shut down 0 the 
point where it can ~egin to serve load, while minimum down ime is 
the number of hours from the time when a unit is taken 0 !-line 
until it can ~egin to be started up again. PG&E goes to explain 
that the minimum downtime requirement is used to min' ize unit on
and oft-line cycling, which causes thermal and mec 
and vibrations that in turn result in increased ar and tear on 
mechanical components. PG&E says that, as a r ult, its 
dispatchers will not shut down and restart . 
minimum d~wntimes except in the case of eme qencies. 

IEP responds ~y saying that alt uqh this concept might 
make theoretical sense, it does not refl ct reality. IEP reports 
that it. reviewed PG&E's hour by hour 0' and gas steam plant 
production data as provided in theE C reasonableness review last 
year. According to IEP, combined 'h the hourly production data 
provided by PG&E was ~ explanatio of each outage incurred by a 
power plant. David Branchcomb, estitying tor IE?, stated that 
this data indicated that in a n er ot instances, PG&E took some 
of its oil and gas steam plan off-line on a reserve status tor as 
little as three hours. comb argues that this shows that the 
minimum downtime concept is not meaningful. 

PG&E responds ~~ saying that most of the reserve 
shutdowns ot less than 4 to 72 hours appear in the records as 
short term ~ecause they~ere immediately preceded or followed by 
SCheduled maintenance ~r a forced outage. -The implication is that 
the plants were usual y shut down for longer than the data examined 
by IEP might suggest. IEP responds by pointing out that in several 
instances, very sho downtimes were recorded and were neither 
adjacent to a lon r outage nor associated with some emergency. 
PG&E counters, ~y ~aying that I~ is only discussing nine starts out 
of Co total of ut' 200 cold starts over the course of a year.. IEP 
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says that PG&E's data from its CFM8 submissions should ~e 
instead of the numbers offered by PG&E in this proceedi 

As was the case with the question of Pacifi Northwest 
availability, IE? is askin~ us to reject PG&E~s sho ing in this 
case largely ~ecause PG&E has said something els here that appears 
to be contradictory. Although truly contradic ry showings in two 
proceedings would seriously undermine the cr i~ility of the 
presentations in either case" the existenc of a contradiction does 
not lend instant reli~ility to the "oth "showing. In this 
instance, we are not convinced either at a true contradiction 
exists or that the CFMS numbers are re reliable. 

PC&E has testified that t e downtimes are not as short as 
they appear and that there are to ical reasons to keep the plants 
down longer. IEP has not offer engineering support for its 
elaims that shortor downtimes an be assumed. The IEP showing has, 
nonetheless, placed a spotli t on a subject that merits 'greater 
scrutiny. In its next ECAC filing, we will expect PG&E to 
demonstrate the actual am t of time each plant was down in each 
instance and provide the reason for the duration of the outage. 
PG&E should offer mini downtime assumptions that do not simply 
reflect the optimal 0 erating conditions, but take into account the 
downtimes that are tually experienced. 

IEP also aised the possibility that PG&E's technique of 
up costs, as a fuel cost equivalent may lead to 

The nonfuel costs such as labor and distilled 
water would no ally be considered in a general rate case, not in a 
fuel cost off et proceeding. the ALJ directed PG&E to· provide 
evidence sh ing which costs are already accounted for in the 
general ra e case and the revenue requirement associated with those 
costs~ PG&E reported tha~'for the IER and revenue requirements 
ealculations, the value of the auxiliary power, distilled water, 
and labor were removed because there are recovered elsewhere (the 
nonfuel costs in the general rate case and the auxiliary power 
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As was the case with the question of Pacific Northwest., 

---'~vailability, ,IEP is asking us to reject PG&E's showing in this 
case largely because PG&E has said something elsewhere ,that appears 
to be contradicto:ry.. Although truly contradictory showings in two 
proceedings would s~riously undermine the cred~ilit~ the 
presentations in either case, the exis~ence of a c~radietion does 
not lend instant reliability to the NotherN show:i.ng'.. In this 
instance, we are not convinced either that a t~ contradiction 
exists or that the CF.M7 numbers are more rel~le. 

PG&E ha~ testified that the dow.n~es are not as short as 
they appear and that there are technical~easons to keep the plants 
down longer. IEP has not off~red engineering support for its 
claims that shorter downtimes can be ~sWDed.. The XEP showinq has, 
nonetheless, placed a spotlight on alsubjeet that merits qreater 
scrutiny. In its next ECAC tiling! we will expect PG&E to 
demonstrate, based on historical?ta from 1986 through 1989, the 
actual amount of time each Pl~. was down in each instance and 
provide the reason for the duration of the outage. PG&E should . 

~ offer minimum downtime assum;ftions that do not simply reflect the 
~ optimal operating conditions, but take into account the downtimes 

that are actually experie~ed. 
IEP also raise' the possibility .that PG&E's technique of 

including all startup ,6sts as a fuel cost equivalent may lead to 
double counting.. The onfuel costs such as labor and distilled 
water would normally e considered in a general rate case, not in a 
fuel cost offset pr eeding.. The ALJ direeted PG&E to proviCle 
evidence showing wch costs are already accounted for in the 
general rate ease d the revenue requirement associated with those 
costs. PG&E reported that for the IER and revenue requirements 
cal,culations, the costs of the awciliary power, distilled water, 
and labor were removed because these eosts are recovered elsewhere 
(the nonfuel costs in theqeneral rate case andtbe auxiliary power 
costs in the general steam rate). The~e costs represent $S8Sr OOO 
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availability, IEP is asking us to reject PG&E's showing in this 
." , 

case largely because PG&E has saldsomething elsewhere that appe 
to ~e contradictory. Although truly contradictory showinqs in wo 
proceedings would seriously undermine the credibility of th 
presentations in either case, the existence of a contradi 
not lend 'instant reliability to the ,"other" showing •. 
instance, we are not convinced either that a true co 
exists or that the CFM7 n~ers are more reliable. 

PG&E has testified that the, downtimes e not as short as 
they appear and that there are technical reaso to keep the plants 
down longer. IEP' has not offered engineeri support for its 
claims that shorter downtimes can be ass Q. ~he IEP showing has, 
nonetheless, placed a spotlight on a s,ub'cet that merits qreater 
scrutiny. In its next ECAC filinq, we ill expect PG&E to . ~ 
demonstrate, based on historical dat from 1936 and 1989, the \I' 
actual amount of time each plant wa down in each instance and 
provide the reason for the durati of t~e outage. PG&E should 
offer minimum downtime assumptio s that do not simply reflect the 
optimal operating conditions, 
that are actually experience 

t take into account the downtimes 

IEP also raised t e possibility that PG&E's technique of 
including all startup cos as a fuel,cost equivalent may lead to 
do~lc counting. The no tuel costs such as labor and distilled 
water would normally b considered in a general rate case, not in a . 
fuel cost offset proc eding~ The AlJ directed PG&E to provide 
evidence showing wh' h costs are, already accounted for in the . ' 

general rate case d the revenue requirement associated with those 
costs~ PG&E rep ed that for the IER and revenue requirements 
calculations, t e costs of the auxiliary power,' distilled water, 
and labor wer removed because these costs are recovered elsewhere 
(the nontuel costs in the general rate case and the auxiliary power 
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costs in the general steam rate). These costs· represen 
out of the $3,948,000 startup cost assumed for dispat 
purposes. 

For dispatching' purposes ,. it consider the 
full cost of start-up·... It is not,.. how~ver, rea to Qo~le 
count dollars. the additional information pro ideO. ~y PG&E assures 
us that the company is not asking' for the sa e dollars in two 
separate proceedings. Thus, we will adopt G&Ers assumptions for 
minimum downtimes and startup fuel steam plants. using 
fossil fuel. 

F. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
has certain oil and 9; s generating units are 

kept on stan~y. PG&E says that t ese u.nits are not likely to, ~e 
needed in 1990. Placing the unit in stan~y, according to· PG&E, 
saves costs assoc1ated with kee ng the units in as-avail~le 
status. Nonetheless, these u.n'ts are eapable of being put into 
service relatively quickly. )pG&E arqu.es that, in modeling the 
utility'S dispateh decisions' in the absenee of variably prieed. QFs, 
it is inappropriate to· tte t these units as if they were available. 
for use. , 

IEP points ou that PG&E has made this argument before. 
In fact, PG&E made the same argument in its ECAC proceedinq last 
year. In ~.88-ll-0S2 (at p. 64) we said: 

"We believ that it is appropriate to model 
standby its that can ~e restarted in a short 
time as eing available tor the entire toreeast 
period..J presumably, these plants were put on 
standby because they were less efficient than 
otherlants. Since the model dispatches 
gener. tion on an economic basis, except for 
cert in constraints, these plants would not be 
emp oyed by the models unless and until they 
we e cheaper than alternatives." 
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In that decision, we required all modelers to model standb 
that can ~e restarted in short time as ~eing avail~le 
entire forecast period. Nothing has changed that sho 
to alter our position this year. As proposed ~y IE r we will asX . 
all modelers to assume that all six units 
available for the entire forecast period. 
G. ~onte~d ASsumPtion~ 

The parties were able to reach ag eement as to many of 
the resource and modeling assumptions to, ply to IER and rev~nue 
requirements calculations. Appendix A this decision contains 
the portion of Exni~it 1 that lists uncontested resource 
assumptions and modeling conventions We adopt all of those 
assumptions as listed, with the ex eption of the sales forecast 
(which has beon adjusted as desc~ed in an earlier section) and 
hydro generation (which has be changed to reflect June snow 
survey information). 

rv. 

;I. . 
There are three computat.onal factors set .n the ECAC 

proceeding that govern;ltho payments to· ~e made ~y PG&E to variably 
priced QFs. The IER1'W~ich reflects the utility system's 
incremen~al efficie~y in converting heat energy to electricity, is 
multiplied by the utility'S incremental fuel cost to produce the 
energy price to ~, paid to vari~ly priced QFs. The ERI is a way 
of expressing w~ther the value of additional capacity on an 
electric utili I system in a giv~n year is the same as, or greater 
or less than e utility'S marginal capacity investment, assumed to 
~e a co~ust'on turbine. It is a fraction that is multiplied ~y 
the cost of a combustion turbine to produce the capacity price to 
):)e paid t I variably priced QFs. The O&M adder reflects the 
operation and maintenance costs that are avoided when varia):)ly 
pricedQFs are; availa):)le~It is added to the energy'and capacity 
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prices to form the total price paid to variably priced Q~s_ 
modeling parties were directed to present their IER, ERI, an 
adder calculations in the hearin9s which followed the ALr' 
resource assumption ruling_ 

The first ERI was adopted in PG&E's test ye 
general rate case 0.83-12-068. Since then, this C ission has 
considered aspects of the ERI in a number of oth decisions. 11 
The ERI capacity value adjustment is calculate usin9 either short
term or lon9-term forecasts of utility loads nd resources, 
dependin9 on the type of standard offer. 12 Short-term ElUs are 
updated annually in the Energy Cost Adju ent Clause (ECAC) 
proceedin9s. Lon9-term ERls are UPd~~ as part of the Biennial 
Resource Plan Update (BRPC') in A.82-~:~4 et al. 13 

. Prior to June 22, 1989, we had adopted methods for 
-calculatin9 the lon9-term ERls fO~PG&E, SCE~ and San Die90 Gas & 
Electric Company (SOG&E) .14 We tad also adopted methods for 
calculatin9 short-term ERIs for! SCE and SDG&E. However, in 0 .. 83-
03-079, we· deferred final ado'tion of a short-term method 'lor PG&E. 

11 See 0.86-07-00. , pp. 27-30 and 81; 0.86-11-071, pp. 1-17; 
0.88-03:079, pp. 3/~8; and 0.89-06-048 in its entirety. 

12 Capacity pa~ents under our as-available offers (SOl and S03) 
are based on ER calculations using ~hort-term forecasts of loads 
and resources. Capacity payments under S02 and our Hlong-run" 
final Standard Offer 4 are Dased on ERr calculations using long
~ forecast .. 

13 -03-026, Table A and 0.88.-03-079, pp. 6-8. 

14 In 0.8-03-079, we directed SOG&E and SCE to adjust the 
capacity ost o·'! a CT using an ERI based on expected. unserved 
energy. e directed PG&E to,useaCEC-based· Target·Reserve Margin 
method... See 0 .. 88-03-079, pp ... 6-8, 18. 
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Instead, we continued the use of PC&E's 1987 capac it pric¢ for 
1988, and requested comments on a "floorlceilin~';,4'roposal.1S 

In D.89-06-048, we adopted a floor/c~ing methodology, 
modified in response to comments on an earli~ proposal, to 
calculate the short-term ERI for PG&E. ~ 

Until further action by this Commission, PG&E's short
term ERr will have a ceiling of 1.0 an~ floor of 0.4. ~he 
ceiling"ERI will be used to calculatel6apacity payments whenever 
PG&E's proj ected reserve margin f0Y-the forecast year is equal to 
or less than the target reserve margin established in the most 
recent Electricity Report of the/CEC. ~he E~ w~ll decline 
exponentially as the projectedfreserve margin increases above the 
target, until the projectedjeserve margin is six percentaqe points 
over the tarqet. At or be~nd that point, the ElU will be the 
floor value of 0.4. I' 

Our adopted'f~or/ceiling approach is to be used 
consistently for all ~lications involving short-term capacity 
valuation on PG&E's system, including pricing for as-available QFs, 

I • 
forecasts of enerqy~elated revenue requ~rements, revenue 
allocation, and r~~e design. 

Since this ECAC proceeding and the general rate case were 
already in prog~~ss when the floor/ceiling approach was adopted, we 
directed PG&E 110, make late filings in both cases to assure that its 
ERI calculat~tns conformed to· the new approach. ~he tilllinq of the 
ERl decisionlallowed for PG&E and other parties to present ., 
responsive RI calculations alonq with their'final IER runs. When 

repare its calculation, PG&E sought guidance as to how 
lation should be made. There were two lengthy off-the

iscussions dedicated to answering PG&E's questions. One of 
iscussions was preceeded by the issuance of a letter from 

15· D.88-03-079, pp .. 16-18. 
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the ALJ (dateQ July 12, 1989) setting forth for ~iscussion a fo 
for calculatinq the ERI. Since the company.continued to request 
more explicit quiQance, the ALJ inclu~ed the following 
in his" August 15, 198·9 ruling ~n resource input assumptions ,foich 
reiterated the format discussed in his earlier letter: ~ 

1. Calculate projected reserve margin Daszeo 
QF-in run. 

2. Calculate Pl~jected reserve margin Das ~ on 
QF-out run. / 

3. calculate the average of these tw~alues. 

4. Calculate ERI, based on the ave;age 
projected reserve margin, usinglthe CE£,s 
adopted target reserve marginlOf 17.5% 
and the floor/ceiling methodo1ogy adopted 
in D.89-06-048. ~ 

5. Incorporate the ERI in tM revenue 
requirements calculation( 

I 
Ultimately, PG&E calculated the ERI as .40, ~hile DRA and 

the Q~s all calculated the ERI as There were four major areas 
of disagreement between PG&E and he other parties as to how the 
calculation should be made. 
A. pry Year HYdro Asswnptiqn 

When placing a va e on contriDution of new capacity to 
the reliability of the uti ~y system, it is important to· take into 
account any conditions whlc~ could reasonably apply in the period 
under consideration. we/1:J.ave eon$:i.st¢ntlyre~ired that this 

16 QF-in/QF-out;.should be defined in a manner consistent with the 
IER runs. Consistent with the Commission'S determination in 
0 .. 86-11-071 (see' Finding o,f Fact 7 and p. 10), "dry hy<1ro" 
conditions should be assumed for the ERr calculation. 

17 Derived from the CEC"s Electricity Supply Planning Assumptions 
Report,. Docket 87-ER-7, p. A-50. 
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1 . , 1 d '. '. th "/th '1 't ana YSlS lnc u e an assumptlon at In any glvon year . e utl l y 
may face dry hydro conditions. In this prO~ding PG&E has argued 
that dry year hydro- conditions should nO~pP1Y to the ERI 
forecast, because it is only a one-yea~orecast. PG&E suggests 
that there is sufficient predictability in the short-term hydro 

k ' 1 ,/ , forecast process to ma e thlS p ann~g exceptlon. 
In this regard, we agreelwith the comments of ORA witness 

Ro~ert Kinosian that we havei:1W: ~s used adverse hydro, conditions 
when doing reliability plannin because it is impossil:>le to, 
forecast what the actual hyd 0 conditions will be in a following 
year. In 0.86-1l-071, thi~commission responded to, an earlier 
request by PG&E to recons'~er that requirement. ~he commission 
said (at p. 11), " ••• we eaffir.m that a4verse hydro conditions are 
to be the basis of cap city planninq in California •••• (SJince we 
are usinq the perspe ive of system operability, we think the 
reli~ility tarqet st ensure smooth operation in dry years." 

In its t stimony and brief, PG&E has put much effort into 
explaininq to us hat we meant in earlier rulinqs on this point~ 
We will not att pt to explain further what the Commission may have 
had in mind in e~~lier decisions. One need do little ~ore than 
examine the n ture of PG&E's system. Because of its heavy reliance 
on hydro pow: r, PG&E's system is particularly sensitive to changes 
in hydro a~ ilability~ This makes its system relatiVely less 
reliable ' ~his increases the value of other sources 
of capac'ty and must be considered, even in short-term foreeast=. 

We are aware that, in some years, the use of dry hydro 
ass~p. ions will .create the potential for higher-thAn-needed 
capa ty payments to variably priced QFs. That is why we adopted a 
cei . %1g for PG&E' s ERI.. However, in many dry years" the ERI could 
ex /ed the ceiling' of 1.0. As a matter of equity, we have also 
adopted a floor level of .4, Which will assureQFs of some revenue 
consistency .. As we stated in 0.88-03-079, ceilinq-and floor 
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provisions tor PG&E's short-term ERI 
ot interests on a system where hydro 
One ot the tactors being balanced is 

):jalance 
plays such an i~p. ant part. 

ydro 
assumptions for the planning process.. We agree w' ORA and the 
QFs that dry 'year hydro· ass~ptions should appl the short-term 
ERI calculation. 
B. Northwest· Capacity Assumption 

PG&E's witness (~erler) testiti that the company could, 
if necessary, "firm up" more capacity i 
is indicated. in its IER forecast and t at it should be allowed to 
do so for the purpose of its ERI cal lation. ~he co~pany argues 
that it is being unrealistically c strained by being told to 
factor in a high reserve margin wile not being able to assume 
qreater capacity purchases from he Northwest. PG&E argues that, 
operating under such constrai s, the inevitable result will be an 
ERI of 1.0. 

CCC asserts that~ny potential extra capacity in the 
Northwest should not be co6nted because it is not "committed". 
Mark. Younger, testity~. ng' tor CCC, states that the CEC already tooX 
into account the possib lity that PG&E could firm up extra 
Northwest capacity wh it established the reserve margin which is 
being used for the ERl calculation. He arques that to allow PG&E 
to assume ~reater ~rthwest capacity to meet that reserve margin 
WOuld constitute ~Uble counting, understating the value of added 
capacity. 

ccc pints out that there are other inconsistencies in 
PG&E's capac it assumptions between the ERI and IER calculations. 
In the ERI ca culation, PG&E has added. 100 MW to the assumed firm 
capacity pu~ hases from the Northwest by SMOO. In addition, PG&E 
1;as added e assumption that all WAPA purchases are firm. CCC 
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argues that, instead, firm capacity should be consistently defined. 
throughout the proceeding. 18 

We agree. Perhaps the main benefit in merging the 
processes for calculating the IER and ERI in one proceeding ~ 

.r 
ensure the integrity of the forecasting process. For the/purposes 
of all short-term forecasting; PG&E should. present a uni1fied 
picture of its expected. purchases and resource Plans/~ring the 
forecast period. It must be remembered that the goal of the ERI 
calculation is not to reinvent PG&E's resource p~t, but to place , 
a value on the added. reliability stemming fro~e presence of a 
variably priced QF. The capacity assumptio~ applied in the IER 
calculation shall apply to the ERr as we

7
ll/ 

c. 2LCa'Qacl..tx 
For purposes of calculating the IER, PG&E, and all other 

parties used the expected average C~{City of QFs offering firm 
capacity. ORA, CCC, and IEP have uSed the same figure in 

l 
calculating their ERIs. In its ERI calculation, PG&E has relied, 
instead, on the full contractu&{ capacity of the QF facilities. 
The result understates thelva~e of the add.ed reliability 
introduced by variably pricea QFs. Again, inconsistency is part of 

J'. 1 1 . the problem. The same as pt~ons shou d app y when calculat~ng 
the IER and the ERI., We agree with the ORA and QFs and will adopt 
their position.19 . 

18 ORA and IEP;eomments are consistent with those of CCC. 

19 On october/3, 1989, ORA moved to strike a portion of PG&E's 
brief that co~cerned the ERI calculation.. ORA is concerned that 
PG&E was us~' nits brief to propose a change in the short-term ERI 
methodology n this proceeding. DRA is correct in stating that 
this ECAC p oceeding is not the appropriate forum for questioning 
the :metho~oqy., In its October 13, 1989 response" PG&E stated 
that it i;;not proposing a new methodology, but advocating a 

(Footno~c,ontinues on next pa~e) 
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We ~etermine~ that, in this ECAC procee~ing, the 
/ 

calculation of the adder would begin with the QFs-in/QFs-out runs 
that are used to determine the IER. For purposes ~~caleulating 
the adder, standby reserve units should be mOdel~as being 
available for dispatch in the QFs-out run. We ~neluded that the 
avoided O&M eosts should be ealeulate~ separ ely for three types 
of 'generating units: operating units, cold tandby units, ~nd 
retired plants. operating units form a r idual category that 
includes regularly operating units and ~serve units that have not 
yet been placed in cold standby statu~ The change in generation 
between the QFs-in and QFs-out runs ~r~eaeh operating unit should 
be multiplied by the appropriate v~iable O&M figure from PG&E's 
filings in CFM6 and CFM7 to deve,d:P a total avoided O&M cost tor 
that unit. The avoided costs for all operating units should then 
be added together to arrive a~the total O&M savings from operating 
units. 2l ;f 

There are two areas of contention between the parties as 
I 

to how the O&M adder Shoujd be caleulated this year. 
First, just aSl'it did for its ERI calculation, PG&E would 

deviate from its IER a~umPtions coneerning firm capacity 
arrangements in the P&eific Northwest for itself, SMUD, and WAPA. 
PG&E asserts that thef same arguments support the use of different 
assumptions for 0& calculation as support deviating from the IER 
assumptions, for ERI calculation. As we stated in 0.89-09-093, 
the same QFs-in d QFs-out runs used for the IER caleulation 
should form the asis of the O&M adder ealculation. Consistent 
with our earli r consideration of the ERI calculation, we reject 
PG&E's effort to modify our reeently adopted O&M formula. 

See 0.89-09-093, pp~ 33-34. 
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Second, parties disagree as to the proper 
of Moss Landing Units 4 and 5. As PG&E argues, th e units. are 
neither operational nor in cold standby. Instea, they occupy the 
relatively unique status of near-term standby According to 
PG&E, these generating units are maintained 'n such a way as to 
remain available to come on-line in 2-3 d s. PG&E claims that 
this status results in virtually the S~O&M expenditures for the 
two units whether or not they are Pla~d into operation. 
Therefore, PG&E would change its :tQFs.-in calculation to include 
Moss Landing Units 4 and 5,. The e fect would :be to eliminate any 
assumed O&M savings for those un~' s resulting from the 

.I . 
contributions of variably priced QFs~ 

It is ORA's pOSit~ that Moss Landing Units 4 and 5 
should :be considered operayonal in the QFs-out run, but not the 
QFs-in run. This is cons~tent with the IER assumptions and with 
D.89-09-093, which says~bat the IER runs should :be used tor this 
purpose. We agree wi~ DRA~t~atl when calculating the O&M adder, 
it is more apprOpriaj'to, use the same assumptions for Moss Landing 
Units 4 and ~ a$ were applied in the IER calculation. After all, 

h
' I , t ese un~ts are nl: expected to generate power dur~ng the forecast 

period. If these units were included in the QFs-in run, the 
overall generatj{on mix would :be changed in a way that no· party 
predicts woulaiactuallY occur. 

Th~ assumption, alone, merely affects the amount of 
additional,4eneration for each ot the two units predicted to' occur 
if the variably priced QFs were not availa:ble. Additional 
generatiori leads to avoided O&M costs only after the change in 
generation for each unit is multiplied by a variable which reflects 
incre~ntal O&M saving$. No party contests PG&E's claim that its 
O&M rfosts for these units are virtually the same whether or not the 
Pla~ts are operated. ~herefore, the appropriate factor :by which 
thJlPredict~d change in g~neration should:be mUltipl~ed i~ zero~ 
The result J.S tha.t no avo'~ded O&M costs for these unJ.ts wJ.ll be 
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assumed. Finally, we also agree with ORA that Moss 
and 5 should be cons·idered firm capacity for the 
calculating the avoided cold standby capacity rel 
This will appropriately refleet the fact that units are not 

U~J~w~_=~ to recalculate in cold standby status. We will direct the 
the O&M adder to reflect these assumptions. 

vx. 

A. U,se ot,j:he Full QEG ~ 

In 0.88·-12-083, we a settlement in the Diablo 
Canyon Reasonableness Review. many other things, the 
settlement requires that Oi Canyon revenues be exeluded from 
PG&E's AER. In particular, expenses for replacement or 
displacement fuel due to ~~.s~~tion of Diablo Canyon will be removed 
from AER recovery, an annual adjustment at the end of each 

e~ample, if Diablo canyon production over 
than was foreeast in a given ECAC 

expenses for other fuels would be lower than 
be in a position to inerease its earnings 

annual AER adjustment will reduce customer 

a given period is 
proceeding, then PG& 
expected and PG&E 
through the· AER. 
costs by credit the ECAC' balancing account with the AER fraction 

fuel expenses foregone by PG&E. If Diablo of the displaclem~n'C 
Canyon prod 
will be made 

is less than forecast, an opposite adjustment 
prevent PG&E losses through the AER. 

settlement proponents proposed a formula for making 
~.1.1~'~~ adjustment utilizing the system average heat rate. We 

et4erD~~n~ed, however, that it would be better to use a production 
to calculate incremental costs, than to use the system 
t rate found in the proposed tariff formula. Therefore 

~Uc~~I~Q the formula to substitute an appropriate IER for the 
~r'O~OSeQ system average heat rate. 
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~ qcneration should be multipiied is zero. ~e result is that ~' /. 
avoided' O&M costs for these units would beassWI1led. 

In their comments, ORA and the QFs pointed out that 'this 
assumption is not precisely correct, since certain conSumable 
commodities such as distilled water and oil can b~ved when the 
units are not plaeed in operation. We agree th.etr'( j, t would be most 
appropriate for future O~ adder caleulat~ons . 0 place a value on 
these avoided consuma):)les. However, we fee that, on balance, the 
O&H adder adopted in this proceeding' is f .r. 

• • I • F1nally, we also agree Wlth DRA that Moss Land1ng Units 4 

and 5 should be considered firm· capae7~ for the purposes of 
calculating the avoi4e4 cold stancSby;capacity related O&M costs. 
This will appropriately reflect th~faet that these units are not 
in cold stancSby status. We will 4t.1.reet the parties to recalculate 
the O&M ad4er to reflect these a'sumptions. 

! 
V,[. Mring the DXI!R 

... A. 'Ose o'=the lull VEG BAU 

... In 0.88-12-083, j,e adopted a settlement in the Diablo 
canyon Reasona):)leness Review. Among :many other thing'S,. the 
settlement requires th~~DiablO canyon revenues be excluded from 
PG&E's AER. In parti~ar, PG&E expenses for replacement or 
displacement fuel due to operation of Diablo- canyon will be removed 
fromAER recovery, ough an annual adjustment at the end of each 
AER forecast period For example, if Diablo canyon production over 
a given period is reater than was forecast in a qiven ECAC 
proceedinq, then G&E expenses for other fuels would be lower than 
expected and PG& would ,be in a position to increase its earninqs 
through the AER./ The annual AER adjustment will reduce customer 
costs by creditinq the ECACbalancinq account with the AER fraction 

I 

of the 'displacement fuel expenses foregone by PG&E. If Diablo· 
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We found in 0.88-12-083 that the IER used to calculate 
payments is the wrong IER :for the annual AER adjustment. 
ordered PG&E to calculate an appropriate IER, ~o· be called 
Diablo Incremental Energy Rate (DIER) to distinquish 
IER, as :follows. 

"In each ECAC case the QF IER is developed 
calculating the dit:fcrence in operating =D'~L~ 
betWeen two scenarios, QFs-in and 
dividing that di:f:ference by the 
purchased ~rom the QFs and by the ity 
Electric G~~neration ('trEG) gas rate The total 
costs tor 4l~ach scenariO' are using 
production cost models. The should be 
developed in much the same way calculating 
operating costs tor two scena , both o:f 
which should assume QFs-in, which Diablo 
Canyon output is 10% above 10% below the 
capacity :factor or avai.~~~.ity :factor assumed 
in the calCUlation of IER. The DIER is 
then the d:~tterence in between the two 
scenarios, divided by difference in Diablo 
Canyon gen~ration and the same 'trEG gas rate 
used in th~~ QF cal • This calculation 
should not be di because all model 
assumptions have made in the process ot 
determining the IER. If the specified 10% 
deviations are small as to yield erratic 

described 
Fact 27). 

litigated, 

DIER values, should revise the deviations 
appropriately justify its revisions. 

the calculations using the 
rn'nv€.~~ ons and resource assumptions 

•. 88-04-057, its current ECAC 
and report the resulting DIER with 

Diablo Canyon compliance 
DIERs should be litigated in 

~r~oe~~eaings, not simply provided by 

same decision, we stated that the :formula . 
may be modified in ECAC proceedings (see Finding of 

, the tirst such ECAC inwhieh the DIER is being 
is already proposing a change in the :formula. 

22 0.88-12-083, pp. 177-178. 
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Although the Dia~lo Canyon settlement decision for 
use of the full UEG gas rate in calculating the DIER, &E now 
proposes that only the G-PC and Tier II volumetric 9 ~ rates ~e 
used for the determination of the DIER. Accordin to PG&E, this 
should be done because the demand/customer char s and the Tier I 
volumetric charge are fixed in the AERjECAC r es and will not 
change if the Dia~lo Canyon generation chan~s. PG&E argues that 
since the fixed demand charges do not go ~. or down with variations 
in Diablo Canyon production, their inci~ion in the DIER would 
cause PG&E to collect more or less fO~he difference in production 
than actual varia~le cost would go ~ or down. 

ORA supports PG&E's po~i~on. The QFs argue that the 
full OEG gas rates should be use~ We agree with the QFs. The 
decision accepting the Diablo otnyon settlement specified that the 
same OEG rate used in the IE~calculation should ~e used in the 
OIER.. / 

We are not eonvUnced that using the full UEG rate as 
opposed to usin~ only V~able portions of that rate will have any 
effect on the ~alance of payments to PG&E stemming from the 
performance of Dia~l~anYOn. In converting the results of the 
model r~ns to, the D~R, the cost of gas appears in the denominator 
of the ealculation;lCDIER - S divided by kWh divided by cost of 
gas). In converting the DIER to an AER adjustment, the cost of gas
appears in the ~erator of the calculation (AER $ - OIER times XWh 

. / 1 . d t~mes cost Of/gaS). So ong as the same UEG rate ~s use ~oth for 
calculating ~d applying the DIER, the nonvariable portions of the 
rate will n~ influence the results. For the sake of simplieitYr 
we will co£tinue to require that the utG rate ~e applied in the 
DIER cal06lation in the same manner it is applied in the IER 
calCulat4.on. 

L 
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B. ~ift¢rences in;Rssylts 

. . 

ORA, PG&E, and CCC all de=ived similar resu 
/. calculating the OIER. On the other hand, IEP propo~d a 

/ 
significantly higher DIER. IEP attri~utes this d'~terenco to its 
use of a chronological modeling approach which, ~t arques, more 
accurately mimics actual performance. PG&E a ques, on the other 
hand, that IEP'scalculation is flawed :bec 
inappropriate assumptions as to which res urces would :be added when 
Diablo's performance was reduced and wh'ch would :be subtracted When 
Diablo's performance improved.. Accor ing to PG&E, all modelers 
agree that conventional units would e added ~efore additional 
Northwest purchases when Diablroduetion is down. However, only 
IEP- assumes that the convention - units would be backed out first 
when Diablo production is high • 

PG&E's arqument is~ot supported by the record. This may 
be a result of PG&E's reli5Pce on IEP's workpapers, which were not 
placed into- evidence. No~theless, we are not persuaded that 
PROSYM is a more reliab~' tool for calculating the DIER. We will 
adopt PG&E's DIER (7al~·f which is virtually identical to that of 
ccc. . ;f 

VI~ Differences Among the MOdels 

As wa~he case last year, three different computer 
models were us~ in order to simulate ,the performance of PG&E's . 
system unde:i/arious assumptions. These computer simulations help 
us to under~and PG&E's fuel costs, the value of power generated 
and capacity provided by QFs, and the computational factor to :be 
used for ~jUstinq the AER to remove tbe affects of Diablo Canyon's 
performauce in the past year. 

~ ORA used ELFIN, a computer model which has been used by 
our stAff and various utilities for over a decade. PG&E and CCC 

t 
used ?ROMOO, a more complex and costly modeling approach, which has 
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been used by PG&E in several past proceeding

r
. I used PROS~, a 

relatively new model, which was also used in t ECAC proceeding 
last year. 

ELFIN and PROMOD are load durat~ curve models, which 
convert chronological demand levels into~o~d duration curves, 
representing the percent of time that ~ch level of demand occurs. 
PROSYM is a chronoloqical model, whicttconsiders the system's 

I 
operation in relation to time and w~ch uses mUltiple runs to· 

I 
develop its forecast of the systemls operation. IEP refers to this 
multiple run method as the Mont~arlo approach, under which the 
computer generates random nu:rnb~S, intended to simUlate chance 
occurrences in the performan;' of PG&E's generatinq sources. 
Nwnerous runs are used to blinq the results closer to probable 
performance, instead of r&lying on one random set of n~ers to 
forecast activities over~e course of a year. 

. Because it is/important to determine' whether or not 
computer-generated for'ecasts are reliable and in order·t~ 
understand the diffe;tences between these models, we have continued 
to employ workshopsi' and common data set runs. While the use of a 

I I, • 
common data set cdnnot pl.np0l.nt all o·f the differences between the 
models, it does 'reate a focus which, hopefully will uncover 
serious disagr,tments and flaws. In qood faith, the parties have 
worked this year to· help· us understand how the moeels produce 
different resGlts. Perhaps most important of all, the parties have 
worked with/modeling constraints and conventions to make the 
resul ts o.t/their runs compatible. 

Jperhaps not surprisingly, the models continue to produce 
vert si,J.lar results. In IEP" swords, tor most purPoses , it is a 
coin toSs to determine ~hich model's results should be used • . ' through-tne workshop process, we have been able to identity 
differences in the way the models work and can see how 
accommodations are made in the mode.line; process to OVercome 
l~itations. However, despite the ~act that we have justifiably 
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referred to this multiple model process as a "Battle o~/the 
Models," it is not a process which is likely to p!"odu.6e a clear 
winner. In fact, the use of different models has r,(ised questions 
about assumptions and teChnique'which might not c6me to- light if 
everyone relied on the same tools. To that e~nt, the use of 
multiple models is. beneficial. / 

One modeling distinction that wasldiscussed during the 
hearings was PG&E's use of a criterion it/calls Dispatcher Risk 
Aversion. AeCorQing to PG&E, this fea~e is intended to mimic the 
dispatcher's concern with the amount of energy available from 
various sources. Not all sources o~generating capacity can 
provide endless amounts of energy. PG&E saY$ that the dispatcher 
must have additional plants up a running when there is a high 
risk of an energy shortfall at n operating facility. The company 
argues that its heavy depende e on hydro power underscores the 
importance of this modeling eature, since a hydro plant cannot 
reliably supply as much en,lgy when its reservoir is low. This 
makes this mOQeling featu~ especially significant in dry years. 

In using the D spatcher Risk Aversion,feature, the 
modeler must decide ju how risk averse the dispatcher should be 
assumed to- be. This v. lue is expressed in a percentage from zero 
to 100. In last yea's ECAC, PG&E applied the following values to 
the Oispatcher Risk ~ersion feature: 

50% 
50% 
33% 

In this PG&E has applied the following values: 
Week y 100% 
Ni~~ilUe 100% 
weerend 33% 

PG&E's witnefs Claudia Greif acknowledged that Oispatcher Risk 
Aversion hal a relatively high impact on fuel costs compared to 
other mOQei features. Nonetheless, she had not measured the impact 
of the Ch~qed values on the IER and revenue requirements. 
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It is important that the impacts 
features such as Oispatcher Risk Aversion be clearl identified and 
documented, especially when the feature is one W~h is given 
relatively greater weight than others. We will irect PG&E to 
include, in its next ECAC filing, the results of a study on the use 
of the, the Oispatcher Risk Aversion model in convention. At a 
minimUm the study should meet the followi 9 requirements and 
justify the company's choice of values ~ be applied to the 
modeling convention: ~ 

1. Oescribe the model fe ure and the system 
operation which it i designed to 
represent. ~ 

2. Oeseribe, review ~d explain the algorithm 
through which th~ model feature claims to 
mimic the system' operation being 
represented. / . 

3. Test the mod~ feature by applying the 
default var~lc, the values assumed in the 
1988 ECAC ~ling and those assumed in the 
19S9 ECAC ;!i1in9 to the data otherwise 
relevant /:.0 the 1990 ECAC filing. In 
addition4' run the model with otherwise 
releva~ 1990 data without activating the 
Oispa~Cher Risk Aversion feature. In each 
instaJt1ce, report on the impacts on IERs and 
revepue requirements. 

4. Re~rt on the relationship between the 
~;{patcher Risk Aversion assumptions and 
jrtual operation. 

Our reatest concern is in ensuring the effectiVe 
participatio of the ORA. in this p,rocess. We need that balance in 
order to as 
Whether or 
be best i 

re that all ratepayers are adequately represented. 
ot all parties are limited to, using one model, it would 

resources were available to enable ORA to use and be 

clear 
ith the model offered by the utility. Then it would be 

at ORA. and the utility were speaking the same language when 
discus 'ng modeling conventions and assumptions. 

J' 
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We are not prepared to tell any of the parties that the 
must abandon their favored models. Prior to this proceeding, ~ 
required each party to include in its showing a ~ase case ru~usinq 
ELFIN. We eliminated that requirement this year ~ecause ~were 
interested in focusing the ~ase case comparison on the way that the 
various models handled the same input assumptions. ~~ever, this 
led to an unintended result. Without the benefit 0 an EL~IN run 
accompanying PG&E's application, the ORA was for ~ into a perilous 
game of Beat the Clock. When the application w. s filed in April, 
ORA had only a f.ew weeks in which to analyze G&E's PROMOO results, 
complete the trial-and-error process of dev oping the mo4eling 
conventions needed to produce comparable ta When using ELFIN, 
participate in the modeling workshops,. ;Y£d prepare its testimony. 
All this haa to ~e aone with a core c puter team consisting Qf one 
person. 

Oespite long hours ana a concerted effort,.the r~sults 
were unsatisfactory. ORA was un le to prov.ide input to the 
workshop process on a timely ~~s, coula not meet its'schedule for 
filing testimony,. ana maae s~tantive changes to its initial case 
after the last aay of hearinfis. 

We neea not forcefoRA to ~egin its ECAC investigation 
unaer this handicap,. Insfeaa,. we will reinstitute the requirement 
that PG&E's apPlicationjbe supported ~y an ELFIN run, rega:dless of 
the model PG&E wishes to rely on for its preferred ease. At the 
time of its filing, P~E shall ~e prepared to work with ORA in 
interpreting the ELF~N run and to· p:ovide ORA with a complete 
explanation of the;nOdeling conventions employed to maXe the ELFIN 
run comparable to~at of any other model used~ 

PG&E a~ques that ORA's desire for this assistance is an 
indication of tl"X~ quality of ORA's modeling expertise~ This is an 
unfortunate anJinappropriate argument whiCh misses the point. 
ORAfs, experts fre expected to· apply their skills- to a full range of 
computer ana1yses in the telecommunications, transportation, and / . 
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enerqy fields on a continuous ~asis. It is unnecessary and ~~ 
wastef~l to as~ them to start each analysis with a clean slate. ~ 
With PG&E's ELFIN run in hand, ORA should ~e more ~iCklY able~tQ 
focus its own computer work and determine where there is a nGed to 
develop more or better conventions and modeling technique~ As 

always, DRA will remain responsible for its own analysisto' With 
PG&E's ELFIN run in hand,. however, it should ~e ~ett~a~le to deal 
with the increasingly complex ECAC issues within tat short time 
available tor considering these cases. ~ 

v:t:t:t. Hydro ConditiOM 

In ECAC proceedings, we nOrmal}~pplY average 
precipitation assumptions when fore:icasting hydro generation tor a 
tuture period. That is ~ecause, eve in the short-term it is not 
possi~le to make reliable forecast of preCipitation. However, 
prospective estimates ~an be temp'~ed ~y existing conditions. For 
instance, PG&E conducts snowpac~surveys. which can tell it 
something about the aVailabil~y of water in the months. ahead. 
When PG&E filed this apPlic~iion (April 3, 1989), its analysis 
incluQeQ the latest snow s~ey data available, which was issued at 
the beginning of February! It offered April data when it became 
available and June datajwhen it was developed. 

Since the forecast period begins November 1, which is 
t • , I· ., . 

w~th~n the next raln;season, the quest~on was ra~sed as to the 
benefits of using p~or year snow survey data. Would it be 
preferable always /0. apply average year assumptions, since the . I . 
actual performance will fluctuate above and below average over the 

t 
years? Some pa;ties questioned the merits of changing hydro 
assumptions as~he ease progressed. One concern is that each party 
might advocat~usin9 the data, which is most favorable its ease •. 
The most repeated position' is that some rule should be applied 

,)! 
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consistently. Either averaqe year data should exclusively apply, 
or snow data from a specific report should always ~e relied on. 

We arc convinced that there is some merit to taking 
current conditions into, account. While much of the snow pack may 
disappear ~y November, the late winter an~ spring hydro conditions 
m:s.y affect stream flows and reservo,ir levels well into a fo ... o;""g,o;, 

period Which :oegins the following fall. At the same time, 
that consistency is important.. r..ast year, we relied on 
survey information. We are relying on the June data 
well. This is the most recent report available 
examined during the hearings., In future years as 
to- ask that PG&E provide an update :Cased on the 
rely on that information when assessing the 

IX. Revenyc .ReguirsmeW 

we intend 
report and to 

Because tnis decision make~e adjustment to factors 
which can a~fect revenue requireme,t's, it will :Ce necessary for 
each of the parties to run its m04el again. We direct the parties 
to do this and file the resultsl'with their comments on this 
proposed decision, so they can':ce reflected in the final decision. 

, The final model ~s already in the record provide an 
approximation of the fina~revenue requirement. Based on the 
assumptions contained i;t'the ALJ ruling, the parties recommended 
the following increaseS: PG&E, $2S5-.6 million;- ORA, ' ., 
$279.7 million~ CCC!$270.4 million; and IEP, $272.1 million. 
Although the ERAM ~Justment is not in dispute,. we will itemize all 
of the chang-es iJour next order related to this proceeding. 

I x. COmments 2n This PrQpose4 OgeisiQn 

eheD~tO' the short time available for review and decision 
before ~ nd of tne year, parties are re~ested to serve two 
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eopies of their comments, together with any attachments, on this 
. proposed decision on COmlnissioner Hulett, the Assigned 
COmlnissioner. 

Findings of Fact 
1. PG&E filed this application on April 

an increase of $378.3 million to its electric 
annualized basis effective November 1, 1989. 

2. Since the last AER revision only ted costs through 
end of July 1999, we suspended PG&E's AEP. ot AUCj\1st 1,. allowinc; 
100% of the fuel costs incurred since that!date to, be tracked in 
the ECAC balancing account. ~, 

3. All revenue allocation and. ;:ate design issues have been 
heard on a consolidated basis in 7A. 8'8-12-005, the general rate 
case. 

4. In a ruling dated Ma~41 198-9, 'AJ.:] Cragg granted PC&E's 
motion asking that the sales ~recast developed in this proeeed1ng 
be used in the general rat~se for purposes of consolidated 
consideration of revenue i:~~~ation and rate design issues. 

5. The Rancho SeCQ Nuclear Power Plant (Rancho Seco) MS 

been closed. " 
6. Without th)/benefit of power generated at Rancho Seco, 

SMOO will have to pw:chase more electricity from other entities. 
7. It is re/sonable to aSSUl'l1e that SMUO will make use of its 

existing contract! with PG&E, SCE, and utilities in the Pacific 
Northwest. I 

8. The;agricultural customer class is intended to include 
only those ~~tomers who use electrieity predominantly to serve 
ac;ricultura~end-uses. 

9. fjricultural end-uses include growing crops, raising 
livestoek, pumping water for irrigation, and other uses that 

involve p oduction for sale and: that do not change the form of the 
ac;rieul t"4ral product. . . ' 
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4IIIt Commissioner directed the p~rties to' do this and tile the results 
with their comments on the proposed decision, so they could be 

reflected in the final decision. 
Table 2 reflects the final calculations of each 

contributing' party tor the IER, ERI, O&K adder,. and revenue 
requirements.. As this table indicatel!,. the revenue reqUirements . / 
and other calculated factors of the v.arious parties e relatively 
close. only DRA's revenue requirements numbers substantially 
higher.. While it is not clear why DRA's figur", are higher, this 
does not appear to, be a direct result of the " O&M adder, or ERI 
calculations. Although we are not endorsin a single computer 
model, we must adopt a set of final calcul,..tions.. On balance,. 
PG&E's calculations retlect internal con&lstency. ccc used the 

, / 
same computer model as PG&E and genera;ed virtually identical 
numbers. This lends confidence to our use of PG&E's calculations. 

l 
We will adopt PG&E's most recent calculations tor the IER, O&M 
adder, BRI, and net revenue requir~ents as reflected in Table 2 .. 

I 
The adopted energy costs and changes in revenue requirements are 

~ contained in Appendix C and summ~riZed in Appendix D .. 
.. ~2 

• 

Average Oat Net :Revenue 
PAloty 1ER Add~;[ IB:t Increase 

BiB, 9,443 10,.387 ' 1 .. 0 $ 272.048 M 

.1&., 9,427 unknown 1.0 282.174 

~' 9,444 10,392' 1.0 272.684 M 

lR 9,459 10,430 1 .. 0 274.272 

J'indings of Pact 
1. PG&E tile this application on April 3, 1989, requesting 

an increase of $37 .3 million to' its electric rates on an 
annualized :basis effective November 1, 1989. 
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10. As ot the ti~e when the results ot this year's~AC 
proceeding go into effect, agricultural schedules wi17~e reserved 
tor those customers who meet the condition that 70~r more Qf 
their energy usage is dedicated to agricultural ~-uses. 

11. PG&E has yet to reach its qoal of i~entitYing the 

affected customers in the newly defined ag-ri.eultural class. 
12 • The n\lnlljer ot active agricul tur;,{ accounts does not equal 

" the number of customers with aqrieultur~ end-uses. 
13 • Each time a new agrieul turd pwnp is conneeted. to the 

utility lines,. a new aceount is o~d. 
14. Despite overall reduct~s in farmed aereage during the 

last few years, drought eonditiCris have resulted in many new 
aecounts ~eing opened. * 

15·. Many accounts are opened or elosed silnply ~ecause farm 
property changes h~nds an the electric ~illing is transterred to a 
new name. / 

16.· Starting with a base of 99,599 customers in 1985, PG&E 
had forecasted lOO,9~ customers for 1988, reflecting a net 
increase of 1,:3 5,2 ~stomers., 

I. 17. An act~l tally of aecounts opened and closed during 
those years~ y' e s a net reduction of 804 accounts, leading to' 
98,795- custome s in 1988. 

18. Th growth in the number ot agricultural accounts 
forecast loy pG&E "S econometric model does not coincide with 
record.ed openings and closings in the years for which data was 
provid.ed. 

19. Despite the disagreements as to, the size of the 
agricul ural class" the various estimates of agricultural sales are 
very c ose. 

~ 
~. The Pacific Northwest has experienced two exceptionally 

d'rf yliiars. 
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21. All parties are in agreement with PG&E's to'reca 
available installed capacity tor transmission trozmhe ~ific 
NO'rthwest during the fO'recast period~ 

22. Even if current riv~r flows and reservo' levels are at 
or near normal, the reality O'f twO' prior dry ye~ is likely to 
restrain deliveries to California. ~ 
. 23. Sufficient energy available in the Pacific Northwest to' 

fill all of its entitlement on the trans~siO'n interties during 
peak periO'ds and 50% O'f its entitlemenJlduring:off-pe~ hours. 

24... In 1gee, PG&E purchased NO'~hwest power at the fixeCl 
price of 22 mills. / . . 

25. BPA has offered to prov:o.de energy to' PG&E in October 1989 
at a price of 23 mills~ -~ 

26.. In 198:8, reservoir /evels l.n the Northwest were 
dramatically lower than~e are in 1989. 

27. Actual practice confirms. PG&E's ability to O'btain energy 
at 22 mills under less ,vorable cO'nditions.. . 

.¥ 
28. FO'r the general rate case, PG&E prO'duced a fO'recast of 

NorthWest Energy avatlability based O'n what the QFs refer to' as a 
quantitative mOdeli' 

29. The ke~characteristic of a quantitative model is its 
relative verifi!~ility; assumptions as to what 'fAay affect energy 
supplies are cdearly defined and subject to critique for conceptual 
soundness; ~e the conceptual framework is understood,. results can 
be checked nd replicated by others willing to undertake the same 
analysis. 

30. For the ECAC Northwest energy forecast, PG&E undertook a 
empirical study. 

The gO'al of the general rate case Pacific Northwest 
anal is was to· prepare a lO'ng-term forecast. 

32. In an ECAC forecast~ the reliance is on short-range 
vision and the factors that are recognizable from where we stand 
today. 
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33. properly execute~ quantitative analysis does 
necessarily provi~e a more reliable forecast thzn e irical 
j ud9'lllent. 

34. Experts must always be able to show at their judqments , 
flow logically from an assessment of facts a~ that the full ran9c 
of essential facts have been considered. ~ 

35·. The 'price of Northwest purchas.ls" from March 1, 1990 
through October, 1990 is assumed to· e~l 90% of PG&E's averaqe 
incremental fossil-fired steam gene;a~ion costs. 

36. All parties support PG&E~ assumption that its purchases 
of economy energy from the paci~ Northwest f=om March l, 1990 
throu9h October, 1990 will be ~iced at 90% of PG&E's incremental 
fossil-fired steam qeneration!costs. . 

37. All parties aqre,d'that if Northwest supplies were 
considered limited durinq~he first staqe of the ECAC period, the 
price of purchases from~he california Oepartment of Water 
Resources should be assumed to be 20 mills and that the price for 

.t 
the remainder of the;ECAC period should be assumed to be the same 
as the priee for N~~west purchases durinq the second stage. 

38. In 1987'; the Geysers field began to experience frequent 
ste~ curtai1me~~~, when there was insufficient steam to run all of 
the units altho~gh the units were available for service. 

39. GeyS'~rs Unit 15 is now out of serviee tor an indefinite 
period and it assumed to be unavailable during' the forecast period, 

~. 

due to insufficient steam. 
I 

40. IGeothermal steam curtailments have continued to grow. 
This year, PG&E was able to shed little new light on the reasons 
for theJ'geotherm~l steam curtailments. 

~. PG&E proposes that the geothermal steam price be based on 
its contractual formula involving recorded and forecasted fossil 

t-costs and recorded and forecasted nuclear fuel costs~ as in past 
vea:!s. 
- l· 
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42. ORA has proposed that the nuclear tuel cost component of 
r 

the geothennal steam price ~e decreased to reflect what" it as'serts 
'" to have been unreasonable delays in th, e comPletzion ot the Oiablo 

. Canyon Nuclear Plant (Diablo Canyon). 

• 

... ~ 

43. The necessity ot shutting down a gene ating unit and 
removinq the reactor head during the retuel~ process makes the 
'refueling outage an ideal time to perf07~cessary maintenance on 
various parts ot a nuclear power plant. 

44. The ~aintenance and retueliyg process for a nuclear power 
plant may enable the engineers to uncover damaged parts and 
unexpected maintenance tasks tha~/~uld extend the length of the 
outage; these are usually probleM$ that could not be detected 
before the plant was shut dZwn 'nO. various components were 
dismantled. 

45-. Diablo Canyon Uni s 1 and 2 have each had 2 retueling 
outages. I 

46. The last outa~e wa~ for Diablo canyon Unit 2 and it was 
completed in 2 days less than 12 weeks •. 

47. The~ast r,tueling outage tor Diablo· canyon Unit 1 was 
not completed for more than lS· weeks. 

48. For mOdeJ'ing purposes r PG&E imposes a ~inimum 72-hour 
downtime for its/larger steam units and a 48-hour minimum donwtime 
for its smaller~its. 

49. The,ractical effect of PG&E's minimum downtime modeling 
convention is/that the model assumes that smaller un~ts will not be 

~ t I. shut down o'4ern~ght, tor economic reasons r ~t they are perce~ved as 
being need~ the next day and that the larger units will not be 
shut downJ'tor less than three days. 

50.1' Startup costs are also used in production simulation 
models 0 allow tor a comparison ot the cost of shutting units down 
for f 1 economy with.the cost ot'~eeping units on-line at minimum 

n anticipation of the next time a particular unit is needed 
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51. startup costs include fuel, distillod water, l..:t>O/ 
auxiliary power required to start up a unit; for mOdelin~oses, 
PROMOD reflects all of these costs as if they were rel~ed to· fuel. 

5.2. PG&E' s calculations of the IER and revenu~equircmont$ 
do not include the value of the auxiliary power, ~tilled water, 
and labor which were removed because these cost~re recovered 

. r~ elsewhere (the nonfuel costs in the qeneral ;r_e case and the 
auxiliary power costs in the general steam~ate). 

53. PG&E has certain oil and qas qeneratinq units that are 
kept on standby. f 

54. PG&E says that its standby its are not likely to be 
needed in 1990. 

55. The parties were able to reach aqreement as to many of 
the resource and modeling ass~ions to apply to XER and revenue 
requirements calculations, Wh~h are listed in Appendix A to this 
decision. ~ • 

56·. Vari~le QF prii.:s are the sum of three basic components: 
a payment for capacity, a payment for avoided 0&11, and a variable 

,f 
payment for energy. L 

57. The IER, wh±ch reflects the utility system's incremental 
efficiency in conveytinq heat enerqy to electricity, is multiplied 
by the utility'S i~eremental fuel cost to produce the energy price 
to be paid to variably priced QFs. 

I 
58. The ERI is a way of expressing whether the value of 

additional cap~ity on an electric utility system in a given year 
is the same a~ or greater or less than the utility'S marginal 
capacity inv~~tment, assumed to be a combustion turbine. " 

59. T;(e ERI is a f=action that is multiplied by the cost of a 
COmbustion/~urbine to produce the capacity price to be paid to 
variably priced QFs. 

6:;.: The 0&11 adder reflects the operation and maintenance 
costs ~'at are avoided when variably priced QFs are available. 

I~ , 

C 
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61. In 0.89-06-048, we aaopt~a a floor/ce~inq methodoloqy, 
modified in response ·to comments on an ear17'e /:proposal, to 
calculate the short-term ERI for PG&E. 

62. PG&E has arqued that dry year hj"A.ro conditions should not 
apply to the ERI forecast, ~ecause it is/only a one-year forecast. 

/ i ' , 63. We have always used adverse)hYdro cond t~ons When do~n9 
reliability plannin9 because it is tmpossible to forecast what the 
actual hydro conditions will be i~ followinq year. 

64. Because of its heavy reliance on hydro power, PG&E's 
sys'cem is particularly sensiti~ to· changes in hydro avail~ility. 
PG&E states that it could, i:elnecessary "firm UpH more capacity in 
the Pacific Northwest than~ indicated in its IER forecast and 
that it should be allowed~o do so for the purpose of its ~ 
calculation.. / 

65·. The goal of ]be ERJ: calculation is not to reinvent PG&E's 
resource plant,. but to place a value on the added reliability 
stemmin9 from the p~sence of a variably priced QF • 

66·. It is ap~opriate to use consistent assumptions as to QF 
capacity when callulating the IER and the ERl. 

67. parti~ to this proceeding were instructed to calculate 
the O&M compon~t of payments to variable QFs (O&M adder) according 
to the meth:t0hiCh we approved in 0.89-09-093. 

68. As e stated in 0.89-09-093, the same QFs-in and QFs-out 
runs used f r the IER calculation should form the basis of the O~M 
adder calcJlation. 

69 ./MOSS Landinq Units 4 and 5 are neither operational nor in 
cold stal1dby; instead, they occupy the relatively unique status of 

~ , near-term standby un1tS. 

t" ,NO' pa~ycontest.s PG&E:S claim that its O&M costs for 
Moss d1n9 Un1ts 4 and 5 are v~rtually the same Whether or not 
the p. ants are operated~ . 
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71. Although the Diablo Canyon settlement decision called for 
use ot the full OEG gas rate in calculating the DIER, P~ now 
proposes that only the G-PC and Tier II volumetric g~rates be 
used for the determination of the DIER. ~ 

72. In converting the results of the mOde~s to the OIER, 
the cost of gas appears in the denominator of~e calculation 
(~IER - $- divided by kWh divided ~y cost Of~aS). 

73. In converting the DIER to an AERI'adjustment, the cost of 
gas appears in the numerator of the Lal ation (AER $ • OIER times 
kWh times cost of gas). 

74. So long as the same UEG r~e is used both for calculating 
and applying the OIER, the nonvari~~le portions ot the rate will 
not influence the results. I' . 

75. We are not persuaded?-at PROS'lM is a ~ore relia~le tool 
than other models for calculat1ngthe DIER: we w~ll adopt PG&E's 
DIER. l' · 

76. As was the case l~st year, three different computer 
models were used in orde~to simulate the performance of PG&E's 
system under various aS9Umptions. 

I 
77. DRA used ELF}N, a computer model which has ~een used by 

our staff and various/utilities for over a decade. 
78. PG&E and Icc used PROMOD, a more complex anc:1 costly 

modeling approatc, which has been used by PG&E in several past 
proceedings. 

79. IEP u ed PROSYM, a relatively new.model, which was also 
used in the EC;tc proceeding last year. 

80. ELF1N and PROMOD are load c:1uration curve moc:1els, which 
convert chr~ological demand levels into load duration curves, 
representi:;9' the percent of time that each level of demand occurs. 

811:. ROSYM is a chronological moc:1el,. which consic:1ers the 
system's! peration in relation to· time and which uses multiple runs 
to dave f p its forecast of the system'$ operation. 
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82. The use of d.ifferent lI\ocIels has raised. questions abo/ 
assumptions and technique which might not co~e·to light if a~ryone 
relied on the same tools. ~ 

83. Dispatcher Risk Aversion is a computer modelUng feature 

" employed ~y PG&E to mimic the dispatcher's concezw. h the amount 
ot enerqy availa~le trom various sources. 

84. In its past two ECAC filings, PG&E ha applied different 
values to the Dispatcher Risk Aversion featurrL 

85. It is important that the impacts ~sociated with model 
features such as Dispatcher Risk Aversio~~e clearly identified and 
documented, especially when the featur~~s one whieh is given 
relatively greater weight than others;/ 

86. Without the :benefit of an/ELFIN' run aceompanying PG&E's 
application, ORA's partieipation iJl. this proceeding was impaired •. 

87 • In ECAC proceedings, wi" normally apply average 
preCipitation assumptions when loreeasting hydro generation for a 
future period • 

. 88. Prospective hydro estimates can ~e tempered :by existing 
conditions. 

89. PG&E conduets nowpack surveys which ean tell it 
something about the av&!1.lability of water in the months ahead. 

90. While much o't the snow pack may disappear :by November, 
the late winter and ./pring hydro- conditions may affect stream flows 
and reservoir leve well into a forecast period which :begins the 
following- fall .. 

It i . reasonable to use a forecast of 98,765 agricultural 
customers for: e ECAC forecast year and calenaar year 1990. 

2. 'I'h' cowuission should adopt adopt PG&E' s overall sales 
./ 

forecast: ,l7G&E sales of 69,300 GWh and a total area load of 94,.343 
GWh for the! ECAC' forecast year; PG&Z sales of 69,668 GWh and a 
total areaJ load of 94,612' for. the general rate ease calendar year 
199'0 .. 
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3. We should not change a reasona~le assumption just 
the moaeling results look ~etter; even if we'were otherwise 
inclined, there would ~e no, compelling reason to do so in a 
situation where the 'change would have virtually no effect on 
IER or on the overall revenue· requirement. ~ 

4. It would ~e inappropriate to· apply the resu~ts of a long
.I' 

term forecast to the short-term issues of IERs and ECAC revenue 
requirements for the next l2 months. ~ 

5·. We should encourage PGScE, ORA, or an~ther party to 
aevelop a quantitative approach to forecastinjVShort-term Paei~ie 
Northwest enerqy availability; however, we ~e not prepared to 
reql.lire such analysis in this situation. L 

6. Twenty-two· mills is an appropr~ate priee assumption to 
:I 

apply to the PGScE's purchases from th~aeifie Northwest from 
Nove~er 1, 1989 through Fe~ruary~99 • 

7. The price for purc~ases f om the California Department of 
Water Resources for the portion 0 ,'the ECAC period running' from 

I' 
March 1, 1990 through oetober l~O should ~e assumed to ~e. the same 
as the price for Northwest purchases :uring the same period. 

s. pe&E has not proviaid a convineing ~asis for predicting 
curtailments during the for~ast period. 

9. Two years' wo~nlOf data is insuffieient to prediet a 
trend in geothermal steam'curtailments. 

10. For the purpo,tes of setting rates and IERs, it is 
reasonable to assume that geothermal ste~ eurtailments during the 
foreeast period wil~e the same as those during the las~ 12 months 
for which data wasjvailable prior to· the final IER ealculation .. 

11. peScE shOUld present information with its next ECAC filing 
that will reflect/specific study of the pro~lems affecting peScE's 
Geysers plants ;.fneluding a verifiable method for determining the 
likely Yieljom the Geysers du:rinq the next forecast period. 
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12. The consideration of ORA's proposal to disallow a 
of the geoth~rmal steam costs should ~e consolidated for 
with related issues in the reasonableness phase; thus, 
reasona~le to adopt PG&E's geothermal'price 
prejudice to later consideration of the ORA posiw.~~._ 

13. Because of the unpredictability and the 
of nuclear power plant refueling outages, it not ~e 
meaningful to forecast overall performance s~ ~y considerinq 
the plant's performance while in operat;t,'on w. thout considering the 
amount of time it is down for refueling. 

14. A nuclear power plant that ha reviously experienced 
only one fuel cycle per unit does not SUddenly ~ecome mature after 
the second fuel cycle~ ~ 

15. We should adhere to our current approach for forecasting 
I i·f ;. , 

O~ablo Canyon operat~on because ~e performance of the each un~t ~s 
more appropriately reflected ~Yfts performance across the fuel • 
cycle. ,I 

I 

16. PG&E should offer m£nimum downtime assumptions that do 
..-

not simply reflect the optimal operating conditions, but take into 
,f 

account the downtimes that./are actually experienced. 
17. In its next ECAC filing, PG&E should demonstrate the 

,I 

actual amount of time each plant was down in each instance and 
.' 

provide the reason for.,the duration of the outage. 
" 

1$. PG&E's assumptions for minimum downtimes and startup ~uel 
costs for steam plan~~ usinq fossil.fuel should ~e adopted. 

19. In O.88-1,X'-052 , we required ali mOClelers to· model standby 
units that can ~e restarted in short time as beinq available for 

/1" 

the entire forecast period; nothing has changed that should cause 
Q 

us to alter our ,position this year. 
20. We Sh~uld adopt all of the assumptions listed in Append~ 

," 
A, with the exception of the sales forecast (which has been 

.' ,I 
adjusted as de'scri:bed in an earlier seetion) and hydro generation 
(which has :b~n changed to reflect June snow survey information). 

~1 

i 
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/ 
21. Dry year hydro assumptions should apply to the short-term 

ERl calculation. ~ 
22. For the purposes of all short-term forecasti~, PG&E 

should present a unified picture of its expected pur~ses and 
resource plans during the forecast period. -- ~ 

23. The Pacific Northwest firm capacity as~Ptions applied 
in the IER calculation shall apply to the SRI at well. 

24. It is inappropriate to- include lon~term standby units in 
a short-term ERI calculation. . ~' . 

25,. When calcu~ating the O&M add~r, it ;is most approP~iate to 
use the same assumpt~ons for Moss Land g Un~ts 4 and S as were 
applied in the IER .calculation. I 

26-. The parties should recalcu.late the O&M adder to retlect 
the assumption that Moss Landing ~its 4 and 5 are available in the 
QFs-out run only, and that the related,O&M savings is zero. 

27. For the sake of simpl~city, ·we should continue to require 
that the OEG rate be applied i~ the DIER calculation in the same 

.~ 

manner it is applied. in the?R caleulation. 
28. PG&E should inolude, in its next ECAC filing, the resul-:s 

of a stud.y on the use of ~e Dispatcher Risk Aversion modeling 
.;~ . 

convent~on. .to' 
;1 

29. We should reiristitute the requirement that PG&E's 
application ~e suppo~d ~y an ELFIN run, re9ardless of the model 
PG&E wishes to rely ~ tor its preferred case. 

30., In future,'years, we intend to ask that PG&E provide an 
update ~ased on the June snow survey and to- rely on that , 
information when ,assessing the hydro forecast. 

3l. Because this decision makes some adjustment to factors 
:/ 

whioh can afte7t revenue requirements, it will be necessary tor 
each of the pa~ies to run its model again. 

32-. The/suspension ot PG&E's AER authorized in 0.89-0l-040 
should )je lilted and PG&E's AER should be resinstated at the time 

,; 
when the rates resulting from the decision become effective. 

~. 
I 
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IT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. In its next Energy Cost Adjustment Clause ,flECAC) 

application, Pacific Gas and Electric company (PG&~ shall provide 
information which reflects a specific study ot t~' problems 
aftecting 'its Geysers geothermal plants inC1U~ig a verifiable 
method for determining the likely yield tr7m~e Geysers during the 
next forecast period. 

2. In its next ECAC application, P.G&E shall report on the 
actual amount of time each of its foss~steam plants was out of 

# 
service for every outage experienced ~uring the 12-month period 
prior to the application and the spe~ific reason tor each outage. 

3. In its next ECAC filingj'PG&E shall provide the results 
of a study on the use of the Disp~tcher Risk Aversion modeling 
convention that,. at a minimUlll,~~a.tisties the reql!irements set forth 

JlY 
in this decision. l 

.., t • 

4. PG&E's next ECAC a~pl~catlon shall be supported by an 
;J 

ELFIN run, whether or not ~LFIN is the ~odel chosen by PG&E tor its 
preferred ease. At the td~e of its tiling, PG&E shall be prepared 
to· work with Division ol'Ratepayer AQ.voeates (DP.A) in interpreting 
the ELFIN run and to pr~vide DRA with a complete explanation of the 

I' 

modeling eonventionsJemployed to make the ELFIN run comparable to 
that of any other moael used. 

5. In future' ECAC proceedings, PG&E sho,uld present updated 
hydroelectric for/cast information based on its June snow survey as 
that infor.matio~ecomes available., . 

6. All modeling parties shall recalculate the operations and 
maintenance adder based on the assumptions adopted in this 
decision. I 

~ 
~ 
[ 
r 
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7. Those parties whose most recent incremental 
and/or energy reliability index calculations are inconsistent with 

,; 
assumptions adopted in this proceeding shall produce new model ~~s 
applyinq the appropriate assumptions. ~ 

8. New revenue requirements calculations shall be prepared 
to reflect the assumptions approved in this dec~on. Tbe model 
runs and reporting of the results shall be c70 ~inated as necessary 
by the assigned aaministrative law judge. 

9. A final decision on the revenue ~quirements issues in 
this proceeding will issue at the commiss~n's second meetinq in 
December 198"9. ' I 

10. The suspension of PG&E's ~ual Enerqy Rate (AER) .. ,~ 

authorized in 0.89-01-040 sball be ltfted and PG&E's AER shall :be 
reinstated at the time that the rates resulting from this decision 

" become effective. l 
11. Parties shall serve t~~ complete copies of their 

comm~nts, wi th any attaChments"l' on this proposed d.ecision on 
Commissioner Hulett,. at.thatg'~e time as they serve other parties • 

This order is eff,ctive today_ 
Oatedf , at San francisco" california .. 

/ 
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n- IS ORDB:RED that: 

.. : ... .. .. . 

QRDER 

1. Xn its next Energy cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) 
application, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) shall provide , 
information. which reflects a specific stud~f the problems 
affecting its Geysers geothermal plants iDCluding a verifiable 
method tor determining the likely yield from the Geysers during the 
next forecast period. 

2. In its next ECAC applieat' n, PG&E shall report on the 
actual amount of time each of its ossil steam. plants was out ·of 
service for every outaqe experie ced durinq the 12-month period 
prior to the application and specific reason for each outage. 

3. In its next ECAC ·fi :Lng, PG&E shall provide the results 
Dispatcher Risk Aversion modeling 

convention that, at a min , satisfies the requirements set forth 
in this decision. 

4. PG&E's next E C application shall be supported by an 
.. ELFIN run, whether or t ELFIN is the model chosen by PC&E for its 
~ preferred case. At time of its filinq, PG&E shall be prepared 

to· work with DivisionfOf Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) in interpreting 
the ELFIN run and to!provide DRAwith a complete explanation of the 
modeling conventio~ employed to make the ELFIN run comparable to 
that of any other ;model used. 

5-. In future ECAC proceedings, PG&E should present updated 
hydroelectric fofecast information based on its June snow survey as 
that infor.ma~t.ol becomes available. 

•• 

6·.. PG&E is authorized to· increase its ECAC revenue 
requircent b $613,8'55-; to increase its Annual Energy Rate (AER) 

revenue requ ement by $26·,479,000; and to decrease its 
Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism revenue requirement by 
$368,286-,000. 
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IT IS ORDERED that: 
l. In its next Energy Cost Adjust~ent Clause CAC) 

application, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG shall provid~ 
information which reflects a specific study ot e pro'.blems 
aftecting its Geysers geothermal plants includ'ng a veritiable 
method for determining the likely yield he Geysers durinq the 
next forecast period. 

2. In its next ECAC application,. shall report on the 
ac~ual amount of time each of its toss· steam plants was out ot 
service for every outage experienced urinq 1985 and 1989 and the 
specific reason for each outage • 

. ..... 
3. In its next ECAC filing, PG&E shall provide the results 

of a study on the use of the Dis atcher Risk Aversion mOdelinq 
convention that, at a minimum/atisfies the requirements set forth 
in this decision • 

4. PG&E"s next ECAC ¥plication shall '.be supported by an 
ELFIN run, whether or not EtFIN is the model chosen '.by PG&E for its 
preferred case~ At the time o·f its filing, PG&E shall :be prepared 
to work with Division o/Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) in interpretinq 
the ELFIN run and to· Pjovide ORA with a complete explanation of the 
modeling conventions~mployed to make the ELFIN run comparable to 
that of any other m08.el used. 

s. In futur/ ECAC proceedings, PG&E should present updated 
hydroelectric fo 'east information '.based on its June snow survey as 
that informatio '.becomes available. 

6. PG&E is authorized to increase its ECAC revenue 
requirement '.b $6l3,SSS7 to increase its Annual Energy Rate (AER) 
revenue reqt?lJ.rement :by $26,479,000; and to decrease its Electric 
:Revenue Ad~stment Mechanism revenue reqllirement ~y $~6a,2a6,OOO. 

I " costs in be general steam rate). These costs. repres.ent $585-,000 
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Page 1 

~i~ of ~earanee~ ~ 

Applicant: E2~ert-». McLenn~, Attorney at Law, for Pacific Gas 
and Electric company. / 

Interested Parties: C. Hayden Ames, Attorney a't Law, for 
Chickering' & Gre9'ory; Jackson, TUtts, colc/& Black, :by 
William H. Booth and Joseph S. Faber, At~orneys at Law, for 
California Large Energy Consumers Association; Morrison & 
Foerster, by JC~$. B19om, Atto=ney ~ Law, for California 
Cogeneration Council; Matthew~. B~, for California 
Department of General Services; pav~ BIAPchcomQ, for Henwood 
Energy Services, Inc.; McCracken, J?,Yers & Martin, by Oa.v.id J. .. 
~yers, Attorney at Law, for California City-county Street Light 
Association~ Brobeck, Phleger & ~rrison, ~y Y2Xdon E.-Pavis, 
Attorney at Law, for CaliforniaJ.Manufaeturers Association; Karpn 
Edson, for :KKE & ·Associates; M~hel P. Florio and Joel R. 
Singer, Attorneys at 'Law, for/Toward Utility Rate Normalization 
('I'TJRN); N,Qrman FUJ::Y.ta, Atto~ey at Law, for Federal Executive 
Agencies; Steven Geringe~, ~ttorney at Law, for California Farm 
Bureau Federation; Dian M./Gruepeich, Attorney at Law, for 
California Department of peneral Services; Hanna & Morton, by 
oouglas K. Kerner, Attorpey at Law, for Santa Fe Geothermal, 
Inc., Unocal corporatiop, Freeport-McMoRan Resource Partner~; 
Jos~ph G. Mever, for Joseph Meyer Associates; Jett Nahigiao, for 
JBS Energy Inc.; ~hn/p. Ouinl~, for Cogeneration Service 
Bureau; Kathi RQbert$on, for Simpson Paper Company; 
Chester/Schmidt Con~ultants, :by Reed V. Sch~, tor County of 
Marin and City of gakersfield: Jan smutDY-Jones, Attorney at 
Law, for Independeht Energy Producers; Downey, Brand, seymour & 
Rohwer, DY PhilipfA. Stohr, Attorney at Law, for Industrial 
Users: NM~ Thompson, for Barakat,. Howard & Chal!Werlain: J'ohTL 
Vickland, Attor/ley at Law, by Alice Loo, for Bay Area Rapid 
Transit; Philip J. piVirgilio, for PSE Inc.; Richarg~._ 
weisenmil1er'Lfor Morse,. RiChard, Weisenmiller & Associates, 
Inc.; pon Sa~ow, for Association of California Water Agencies: 
Armour, St.fJOhn, Wilcox, Goodin & SChlotz,. by JamesJ2. SQJ,leri', 
Attorney at/ Law, for Kelco Division of Merck; Richard o. :sa.ish, 
Michael O./Ferquson, and RandQlph L. Wu, Attorneys at LaW,. DY 
Phyllis H~ekabeer for El Paso- Natural Gas Company: Hanna « 
Morton, 'r/y pougla,s.1). Kerner, Attorney at Law, for Geother.nal 
ResourceS Association and Independent Energy Producers 
Associ~ion; Thomas P. Cort, Attorney at Law, for Independent 
Power ¢orporation: Wayne Meeks,. for Simpson Paper/Investment 
comp~; §~lby- Mohr,. for Sacramento Municipal Utility Distriet: 


